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ABSTRACT
Geographical anomalies in American capital punishment 
are a key to interpreting this social practice. A 
nationwide change occurred after the 1830s from public 
execution to sequestered penitentiary execution. A 
regional contrast began developing during the same period 
that has lasted until now, with some states holding 20 or 
more executions annually, while others abolished the death 
penalty 75-125 years ago.
The United States furnishes historical geographical 
conditions for persistence of capital punishment whose 
aftereffects are unlikely to be overcome. Popular support 
for the death penalty is efficacious in a democratized, 
decentralized decision-making process. Popular support has 
been particularly strong when communities had to be formed 
among heterogeneous, often socially unmotivated 
individuals, as on the frontier. Discriminatory popular 
support, which continues, has been stimulated by historical 
resentment arising in part from the exploitative 
competition between White labor and Black or immigrant 
labor. The study contrasts the success of abolition in 
parts of New England and the upper Midwest after 1846 with 
later failures elsewhere, and concludes that success came 
in part from a true "culture of liberalism."
x
The study develops an account of space as a socially 
created and manipulated element in these issues. The 
theoretical strategy is an integration of phenomenological 
theories of place and region with classical sociological 
theory of Durkheim and of the "conflict tradition." The 
role of spatial elements, place and region, has been an 
ideological one. Public space, with its slowly changing 
landscape elements and its larger-than-human scale, 
forwards the suggestion of authority, continuity, and 
normalcy. Regionally, characterizations are created: the 
South is the locus of racial discrimination; the West is 
"lawless." However, when the social, economic, and 
political relationships making up a given social order 
change, the use and labeling of space, or the choice of 
locale, changes with them. Public space, when its 
inherently legitimating connotation cannot support the 
morally controversial functions, is simply discarded as a 
locus. Region and place as "social players" do not 
announce such changes and statistical realities, and they 
can act to retard the recognition of them.
xi
Chapter 1
A GEOGRAPHICAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
After traveling all day through a 
desolate country, at last I came upon a
body hanging from a gibbet, and knew
that I had reached civilization.
This "early traveler's account," here paraphrased, was once 
guoted by the late Warden Lawes of Sing Sing Prison.1 
Warden Lawes ardently opposed capital punishment, and the 
"traveler's account" may be apocryphal. But the 
relationship between capital punishment and "civilization" 
is real and lasting. Capital punishment, or the legally 
sanctioned putting to death of an individual by authority 
of a governing body, can be seen as a social ordering
device. It is the ultimate sign of society's ability to
set limits. Historically capital punishment has been 
intimately connected to strong central government and to 
social hierarchy, but it has survived democratization and 
federal-type governments such as that of the United States. 
Indeed, the death penalty is now undergoing a resurgeance.
This is true in spite of changes that have occurred, 
changes that have led authoritative commentators at various 
times to believe that capital punishment would come to an
^ewis E. Lawes, Twenty Thousand Years in Sina Sina 
(Garden City: Blue Ribbon Books, 1932), 305.
1
end as a simple function of time: Capital punishment has
been abolished in a number of countries, and in other 
countries execution rates have declined over time. Yet 
capital punishment has rarely been abolished by the will of 
a popular majority. And certain reforms to execution 
practice, such as methods of execution that purportedly 
cause less suffering, and the discontinuance of public 
execution, have in effect allowed capital punishment to 
persist by making its practice more palatable to modern 
sensibilities. Finally, the practice has persisted and 
support has continued although evidence for the deterrent 
effect of capital punishment remains inconclusive. Thus 
the reasons for continuing to carry out the death penalty 
are what Randall Collins has called "nonobvious."2 In a 
society founded on accessible reasoning as a social and 
political ideal, such obscurity must be a matter of 
concern.
To a scholar within the discipline of geography, the 
spatial anomalies of capital punishment practice are 
striking, and make up the least developed area of capital- 
punishment research. Just within the United States during 
the period of this study, 1801 to 1960, a fundamental 
change has taken place: the disappearance of legal
2Randall Collins, Sociological Insight: An 
Introduction to Nonobvious Sociology (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1982).
3execution from public community space. Until the mid­
nineteenth century, most executions took place at a 
publically accessible, distinctive location: the town 
square or county courthouse, or a natural feature such as a 
hill or forest clearing. After capital punishment was 
moved to the penitentiary, the setting of legal execution 
became publically unobservable and often remote from 
population centers. Moreover, during this change, some 
communities and jurisdictions have apparently viewed 
frequent executions as indispensible to maintaining social 
order, while citizens of other regions have seldom 
authorized execution or have banned capital punishment 
entirely.
A Geographical Perspective 
on Capital Punishment 
It is the thesis of my inquiry that the geographic 
dimensions of capital punishment are a key to interpreting 
it. The use of public versus private space for execution 
suggests changes in the social role and meaning of capital 
punishment. Variations in practice from region to region 
allow us to isolate particular conditions under which 
capital punishment has been strongly relied on or, 
conversely, has been dispensed with. Thus a goal of the 
study is to illuminate the phenomenon of capital punishment
through the application of traditional geographical 
methodologies, such as the mapping of distributions and the 
discursive analysis of landscape elements.
The study's other goal is to contribute to a rather 
newer enterprise, the "retheorizing of spatiality" 
occurring intensively in geography and related fields since 
the mid-1980s.3 As others are currently doing, I attempt 
to develop an account of space as a social phenomenon. The 
strategy is to integrate geographical insights with theory, 
much of it aspatial, from other social sciences. The 
phenomenon of capital punishment in the United States 
offers study material for processes both of distribution 
and of localization. The study attempts to show how the 
spatiality of capital punishment is integral to capital 
punishment as a social process; specifically, how certain 
uses of space legitimate existing social practices and 
their related hierarchical social relationships.
Social theory gives us insight about choices of 
behavior, the constraints and opportunities under which
3T. F. Click, "History and Philosophy of Geography," 
Progress in Human Geography 11 (1987); 405-416; 14 (1990); 
120-122. See, for example, in chronological order, Dennis 
Cosgrove, Social Formation and Symbolic Landscape (Totowa: 
Barnes and Noble, 1985); James Duncan and Nancy Duncan,
"(Re)reading the Landscape," Environment and Planning D; 
Society and Space. 6 (1988); 117-126; Michael Dear, "The 
Postmodern Challenge; Reconstructing Human Geography," 
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, new 
series 13 (1988):275-287; Edward Soja, Postmodern 
Geographies (London: Verso, 1989).
they were made, and the process of their 
institutionalization.* But a specifically geographical 
theory is needed to understand the "taking place" of an 
event and the "making place" of a practice. My intended 
contribution is using the ontology of lived space developed 
by phenomenologists to make evident how space, as place and 
region, can be coherent social participants in somewhat the 
same way as persons are.
The study begins by developing a historical overview 
of capital punishment and examining its sources of support, 
then building a framework of social and geographical 
theory. The remaining chapters of the study, an empirical 
examination of U. S. capital punishment 1801-1960, grow 
from this beginning.
Social-Political Structure and Systems of Punishment
Capital punishment as practiced in modern Western 
industrial nations is based upon a definition of crime that 
has evolved historically. Donald Black observes: "Much of
the conduct described by anthropologists as conflict 
management, social control, or even law in tribal and other 
traditional societies is regarded as crime in modern
‘Anthony Giddens, The Constitution of Society 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 
esp. 25-34.
societies."5 As civil authority became more highly 
developed in medieval European societies, the concept of 
the civil peace, or "king's peace," served as a basis for 
adjudicating private wrongs under public authority.
Religion made legitimate the state's appropriation of force 
to maintain order; therefore the state continued to enforce 
religious dictates as part of the category of public 
wrongs. Restitution through blood money was no longer 
practiced: "The idea of damage done to the individual was
merged and lost in the greater trespass alleged to have 
been committed by the offender against the peace, against 
the code and king."6 Vengeance became a state rather than 
kinship principle. Fines formed an important source of 
revenue for the state, and corporal punishment took on the 
role of expiation for those who could not pay in money.7
In European countries, capital punishment was most 
frequently resorted to during this period, the two 
centuries of the later Middle Ages. Imprisonment was a 
usual punishment only for political prisoners and debtors.
5Donald Black, "Crime as Social Control," American 
Sociological Review. 48 (1983):34.
6Harry Elmer Barnes, The Story of Punishment: A Record 
of Man's Inhumanity to Man (Boston: The Stratford Company, 
1930), 53.
7Georg Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer, Punishment and 
Social Structure (New York: Russell and Russell, 1968; 
originally published 1939), 8-11, 72ff, for following 
discussion.
Only in the late sixteenth century did imprisonment begin 
to be used regularly for ordinary criminal offenders, such 
as thieves and murderers. As capitalism developed during 
this same period, and land ceased to be the only 
significant form of property, crimes against property 
gradually became perhaps the largest, most severely 
punished category of offense. Great Britain, with its 
intensely disruptive, centuries-long experience of the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions, had 223 capital 
offenses as late as 1819.0
As to the rights of the offender, detailed systems of 
monetary compensation led to distinctions we now regard as 
basic. These include degrees of guilt, guilt attached only 
to the individual rather than to his entire family or clan, 
and the difference between accidental and intentional harm. 
However, the offender continued to be presumed guilty until 
and unless he or she could prove innocence; and the process 
for establishing a legitimate charge, much less the process 
for demonstrating innocence or meting out proportional 
penalties, was rudimentary.
"William J. Bowers, Legal Homicide: Death as Punishment 
in America. 1864-1982 (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 1984), 136-139.
8Capital Punishment Since the Enlightenment
The United States inherited a dependence on capital 
punishment from the penal codes of its founding Dutch and 
British colonies. Only during the Enlightenment, circa 
1760-1790, did a systematic European and American interest 
arise in individual rights and in the creation of a legal 
methodology. With these developments, criminal law began 
to assume something like its present state. The right of 
the state to punish its citizens was specifically tied to 
the concept of "due process," in an effort to abolish 
arbitrary and non-public sentences carried out by 
government agents, such as secret police, outside the 
scrutiny of law. When Western criminal law and penal 
practice spread to other countries through colonial 
conquest, however, Enlightenment conceptions of individual 
rights and due process did not necessarily accompany the 
legal and penal trappings. Hence the incongruity, in many 
totalitarian regimes, of a law forbidding capital 
punishment side by side with an active system for 
stealthily murdering "enemies of the state."
Nonetheless, the official use of capital punishment 
became secondary to penitentiary imprisonment and, from the 
Enlightenment on, was banned by various nations. Before 
1800, Catherine II of Russia and Grand Duke Leopold of 
Tuscany had abolished capital punishment in their countries 
for a time. Eleven nations in Europe, Africa, and South
and Central America had abandoned or abolished the death 
penalty before 1900, and the number and geographic 
diversity of abolitionist nations continued to grow until 
the end of the 1960s.9 At the end of the 1960s, most of 
the United States had temporarily abandoned capital 
punishment while the Supreme Court considered the legality 
of death penalties as then written. Twenty years later, 
most states have written new death-penalty laws, and only 
13 states forbid or severely restrict capital punishment.
Throughout United States history including its 
Colonial period, 16,100 legal executions are known to have 
occurred; and the total that can be documented is still 
growing.10 As of 1990, 37 states mandate the death penalty, 
and there are 2211 persons on death rows around the 
country.11 Moreover, concealed within these aggregated 
numbers are striking spatial variations in the application 
of capital punishment. In the course of the study period, 
1801-1960, 49 per cent of all executions were carried out 
in only ten states. Six states abolished the death penalty 
between 140 and 70 years ago; another seven abolished the 
death penalty during the 1950s and 1960s. Spatial
9Ibid., Table 5-3.
10M. Watt Espy, Jr. , Capital Punishment Research 
Project, Headland, Alabama. Personal communication, March 
20, 1989.
lxNew York Times. February 27, 1990, table page A12 for 
death-row total.
10
variation has survived both the standardization of 
execution procedures and vigorous, protracted attempts by 
state and federal governments to standardize the basis upon 
which the death penalty is applied.12
The historical and spatial complexity of capital- 
punishment practices and attitudes in this country, I wish 
to suggest, indicates the depth to which capital punishment 
is embedded in the overall fabric of our social, economic, 
and political relationships.
Sources of Support for Capital Punishment 
Michel Foucault, in his inquiry into the the European 
history of punishment, offers the following "rules for the 
study," upon which I have drawn:
1) Regard punishment as a complex social 
function;
2) Regard punishment as a political tactic.13 
The social complexity of capital punishment begins to
become evident when we find that the relationship of 
homicide rates to execution rates has not been constant 
(Fig.1-1). This relationship can be charted using the 
first fairly reliable U. S. homicide rates that have been
12Bowers, Legal Homicide. 62-64.
13Michel Foucault, Surveiller et punir: naissance de la 
prison (Paris: Gallimard, 1975); translated by Alan Sheridan 
as Discipline and Punish: Birth of the Prison (New York: 
Pantheon, 1977), 23.
11
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Fig. 1-1. Changes to rate of execution per 1,000 
homicides, 1930-1967. Based on national annual 
homicide totals excluding states not practicing 
capital punishment. Rates for Alaska and Hawaii 
excluded for entire period; Texas excluded 1930- 
1932. Data in Bowers, Legal Homicidef Table 1-4.
12
available historically. The time period 1930-1967, though 
short, does illustrate the fluctuations, the general 
downward trend overall, and the effects of the approaching 
1967 moratorium on the average execution rate nationwide. 
Between 1930 and 1967, the number of executions per 1,000 
homicides ranged between 20.1 and 0.2, with deviations from 
the mean between 12 and 67 percent in any given five- 
yearperiod. Capital punishment is by no means a changeless 
part of American culture.
Further, spatial variation in execution rates today 
does not correlate with disparate levels of public support 
for capital punishment among the voting public.14 Public 
support for capital punishment is no less and no more in 
states where capital punishment has been abolished than in 
states where the practice continues. Overall, more of the 
public throughout the United States in recent years favor 
capital punishment (72 per cent) than regularly attend 
church or synagogue (40 per cent) or own the dwelling they 
occupy (64 per cent).15
“Keith Harries and R. Norris, "Crime and Justice," in 
Human Geography: Culture. Interaction, and Economy 
(Columbus: Merrill, 1986), 192-197; Franklin E. Zimring and 
Gordon Hawkins, Capital Punishment and the American Agenda 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
“Sen. Mark Hatfield, Congressional Recond. September 
27, 1986; U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract 
of the United States (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office, 1987), 52, 440.
13
Public support for capital punishment persists and has 
grown in spite of the fact that no clear evidence of a 
deterrent effect on crime exists. The two major recent 
studies on the subject are in conflict with each other, and 
both have been criticized on the same ground of omitting 
certain variables that could affect their conclusions.16
Subsequent attempts to weigh the two studies have also 
produced conflicting results.17 In 1975, the National 
Academy of Sciences convened a panel to review and evaluate 
evidence relative to deterrent effects of punishment, 
including capital punishment. The panel's finding was that 
the evidence regarding deterrence in general is 
inconclusive.18 The panel also noted that the question of a
“Thorsten Sellin, The Death Penalty (Philadelphia: The 
American Law Institute, 1959); Isaac Ehrlich, "The Deterrent 
Effect of Capital Punishment: A Question of Life and Death," 
American Economic Review, 65 (1975):397-417; both reported 
in Zimring and Hawkins, Capital Punishment and the American 
Agenda, 171-186; also see Jack Gibbs, Crime. Punishment. and 
Deterrence (New York: Elsevier, 1975) and Zimring and 
Hawkins, Deterrence: The Legal Threat in Crime Control 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1973).
17Isaac Ehrlich, "Capital Punishment and Deterrence:
Some Further Thoughts and Additional Evidence," Journal of 
Political Economy. 85 (1977); Peter Passell, "The Deterrent 
Effect of the Death Penalty: A Statistical Test", Stanford 
Law Review. 28 (1975):61-80.
1BNational Research Council Panel on Research and 
Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects, Deterrence and 
Incapacitation: Estimating the Effects of Criminal Sanctions 
on Crime Rates (Washington: National Academy of Sciences, 
1978).
deterrent effect for capital punishment above and beyond 
the effect of imprisonment has simply not been addressed.
Support does not come principally from the potential 
victims of capital crime; and, as this study will suggest, 
reasons for support are probably complex. Those most 
likely to be in favor of capital punishment, persons over 
50 years of age, have less than a one per cent chance of 
becoming the victims of any crime.19 These odds are lower 
than for any other group. Results of one detailed survey 
of attitudes toward capital punishment indicate that many 
persons would support capital punishment even if it could 
be proved to have no deterrent effect.20
An Interpretation of Support 
for Capital Punishment 
As this study will show, some level of popular support 
has rarely been unavailable to the cause of capital 
punishment in the United States. Thomas and Foster observe 
that people support capital punishment because they fear
19Collins, ‘Sociological Insight. 113.
20Hugo Adam Bedau, "Introduction, Chapter 3," and Neil 
Vidmar and Phoebe C. Ellsworth, "Research on Attitudes 
toward Capital Punishment," in Bedau, ed., The Death Penalty 
in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 65-92, 
esp. table 3-2-7.
crime and believe that capital punishment deters crime.21 
In practice, it may be easier for individuals and for the 
society at large to sustain the implications of believing 
in capital punishment than to sustain the implications of a 
commitment to making every individual a contributing member 
of society. Capital punishment, though expensive relative 
to life imprisonment, involves the deaths of a very small 
percentage of the population; and each of those deaths 
affords par excellence the sense of closure which one seeks 
in problem solving. On the other hand, it requires 
education, and the overcoming of indifference or fear, to 
understand either the motivational processes of homicide or 
the inconclusiveness of the statistical relationship 
between capital punishment and crime. Further, the 
productive incorporation of every individual into society 
would seem to require massive resources that our economy 
may be entirely unable to provide, not just unwilling to 
dedicate.
It is against this backdrop, of a certain 
intractability in the problem of capital punishment, that 
the study examines the particular history of American 
executions and seeks to establish theoretical perspectives 
on their fluctuating yet persistent occurrence. In
21 C. W. Thomas and S. Foster, "A Sociological 
Perspective on Public Support for Capital Punishment," 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry. 45 (1975):641-659.
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addition to historical developments shared with Europe, the 
American experience has encompassed dimensions of recent 
settlement, ethnic heterogeneity, and governmental 
decentralization. In my view, the question of 
intractability must ultimately be addressed through an 
examination of these areas of the American experience, and 
such an examination makes up the later chapters of this 
study. However, the European experience and its 
theoretical interpretation offer a point of departure.
Theoretical Perspectives on the Use 
of Capital Punishment 
Individual and Community
If one believes only conditionally in the sanctity of 
individual human life, the difficulty of preserving it 
becomes a lesser problem. Absolute belief in the 
individual's sanctity is of recent origin and slight 
purchase in the history of human beings. More prevalent 
have been conditional forms of belief based in the 
derivation of the individual's identity, his or her 
psychological existence, from membership in the group.22 In
22 Emile Durkheim, Les formes elementaires de la vie 
reliaieuse: le systeme totemique en Australie (Travaux de 
l'annee sociologique, ed. Emile Durkheim (Paris: Librairie 
Felix Alcan, 1912); Anthony Giddens, Capitalism and Modern 
Social Theory: An Analysis of the Writings of Marx, 
Durkheim. and Max Weber (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1971), 109-112.
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Durkheim7s analysis of small-scale, traditional societies, 
it is the social collectivity which is the soufrce of. power; 
and the collectivity often identifies this power as sacred. 
The collectivity holds the authority to stipulate the point 
at which the individual7s behavior places him or her 
outside the pale, "outside the enclosure." Durkheim might 
say that "the pale" is the wall around the community that 
not only protects its members from threats from without but 
also defines persons within as part of the group.
Part of what keeps the wall intact, what keeps a sense 
of group membership alive in each individual, is ritual. 
Giddens summarizes Durkheim by saying that "religious 
sentiments of joy [or grief] become raised to fever-point 
in the collective excitation produced by the ceremonial."23 
I am not aware that Durkheim extensively discusses capital 
punishment in relation to social solidarity, but he seems 
to imply that executions as ritual are "functional" in 
terms of social self-definition and might be supported 
regardless of the level of threat from crime at a given 
moment.
Descriptions of public execution in small-scale 
American communities seem to support the idea of execution 
as ritual. Small communities can be of the sort whose 
social solidarity Durkheim defined as "mechanical," or
23 Giddens, Capitalism. p. 112.
based upon a strong communal sentiment (conscience 
collective) and relative lack of individual differences in 
life situation among community members. Durkheim's 
definition of sacredness can certainly be extended to 
include places, as Eliade and others have done.24 It would 
follow from these Durkheimian theoretical assertions that 
the ritual of public execution would be most likely to be 
evoked when a need for order is most keenly felt. In 
Chapter 2 I will discuss the execution as ritual in the 
religiously ordered landscapes of colonial New England; in 
Chapter 4 I will argue that a similar interpretation can be 
made for newly formed communities of the American frontier.
Community and "Other"
Related to the above is the idea of "the Other," the 
"nonconforming" individuals within a society, especially as 
these persons stand for the loss of "our" identity, 
heritage, or cultural integrity.25 American society, based 
economically and socially on long-term immigration 
movements, including the importation of slaves, has never 
been able to cease confronting the Other in its midst. The
24E.g. , Mircea Eliade, Le sacre et le profane (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1965).
25Jose Ortega y Gasset, "The Self and the Other," in 
The Dehumanization of Art and Other Essavs on Art. Culture, 
and Literature. Second Edition (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1968), 175-204.
community may need the Other's presence for instrumental 
reasons; but outsiders in terms of language, appearance, 
customs, values, and life conditions need offer no further 
provocation to present a challenge to the community's self­
definition. Execution, formally defining the condemned as 
an outsider, is most easily justified against those who are 
outsiders to begin with. It should follow from this 
interpretation that capital punishment will be practiced 
more commonly upon those whose status is "other." This 
implies, as I hypothesize in Chapter 5, that lingering high 
execution rates have occurred in the South simply because 
there are a high number of African-Americans there.
Below, I will relate the concept of the Other to economic 
conditions, and apply the resulting interpretation to the 
higher rates of execution experienced by members of 
minority groups.
Capital Punishment and Power Elites
Where society is hierarchical, an external authority 
stands at the top of the social order. The "power elite" 
is external to the group in the sense of being able to 
forward interests that are not only distinct from those of 
the group at large but also may be opposed by most group 
members. Authority is ultimately based on the ability to 
exert control over life and death, and one form of this 
ability is capital punishment. The new American citizens'
20
questioning of capital punishment as part of the overall 
British colonial legal code can be interpreted in part as a 
class conflict (discussed below) and in part as the 
Americans' perception of British authority as external.
When that authority was overthrown and plural views on 
social issues began to be freely debated, capital 
punishment soon became such a source of conflict and 
disorder that executions were removed from public space.
Structuralist interpretations. Various structuralist 
theorists have developed the interpretation of power elites 
and capital punishment. Foucault, whose interpretation is 
a source of theory for this study, departs from the Marxian 
thesis of Rusche and Kirchheimer. In their view, the kind 
and severity of punishment in Europe has been related 
historically to the prevailing social-economic system, with 
its varying exigencies such as a need for forced labor 
under mercantilism, or the repression of "surplus labor" 
during the transition to industrial capitalism.26 This 
interpretation can be applied to American immigration by 
describing immigration as the economic elite's ability to 
import labor. Imported laborers are in a weak bargaining 
position themselves, weaken the bargaining position of 
native-born laborers, and also provide a target for the 
anger of native workers who perceive their market position
26Rusche and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social 
Structure.
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as unfavorable. The "otherness" of non-native workers, 
their language, religion, appearance, customs, values, or 
living conditions, is what serves to identify them as a 
target.
In this interpretation, capital punishment is a 
repressive measure that both the elite and native-born 
workers can endorse. The execution of Sacco and Vanzetti 
would be a paradigmatic example of execution as a 
repressive measure against members of an economically 
threatening minority group.27 In many cases, repression is 
made easier by the helplessness of the newcomer vis a vis a 
strange legal and political system. I postulate in Chapter 
5 that the compound of threat, repression, and newcomer 
helplessness underlies the high rates of execution of 
African-Americans and of other minority groups.
Capitalism and ideology. Foucault's analysis of the 
decline of capital punishment in France and England is 
related to Rusche and Kirchheimer's but is more persuasive 
to me: simply, that on a large scale other means of
"discipline and punishment" have proven more effective than 
capital punishment in achieving the aim of elites to foster 
and maintain a suitable labor force. However, Foucault 
tends, perhaps, to see elites as a continuum. I would vary
27Salvatore J. LaGumina, ed. , Wop!: A Documentary 
History of Anti-Italian Discrimination in the United States 
(San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1973), esp. 239-246.
his thesis by emphasizing the conflict among elites, the 
"changing of the guard." As power moved from the hands of 
an absolute monarch to those of a property-owning and 
industrial class, opposition to capital punishment could be 
interpreted as an effort to undercut the authority of the 
sovereign. Ideologically, capital punishment became a 
human-rights issue; and movement away from theological 
bases of authority toward philosophical ones undercut the 
possibility of a religious justification for capital 
punishment. Public support for abolishing capital 
punishment was grounded initially in Enlightenment and 
Romantic arguments.2B I will argue in Chapter 6 that this 
liberalizing movement, grounded in capitalism and the rise 
of the bourgeoisie, was developed as New England 
transcendentalism and became the only lasting influence 
toward abolition of capital punishment as New England 
cultural influence spread through the upper Midwest.
Political Structure and Popular Support 
for Capital Punishment 
Foucault's analysis does not address the popular or 
non-interest-group basis of support for capital punishment. 
His analysis centers upon the elite of decision-makers
2BDavid Brion Davis, "The Movement to Abolish Capital 
Punishment in America, 1787-1861," American Historical 
Review. 63 (1957), 25-26.
through the historical period that he considers. The 
Foucauldian analysis appears to provide an adequate 
interpretation of the power relationships historically 
resulting in abolition of capital punishment. Foucault 
addresses abolition in France and England, Western-style 
democracies where embouraeoisiement took place under an 
Enlightenment ideology. As Zimring and Hawkin have pointed 
out, most such nations have a centralized decision-making 
process, resulting in unitary national policies about 
issues such as capital punishment.29 Foucault's analysis 
need not address residual public support for capital 
punishment because, in centralized bureaucratic 
governments, attention to local sentiment is much less 
direct than under federal systems such as that of 
Australia, Mexico, or the United States. In these three 
nations, however, capital punishment has been ratified 
slowly on a state by state basis; and the process was 
completed only in Australia.
At a certain point of decentralization, then, popular 
support becomes an efficacious source of political 
decisions; and the nature or bases of popular support must 
be taken into account in a theory of capital punishment. A 
large part of the meaning of popular support in this 
context is voting power. The increasing use of referenda
29 Zimring and Hawkins, Capital Punishment. 151ff.
over time in the United States may be cited in connection 
with increasingly "popular" legislation and, indeed, with 
the election of an elite increasingly similar in social 
class of origin to the non-elite majority. But "popular 
support" also means the disposition of individuals, as 
individuals rather than as leaders or as members of an 
interest group, to endorse particular executions and to 
facilitate the possibility of executions taking place.
Such individuals can be anyone, including but not limited 
to judges, jurors, police officers, parole-board members, 
respondents to opinion polls, or voters of whatever social 
or economic estate. The point has been made that most 
persons on death row today probably favored capital 
punishment before they found themselves in a position to be 
subjected to it.
Phenomenological Insights into
Popular Death-Penalty Support 
Popular support, the endorsement of capital punishment 
by individual citizens, is seen in this study as a 
"default" mode, based on the phenomenological 
interpretation of knowledge developed by Alfred Schutz.30 
If the individual has a motive for supporting capital
30Alfred Schutz, "The Well-Informed Citizen: An Essay 
on the Social Distribution of Knowledge," Social Research.
13 (1946):463-478.
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punishment, he or she will be able to justify that 
position, to subsume any contradictions it may contain, 
because the nature of everyday "background" knowledge is to 
be unspecific. Many of a person's attitudes are acquired 
unreflectingly from the social context rather than through 
individual effort to achieve a coherent, logically 
defensible, fact-based position. Information remains vague 
unless required for carrying out a task. This notion, 
which Schutz calls "unsituated knowledge," is similar to 
that of the phenomenological Heidegger of Being and Time.
The "primordial" world in which we live is the 
lifeworld, a Husserlian concept elaborated by Schutz, 
Heidegger, and others.31 Interpretations vary, but perhaps 
it can be generalized that the lifeworld is all that exists 
as this "all" is related or made into meaningful totalities 
through the involvement of sentient beings. Thus the 
lifeworld is the experienced world. The lifeworld has a 
primary or everyday mode of experience in which our 
perceptions are intuitive and unexamined. Perception is 
evoked and ordered by the carrying out of tasks, whether 
these be narrowly instrumental or broadly social and 
symbolic. Systematic critique on consciously chosen 
criteria is itself a derivative mode of knowledge; as are
“Herbert Spiegelberg, "Phenomenology," in Encyclopedia 
Britannica (Chicago: William Benton, 1368), 17:810-812; 
Alfred Schutz, "Some Leading Concepts of Phenomenology," 
Social Research. 12 (1945).
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objectivity, generalization, abstraction, and scientific 
measurement.32 Only a specialized "need to know," such as 
that of the scholar, critic, scientist, or technician, will 
call forth these derivative modes. By the nature of these 
phenomenological definitions, then, most individuals most 
of the time rely upon unsituated knowledge. This 
conceptual schema implies a practically inexhaustible 
reserve of inchoate support for intuitive closure-gaining 
devices like capital punishment.
Heidegger/s Spatial Theory 
and Its Geographical Implications 
It is possible to say, then, that a need to affirm the 
boundaries or the internal order of the group, that 
conflicting economic interests, can motivate the socialized 
individual to support capital punishment; that individual 
support for capital punishment can become efficacious under 
certain political circumstances; and that, given the nature 
of "unsituated knowledge," support of capital punishment 
will not become problematic to the individual except under 
special conditions. But these theoretical perspectives do 
not make explicit the role of spatial aspects of capital
32E.g., Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1962), trans. by John Macquarrie and Edward 
Robinson from Heidegger, Sein und Zeit (Tubigen, Germany: 
Neomarius Verlag, 1926), Seventh Edition. Sein und Zeit.
55 ff, 81ff; Being and Time. 61-62, 88-89.
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punishment that I have described as anomalous. Such a 
discussion can be developed from further examination of 
Heidegger's Being and Time.
Heidegger's purpose in Being and Time is not to 
thematize the social world;33 and space in his conception is 
in some ways inimical to human meaning, or "being."
However, Heidegger offers an ontology of space and region 
that is implicitly social and that links to, and makes 
explicit, the recent and emerging work in social geography 
that I mentioned in the preceding section. Heidegger's 
philosophical argument parallels this empirical research in 
suggesting that space and place are, for all human 
purposes, a human creation. The following "spatial 
argument," based on points made by Heidegger, develops 
implications for a geographical theory and, in conclusion, 
relates the theory to capital-punishment practice.
The Lifeworld and Spatiality
The nature of spatiality as social, like the nature of 
knowledge as task-related, is rooted in the primacy of the 
lifeworld, or experienced world. The lifeworld does not 
equate to "subjectivity" because it encompasses elements 
external to ourselves that are as real as we are.
33 Heidegger, Sein und Zeit. 45-52; Being and Time. 
71-77. Further discussion will reference page numbers in 
the original followed by pages in the translation in this 
manner: "H45-52/71-77."
Historically, the development of lifeworld as a concept was 
intended to overcome the subject-object division in 
describing human experience.34 The point of lifeworld as a 
concept is to assert that the primary human experience is 
not that of subject and object, but that of relationship? 
and that relationships occur within a world that is real.
A central feature of the lifeworld is that its 
relationships are organized around human purposes or 
intentionality. Heidegger calls these purposes "tasks," 
although "task" is to be broadly interpreted here, from 
hammering a nail in its simple instrumentality to an action 
as freighted as burying the dead in alignment with the 
sun's daily course.35
Heidegger goes on to argue that the process of making 
intelligible our purposive relationships within the world 
is a concretely physical process, a spatial process.36 This 
is the case whether the relationship is with an object, a 
person, or some other kind of entity. We make use of the 
concepts "near," "far," "above," "below," and so forth. 
However, because of the nature of our motivation for this 
locational process, spatiality is extended to relationships
34E.g., Herbert Spiegelberg, "The Phenomenological 
Philosophy of Maurice Merleau-Ponty," in The 
Phenomenological Movement; A Historical Introduction. 2, 
esp. 534-535.
35Ibid. , H104/137.
36Ibid. , HI 04-110/13 8-14 4 ; H117ff/153ff .
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more commonly described as social, such as relationships 
among individuals, and presumably with groups and 
institutions. The key feature of Heidegger's argument for 
social geographic theory is that he does not make a 
distinction between kinds of object to which we relate, but 
identifies all relationship as a single process that is 
simultaneously physical and, implicitly, social.
Heidegger argues that spatial structure is based upon 
involvement, or care. In everyday life, the personal 
investment or interest or purposiveness we feel, our 
intentionality, determines our estimate of location. For 
instance, "close" and "far" are "primordially" experienced 
in terms of involvement rather than measured distance. In 
Heidegger's example, the glasses on one's nose, the 
pavement under one's feet, may be "discovered," or located, 
as remote compared to the friend sighted 20 feet away.37 
Glasses and pavement are taken for granted, not a subject 
of our involvement or care as the friend is. If the 
glasses broke or were misplaced, however, they would become 
"close" spatially. Thus involvement or care is our very 
means of spatial apprehension, our way of locating every­
thing, including ourselves, within the world. Primordially,
37Ibid. , H10 7/141-14 2.
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space is defined as the disclosure of location on the basis 
of significance.36
The Region
The region, for which Heidegger does not specify a 
size, is a primary spatial unit making up a "totality of 
involvement," care, or intentionality. To continue 
Heidegger's example, the fact that one's glasses can be 
misplaced, or "out of place," helps to identify the concept 
of the region. The region is the locus of a totality of 
referents necessary to carrying out some task.39 The region 
acquires its locales only in relation to all items of a 
particular referential totality. Locales cannot be 
primordially random; they represent the items' belonging 
somewhere, so that an item is "in place" or ""out of 
place".40 That we do not ordinarily look for our eyeglasses 
in the refrigerator indicates our awareness of region. 
Heidegger identifies two characteristics of spatial 
structure that will guide our interpretation of the social 
role of space.
38Ibid., H110/145.
39Ibid. , H66-72/95-102 .
40Ibid. , HI02-103/136 .
A key element in the role of space is its 
inconspicuousness.11 Space as Heidegger defines it is a 
process. the process of disclosure of our relationships in 
the world. Space is defined through involvement, which is 
inherently non-self-conscious because non-detached. The 
nature of involvement as process is typically that it 
precedes or bypasses consciousness. The "totalities of 
involvement" that we call regions or places may later be 
looked back on reflectively, but the impulse of involvement 
that "disclosed" the spatial unit does not belong to 
consciousness.
The other key feature of space, extending to regions, 
is an eternal presentness. The "bringing-close" occasioned 
by involvement is also a "making-present." In this mode, 
the individual tends to become trapped in the 
perspectiveless Now of things.42 Thus there is a primary, 
"processual" experience of space, place, or region that 
does not include a historical perspective.
Implications for Geographic Theory
Though Heidegger's account does not deal with 
geographic scale, presumably the region occurs at a variety 
of scales from that of a desktop to that of a portion of a
41Ibid. , H104/138 ; cf . H72-076/102-107 .
42Ibid. , e.g., H367-369/418-421.
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nation or of the world. I wish to suggest that Heidegger's 
conception of region is, depending on size, loosely similar 
to geographers' conception of both place and region. In 
developing the concept, Heidegger makes use of a 
teleological mode of expression that can be accepted as 
metaphorical rather than literal: A river drainage, for
instance, forms a region in which is carried out the "task" 
of conveying rainfall; a town square may be "the place of 
execution," with the "task" of carrying out that social 
act.
Heidegger's model relates to the "functional region" 
concept of Platt and his successors in geography/3 and 
accounts for the fact that we define place and region 
somewhat elastically without finding these concepts any the 
less useful. According to the "task," the place may be 
more or less extensive physically. Further, because of the 
multifariousness of human meaning, elements may serve more 
than one purpose. A town square may be the "place of 
execution;" the whole town may be, in Durkheim's terms, 
the "place of social ordering," of which the locus of 
execution is an element. And the town square may be 
sometimes a place of execution, sometimes a place of other 
kinds of public discourse. Unity of function, or relevance
43A seminal work is Robert S. Platt, "A Detail of 
Regional Geography: Ellison Bay Community as an Industrial 
Organism," Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers. 18 (1928): 81-126.
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to the task, furnishes the ability to define a place or 
region as somehow homogeneous or equidistant within itself, 
compared to a greater distance across the regional border.
Social Meanings of the Region
Though Heidegger does not make the implication 
explicit, the "disclosure" of regions or places as complex 
"totalities of involvement" is clearly a social act. No 
one individual needs to, or could, invent the "totalities 
of involvement" present as regions. Heidegger does go so 
far as to hint that spatiality, in its articulating 
function, is a part of discourse.44 To identify a region is 
to create, or discover, a meaning, a set of relationships. 
But, concerning any "totality of involvement," whether the 
objects on one's desktop, the project of writing a poem, 
the need to bury one's dead, none is possible to conceive, 
much less produce, without the existence of a social 
group.45 The presence of the group is signaled, for 
example, by the inescapable involvement of language and 
artifacts in any place or region, as well as the existence 
of jointly developed rules of arrangement and use for the 
elements that make up the region.
44Ibid. , e.g., Hlll/145; H161/203.
45Herbert Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism; Perspective 
and Method (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1969).
Place or region as social participant. To some 
extent, I would argue, the meaning of a region becomes 
"freestanding," in the form of objects and their 
arrangement, from those who created the region. In this 
sense the region or place may become a coherent social 
"player." It can be "related to" by sentient beings and 
may be capable of independently structuring, asserting, or 
modifying meanings or relationships. But the role of place 
in social interaction has key differences from that of 
sentient beings in that the meaning of place is not 
connected to an inherent intentionality. The coherence of 
place, its duration, its definition, and the integrity of 
its meaning, is entirely dependent upon external 
interpretation and intention. Place or region cannot make 
an initiative, cannot will its own presentation or engineer 
its continuity, as can a sentient being. On the other 
hand, place possesses inertia, or ability to persist, of a 
kind that is denied to sentient beings.
Place as unsituated knowledge. Heidegger identifies 
the primordial type of involvement of the lifeworld with 
the "They" (das Man'I, by which he means Self or Being in 
the mode of forgetting itself.46 As noted, this follows 
logically from the nature of involvement as an impulse or 
process. In a sense, there is no "one" or consciousness
46Ibid. , Ch. 4, esp. H126-130/163-168.
present to notice the region that has been disclosed and is 
operating as part of the social act. Since the active role 
of space cannot be noticed, the meaning of the space as 
region or place cannot be critiqued except in hindsight, 
when it may already have played a considerable role.
Region or place is a principal component and special type 
of the "unsituated knowledge" upon which we all rely. It 
is unsituated, or unspecified, both in terms of its content 
and in terms of its temporality.
Place as historical. An implication of the foregoing 
is that historical meanings of place or region may be 
operating by means of long-standing spatial objects and 
arrangements, but the space is always encountered in terms 
of present needs. In other words, the region as a totality 
of involvements is composed of non-sentient elements having 
a slow rate of change combined with human needs and 
intentions that can change instantaneously. As these two 
types of element are fused in "place" or "region," one 
meaning is considered to be carried, forwarded, or 
contained by both human and non-human elements, together 
forming the overall place. However, what is happening is 
that the lack of perspective induced by the immediacy of 
involvement is grafted onto the sense of changelessness or 
permanence induced by physical objects and other landscape 
elements. Intentionalities that have changed drastically, 
once fused to a durable setting, can be believed to
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represent continuity and tradition. Hence the perpetuation 
of place and region and, at the same time, their ability to 
change as the targets of involvement change. Behavior can 
continue to be interpreted as having a meaning or 
implication that it no longer has; either negative or 
positive stereotyping of place and region can persist while 
"inconsistent" behaviors go unacknowledged.
Place and Region in the Study of Capital Punishment
The physicality and temporal stability of place 
suggest that place is central to the construction of 
community, and the definition of the Other, in the sense 
that Durkheim defines these endeavors. But the social 
order or set of power relationships associated with 
features of a particular place need not be unchanging, 
though the place remains the same. Thus place and region 
can be expected to play an ideological role in the public 
discourse about capital-punishment practice, furnishing 
legitimating or camouflaging descriptions of currently 
favored positions. This is the geographical perspective 
that informs the empirical inquiry to follow.
The particular time period chosen for the study, 1801 
to 1960, extends between the establishment of an "American" 
pattern, with legal codes freely chosen, to the death 
penalty's moratorium of the mid-1960s to 1972, the period 
when the constitutionality of the death penalty was debated
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and, for now, resolved. The study does not include 
executions from their resumption in 1977 until the present, 
but is offered as a perspective on the current period.
The study begins by inquiring into the developing 
image of capital punishment, as expressed by the locations 
and settings in which executions have been carried out, and 
the historical and ideological pressures that have brought 
change to those locations and settings (Chapter 2). The 
study then addresses itself to fluctuations in the pattern 
of capita1-punishment practice by examining variations in 
the rate per 100,000 capita of executions over time and 
space in the United States during the years 1801 to 1960. 
General trends are identified, and compared to time and 
space trends in the use of public space for execution 
(Chapter 3). Chapter 3 also discusses the nature of data 
used in the study. The following three chapters, 4 through 
6, address the presence of capital punishment associated 
with historical geographical conditions seen as 
contributing most to an interpretation of U. S. capital 
punishment practice: territorial expansion and the creation 
of new settlements (Chapter 4); the presence of ethnically 
and racially heterogeneous populations resulting from 
slavery and other forms of immigration (Chapter 5); and the 
European-inspired, New-England-based movement against 
capital punishment that was grounded in Enlightenment and 
Romantic principles and flourished during the American
Federal Period (Chapter 6). Finally, a concluding analysis 
(Chapter 7) interprets these manifestations of capital 
punishment in light of the theoretical perspective 
developed above, and suggests possible directions for the 
future of eapital-punishment practice.
Chapter 2
"SOCIAL SPACE" AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
"The invention of the penitentiary, the abolition of 
public executions, even the formation of reform 
organizations themselves," says Masur, describing the 
succession of reform phases between 1776 and 1865,
"were the products and implements of a 
middle-class culture that dreaded vice, 
craved order, advocated self-control, 
and valued social privacy."1 
Masur goes on to argue that, for the period his study 
covers, the use of geographic space, of location and 
setting, formed a critical dimension of managing capital 
punishment in America. I shall both make and extend 
Masur's argument, bringing the argument forward in time and 
including in it certain economic and political 
developments. Critically, incorporating these developments 
will enable me in later chapters to examine regional 
differences in capital-punishment practice and to relate 
those differences to the use and non-use of public space in 
execution. This chapter examines in detail changes to the 
use of public space for carrying out the death penalty, and
JLouis Masur, Rites of Execution: Capital Punishment 
and the Transformation of American Culture. 1776-1865 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 8.
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relates the location of execution to a general discussion 
of the social role of public space.
Public Execution in the Colonial Period 
Dutch, English, French, and Spanish colonial 
governments brought sanguinary legal codes to their 
colonies in North America, as elsewhere. Some evidence 
suggests that establishing a place of execution was 
considered a basic step in the establishment of authority.2 
In the English colonies, which have been most influential 
on present-day American practices, the first recorded state 
executions occurred in Jamestown Colony in 1608 (for spying 
on behalf of the Spaniards) and in 1622 (for theft), and in 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1630, after a Pilgrim who 
had come over on the Mayflower shot and killed a neighbor.3 
By 1641 at least, no North American colonial code failed to 
mandate capital punishment, usually for a dozen or more 
crimes ranging from burglary and "public rebellion" to rape
2Kevin Lynch, A Theory of Good Citv Form (Cambridge: 
The MIT Press, 1981), 20.
3 M. Watt Espy, Jr., personal communication; Negley K. 
Teeters and Jack H. Hedblom, " ...Hang by the Neck... " The 
Legal Use of Scaffold and Noose. Gibbet. Stake, and Firing 
Squad from Colonial Times to the Present (Springfield: 
Charles C. Thomas, 1967), 7; Edwin Powers, "The Legal 
History of Capital Punishment in Massachusetts," Federal 
Probation. 45(1981):15.
and murder.4 The stringency of statute was mitigated by 
refusal of juries to convict for some capital offenses, 
even murders that were considered of less than capital 
culpability. Masur asserts, based on English sources, that 
the rate of execution for those convicted of capital crimes 
generally remained below 50 per cent as far back as the 
1600s, when the death penalty was little questioned.5 Non­
capital crime was punished corporally or with a fine.
State Religion and the Legitimation of Capital Punishment 
The tenor of punishment in the Colonies was religious, 
and the nature of religion was authoritarian, with little 
apparent dissent within any given colonial community.
Public debate of the appropriateness of capital punishment 
did not begin until the 1770s.6 Public confession and 
gallows sermons plainly identified capital punishment, the 
government's decree, as God's punishment, whether through 
the medium of a Massachusetts Bay theocracy or through the
4 E.g., Quentin Blaine, "Shall Surely Be Put to Death: 
Capital Punishment in New Hampshire, 1623-1985," New 
Hampshire Bar Journal. 27 (1986):132.
5Masur, Rites of Execution. 3; note 2.
6 Davis, "Movement to Abolish Capital Punishment," 25.
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king as God's anointed in Virginia.7 The execution 
procedure as a whole was public and awe-inspiring. The 
condemned, after waiting in jail for trial as long as a 
year, was usually executed within days of conviction. The 
condemned, under guard, was led, driven, or ridden in 
procession to the gallows, accompanied by townspeople.
Often the condemned rode to the site on a coffin and was 
hanged wearing a shroud. Methods of execution were 
prolonged; even in the case of hanging, death resulted from 
strangulation rather than a broken neck. Burning was an 
ignominious method reserved mostly for slaves.6 Hence the 
Salem witches were hanged, not burned. Both British and 
Dutch colonies sometimes practiced gibbeting—  long-term 
display of the body on the gallows, as referred to in 
Warden Lawes's account at the beginning of this study.
Colonial Jails and Execution Sites 
Colonial jails tended to be conspicuously placed. As 
public buildings in a compactly arranged settlement, many 
colonial jails were centrally located. An extreme example
7 Daniel A. Cohen, "In Defense of the Gallows: 
Justification of Capital Punishment in New England Execution 
Sermons, 1674-1825," American Quarterly. 40 (1988):147-164; 
Thomas McDade, The Annals of Murder (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1961); Richard L. Morton, Colonial Virginia. 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1960), 1: 
129, 236.
8Teeters and Hedblom, " ...Hang By the Neck... ". 126.
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of prominence given to the jail is New Orleans under French 
rule, where a plan view of 1764 shows the jail just to the 
left of the cathedral on the Place d'Armes (now Jackson 
Square), the town’s main square (Figure 2-1).9 In 
tidewater Maryland, the jail at Calvert Town (1654) was not 
centrally located but placed on a natural eminence, a neck 
of land jutting into the Patuxent River.
By the mid-1700s the jail was associated with a 
statehouse or courthouse, but in earlier times court was 
often held in a private home or tavern. Most colonial 
jails were rudimentary structures, owing to lack of 
resources, small populations, and the brevity of 
confinement. One jail in Maryland, built in 1693, was an 
iron cage 15 feet square placed on the courthouse grounds.10
Execution took place at a fixed site that was 
characterized by high visibility and passing of traffic.
I V
This site was either the town square or commons or a 
natural feature outside the town near a road.11 An example 
is Santo Domingo. The Montanus engraving of 1671 shows the
9 Leonard V. Huber, Jackson Square through the Years 
(New Orleans, no publisher given, 1902).
10 Morris L. Radoff, The City Courthouses and Records 
of Maryland. Part I: The Courthouses (Publication No. 12, 
Annapolis: The Hall of Records Commission, State of 
Maryland, 1960), 19.
11 Teeters and Hedblom, " ...Hang By the Neck... 11.
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Fig. 2-1. New Orleans town plan, 1764. Jail stands to left of 
cathedral, which is located at center of street grid. Reprinted, 
by permission, from John W. Reps, The Making of Urban America 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), 83.
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colony's execution ground at the mouth of the river (Figure 
2-2). The gallows, which is occupied, stands on a 
promontory at right foreground of the engraving. Similarly 
in the British colonies, both Hartford and Salem exemplify 
natural eminences used as execution grounds. In both cases 
the jail stood at center city and the gallows about one 
mile away on a hilltop. The gallows was outside the 
settlement of houses and fields but within one-half mile of 
the main road. In the case of Salem, the crest of Gallows 
Hill is some 70 feet higher than the road. In Hartford, 
Gallows Hill was the bluff "a little north of Trinity 
College," as noted in an account of the hanging of two 
witches in 1662, "which afforded a good view to the large 
crowd on the meadow to the west."12 Pingrey's Plain, the 
site of colonial hangings in Ipswich, Massachusetts, was 
often called Gallows Lot. The tidewater South is not well 
documented for execution locations during the Colonial era, 
but references to town squares and gallows hills are found 
in the Northeastern British colonies throughout the 1600s 
and 1700s. The change in these references after about 1785 
is that other types of site also become common.
12 John M. Taylor, The Witchcraft Delusion in Colonial 
Connecticut. 1647-1697 (New York: Grafton Press, 1908), 
145-146.
Fig. 2-2. Colony at Santo Domingo, 1671. Execution ground on 
promontory. In Arnoldus Montanus, De Nieuwe en Onbekende Weerld 
reprinted, by permission, from J. W. Reps, The Making of Urban 
America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), 27.
Post-Revolutionary Ideology 
and Changes in Capital Punishment 
The elements of capital punishment altered after the 
Revolutionary War, creating a pattern that lasted from 
about 1785 until 1835. Authority to execute passed from 
provincial to county government, resulting in a greater 
number of potential sites of confinement and execution. 
Newly formed states revised their legal codes; all states, 
eventually, mandated fewer capital offenses, substituting 
penitentiary terms for formerly capital crimes. Influenced 
by the British reform movement, Pennsylvania under Quaker 
leadership pioneered the use of penitentiaries by 1789 and 
established the distinction between capital and non-capital 
murder in 1794.13 Other Northeastern states followed over 
the next 40 years.
The movement away from sanguinary legal codes 
represented both the search for an American identity and 
the influx of new European ideas.14 The new Americans were 
at pains to distinguish their application of justice from 
the "bloodthirsty" behavior of the British, and made use of 
Enlightenment and later of Romantic thinking, with the
13 Harry Elmer Barnes, The Evolution of Penology in 
Pennsylvania (Montclair: Patterson Smith, 1968, originally 
published 1927).
14 Harry E. Barnes and Negley Teeters, New Horizons in 
Criminology (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1943), 472; Davis, 
"Movement to Abolish."
emphasis these placed on individual worth and the rights of 
man. In 1764 Cesare Beccaria, influenced by Montesquieu 
and Voltaire, wrote the anti-execution Essay on Crimes and 
Punishments, which was reprinted and discussed by reformers 
almost as quickly in the United States (1773) as in France 
or England. Quakers such as Benjamin Rush and William 
Bradford used Beccaria's arguments to modify capital 
punishment law in Pennsylvania. By 1820, the abolition 
movement had added to its doctrines the evangelical, New- 
Testament-based Christianity begun during the Great 
Awakening, circa 1730, and established during the Romantic 
era. Evangelical Christianity of this period emphasized 
the brotherhood of man, the poignancy of human suffering, 
the redemptive value of repentance, and the idea that 
ending a life was God's prerogative alone. The "mixture of 
romantic sentiment and evangelical doctrine" was important 
to popularizing abolition in the United States, 
particularly, where much support for capital punishment 
came from Christian religious leaders in established 
sects.15 Romantic writings such as Victor Hugo's Last Days 
of a Condemned (1829) were also much cited.
15 Davis, "Movement to Abolish," 31.
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The Creation of the Penitentiary 
The penitentiary's immediate implication for capital 
punishment was that certain offenses which had been 
capital, such as crimes against property, were now punished 
by incarceration. The penitentiary was not at first used 
to detain persons under capital sentence; rather, county or 
city jails held capital offenders. The first penitentiary 
was the Walnut Street jail in Philadelphia, built in 1773 
and designated a penitentiary, or place of punishment by 
incarceration, in 1789.16 As an exception, the Walnut 
Street jail served as both county jail and penitentiary, 
therefore capital offenders were detained there along with 
non-capital felons serving sentences.
Both jails and penitentiaries functioned in urban 
areas as prominent public buildings. Descriptions of the 
Walnut Street jail and other Federal-era prisons reflect 
their function as a symbol of civic wealth, pride, and 
power on a footing with other important buildings.17 
Reflecting Philadelphia's status as the leading U. S. city, 
the Walnut Street jail was designed by the most prominent 
architect of the time, Robert Smith, designer of Nassau 
Hall at Princeton. The jail faced Independence Square
16 Negley K. Teeters, The Cradle of the Penitentiary 
(Sponsored by the Philadelphia Prison Society, no 
publication data, 1955).
17 J. M. Moynahan and Earle K. Stewart, The American 
Jail (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1980).
where the Penn Mutual Life Insurance building is today 
(Figure 2-3).
Not only legislators but the fashionable of Philadelphia 
are said to have frequented the statehouse grounds, where 
they could see and be seen by prisoners in the front rooms 
of the jail. In spite of this proximity, the jail was 
intended to convey a feeling of "solitude and fitness."18 
Without any sense of compromising the dignity of the jail 
as a public building, Smith designed its weather vane in 
the shape of a key. During the same period, most 
penitentiaries that were built were located in capital 
cities, such as Columbus (1815), Detroit (1815), 
Philadelphia (Cherry Hill, 1834), Baton Rouge (1835), and 
Little Rock (1838). These are the edifices whose "design 
and execution impart a grave, severe, and awful 
character..." whose "effect... on the imagination of every 
passing spectator is particularly impressive, solemn, and 
instructive."19 Since capital offenders were not held in 
these institutions, the tradition of such buildings serving 
as "a silent and frowning warning" stems from their 
character as places of incarceration (Figure 2-4).20
18 Thomas Condie, quoted in Teeters, Cradle, 18.
19 G. W. Smith, quoted in Barnes, Evolution. 143.
20 Marvin Fornshell, The Historical and Illustrated 
Ohio Penitentiary (no publication data, 1906), 9.
Fig. 2-3. The Walnut St. Jail, Philadelphia, in 1789. 
Gates of Independence Square on right. Courtesy of the 
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Fig. 2-4. The Eastern State Penitentiary at Cherry Hill,
Philadelphia, completed 1834. Photograph: The Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania, by permission.
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The Secular Public Execution 
In contrast to the religious themes of the capital 
punishment debate, the atmosphere of the execution after 
Independence was not pious. A strong spur to reform during 
early statehood was the size and behavior of the spectator 
crowd at executions. The execution was typically attended 
by thousands, drawn from all over the region. The earliest 
reference that could be collected to a large crowd is from 
Reading, Pennsylvania, in 1784, where attendance was 
estimated between 15,000 and 20,000.21 Executions, being 
held at county seats which were regional trade and service 
centers, readily served as market days. Crowd behavior at 
executions was that of a fair. Drunkenness, fighting, and 
expressions of extravagant sympathy or hostility toward the 
condemned shocked reformers and threatened public order. 
When in 1822 a crowd estimated at 20 to 30 thousand did not 
erupt in disorder, the Lancaster, Pennsylvania Journal felt 
it worthwhile to comment: "those who were clothed with 
authority saw no occasion for its exercise."22
21 Teeters and Hedblom, " ... Hang by the Neck... ".
44.
22 20 May 1837, quoted in Teeters and Hedblom,
" ... Hang by the Neck... ", 41.
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Societal Pluralism and Secularization
The young American society was without a defined state 
religion, and there was not always religious consensus 
within a community. The lack of agreed-upon theological 
bases for punishment appears to have left the spectator to 
experience executions more and more as frivolous, purely 
sensational events. As late as 1806, the pastor at an 
execution in Haverhill, New Hampshire, had preached a two- 
hour sermon and led the crowd of 10,000 in singing and 
prayers.23 But by 1820, accounts of many executions state 
that the pastor's participation was limited to brief prayer 
and the comforting of the condemned. Reports of the 
condemned's ghost haunting the execution site appear to 
have been particularly common from about 1780 to 1835; this 
may indicate a return to folk religion as state 
Christianity retreated. The printing and distribution of 
execution sermons during the Colonial era gave way to the 
manufacture of handbills and pamphlets representing, or 
purporting to represent, the condemned's last confession, 
and usually including lurid illustrations and descriptions 
of the crime (Figure 2-5).24 Such publications helped to 
establish the condemned as primarily an individual rather 
than a symbolic recipient of the wages of sin.
23 Teeters and Hedblom, 11 ... Hang by the Neck... 11.
299.
24 McDade, Annals.
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Fig. 2-5. Cover of pamphlet published in 
connection with an execution, New York, 
1828. Photograph: New York Historical 
Society, by permission.
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Sites of Execution
References to the sites of legal execution after 1785 
begin to include impromptu, rather than established, 
locations.25 This change is probably the combined result of 
fewer executions in any one community and of the need to 
accommodate large crowds. Executions within the town were 
held near various public buildings, for instance, in New 
London, Connecticut, "at the rear of the town's old meeting 
house" (1786). In the only public hanging ever held in 
Norristown, Pennsylvania, in 1788, a spot was found behind 
the jail after a local landholder refused permission to use 
his property. The older choices of site in or near the 
town persisted; however, after 1800, executions are also 
recorded at sites far outside the town. Of two in 1833, 
one was "near a tavern nine miles out of town" (Morganton, 
North Carolina); another by the roadside two miles from 
town (Mount Holly, New Jersey). Attendance at both these 
executions was over 10,000.
Execution in Countv Jails 
It seems clear that non-public execution followed from 
reformers' and lawmakers' concern over crowd behavior and 
the impact on the public of watching executions.26 However,
25 Teeters and Hedblom, " ... Hang by the Neck... ".
26 Davis, "Movement to Abolish," 33-34.
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this concern was not felt in all parts of the country. In 
1834, the state of Pennsylvania became the first to 
prohibit public executions, and was followed by New York 
the next year. We are told that by 1849 fifteen 
Northeastern states, not specified by the source, had 
mandated private execution.27 But Southern states continued 
to practice public execution and enforce separate criminal 
laws for slaves. In the Far West, public execution, 
including frequent vigilantism, was the norm.28
Figure 2-6 shows data on privatization of executions 
from 13 states. One of these, Maine, mandated private 
execution and then went on to abolish capital punishment. 
Five other states established abolition during the time 
when they might otherwise have been expected to consider 
non-public execution (Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin). Data are missing for the 
other thirty states. Nonetheless, the pattern among the 
sample states is strikingly consistent, in that all 
reported New England and Northestern states privatized 
execution between 1834 and 1860 (Maine, New Hampshire, New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Vermont); all Midwestern and 
Western States between 1861 and 1910 (Iowa, Montana, 
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, and Washington); and the two
27 Ibid.
28 Fred Harrison, Hell Holes and Hangings (Clarendon: 
Clarendon Press, 1968).
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Hawaii
o 1834 - 1860(H)1861 - 1910
• 1911 - 1940
• public until
abolished
Fig. 2-6. Execution made non-public: 
data from 18 states, 1834-1940.
Southern states between 1911 and 1940 (Louisiana and 
Mississippi). In the case of the Midwestern and Western 
states, their dates of privatization correlate fairly 
closely with the development of stable settlement after an 
early frontier period. But the New England and 
Northeastern states were apparently reacting to public 
opinion such as was widely reported in newspapers and other 
periodicals of the time. In contrast are the two Southern 
states for which dates are known. The number of states is 
too small to make a generalization. However, it will be 
seen that the two-state pattern of late privatization 
matches a broad Southern pattern of late centralization of 
executions to the state penitentiary.
The Public and Jailyard Executions
The distinction between public and private execution 
was not always as great as had been intended by lawmakers. 
County authorities had difficulty enforcing the privacy of 
non-public execution in the face of popular desire to view 
hangings. Sometimes the sheriff himself sold tickets; 
usually a great many witnesses, by present-day standards, 
were admitted to the jail yard. Additional spectators to 
the number of thousands perched on rooftops or took up 
positions on high ground to look down on the jailyard. In 
one supposedly non-public execution in Haverhill, New 
Hampshire, in 1868, the condemned man was hanged from a
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joist above the second floor windows of the jail, "in full 
view of the street and surrounding fields."29 There were 
relatively few spectators on this occasion, however, 
because the sheriff refused to await arrival of the 
excursion train that was to bring sightseers to the jail. 
Such was not the case at a federal execution on Bedloe's 
Island, New York, in 1860, when spectators stationed 
themselves offshore from the site in chartered boats 
(Figure 2-7).
Individualization of the Condemned
The extent of secularity and individualism in later- 
nineteenth-century executions is suggested by the dress of 
the condemned. Mencken gives 13 examples, a mixture of 
public and non-public (jail yard) executions between 1850 
and 1906 .30 Nine of the condemned wore street clothes, only 
one (in Chicago in 1887) a white shroud. A black gown was 
used for three executions in Maryland and the District of 
Columbia, but Mencken and other sources indicate that 
careful, even fashionable dress was common. Occasionally a 
rose was worn on the lapel. Four hanged men in Baltimore 
in 1859 went to the jailyard scaffold in "citizen's
29 Elmore Whipple, quoted in Ella S. Bowles, "The Last 
Public Hanging in New Hampshire," Yankee. 4(1938):4.
30 August Mencken, ed., "By the Neck:" A Book of 
Hangings (New York: Hastings House, 1942).
Fig. 2-7. Excursionists at an island hanging, New York, 1860.
In Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekly. 10, no. 244 (July 28,
1860):149. Courtesy of the Illinois State Historical Library. ^
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dress, "with a shawl concealing their bound arms.31 This 
image, preserving the self-respect of the condemned to the 
extent of concealing their captive state, stands in 
contrast to that of the Colonial condemned, who sometimes 
stood at the scaffold for two hours wearing a shroud, to be 
harangued as a focus of abject guilt in the eyes of society 
and of a vengeful God.
Execution Sites and the Jail-Courthouse Complex
Sites of public execution varied, with the courthouse 
square appearing more frequently after 1830 as a locus of 
execution in the South and West. In Monterey, California, 
the governor of the California Territory, who was a New 
Englander, set the site of execution as the portico of the 
combined courthouse and school. On days of execution, 
school was let out.32
In the course of the nineteenth century, the jail 
continued to be associated with the county courthouse, and 
this structure increasingly stood out as a public building 
of architectural and civic pretensions. This was 
especially true after the Greek and Classical revival 
styles of architecture became popular circa 1830 and
31 Mencken, 11 Bv the Neck". 196.
32 Trent Sanford, The Architecture of the Southwest 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1950), 243-244.
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introduced the monumental scale.33 Capital offenders 
continued to be held in, and executed near, these jail- 
courthouse complexes until the twentieth century in some 
states (Figure 2-8).
Execution in the Penitentiaryr Regional Differentiation, 
and the Evolution of Public Opinion 
Slowly it became apparent, after the 1850s, that non­
public execution, and laws allowing jury discretion in 
deciding between capital and non-capital murder, had 
removed the force from certain abolitionist arguments.34 
The deleterious effects upon the public of watching 
executions had been legislated against; jurors no longer 
needed to feel compelled to free persons they suspected 
were guilty; and arguments against the cruelty of hanging, 
or in favor of diminished responsibility in the guilty, had 
not yet developed. Abolitionism continued strong until the 
Civil War, but led to no widespread rejection of the death 
penalty by state legislators or the public. A referendum 
in New Hampshire in 1844, for instance, defeated abolition
33 Albert J. Larson, Ph.D., Department of Geography, 
The University of Illinois at Chicago, personal 
communication, 8 September 1988.
34 Hugo Adam Bedau, 11 Introduction," in The Death 
Penalty in America (New York: Anchor Press, 1967), 14-15; 
Davis, "Movement to Abolish."
Fig. 2-8. Clatsop County Jail (left), with rear facade of court­
house, built 1904-1907. Astoria, Oregon. Photograph: author. ^
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by almost two to one.35 Of the 34 states existing by 1861, 
only two had abolished capital punishment permanently 
(Michigan, Wisconsin) and two temporarily (Pennsylvania and 
Rhode Island).
Once the concept of non-public execution had been 
established, it was perhaps inevitable that a more suitable 
locus and administrative procedure be developed. The 
outlines of modern capital punishment practice came into 
being in the United States when the site of execution was 
moved from various county jails to one location, a 
penitentiary, within each state.36 Vermont and Maine were 
the first to do this, and the change was completed in 23 
states between 1864 and 1909 (Fig. 2-9). The spatial 
pattern of centralization is not easy to interpret, beyond 
the fact that the Deep South states centralized later than 
others (Figure 2-10). Other aspects of spatial change in 
execution are more closely associated with regional 
differences than is penitentiary execution. Obviously, the 
acquisition of a penitentiary was not inherently related 
either to execution practices or to regional differences of 
opinion about the location of executions.
35 Blaine, "Shall Surely Be Put to Death," 135.
36 Bowers, Legal Homicider 46-47.
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Alaska
Hawaii
O  1864 - 1884 
1885 - 1899 
^  1900 - 1909 
9  no centralization-1
Fig. 2-9. Earlier centralization of execution to 
state penitentiary: 1864-1909. 1-In North Dakota, 
only one execution under state authority was per­
formed before the abolition of capital punishment.
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Alaska
Hawaii
o 1910 - 1919
o 1920 - 1929
o 1930 - 1939
• 1940 - 1957
• no centralization
Fig. 2-10. Later centralization of execution to 
state penitentiary: 1910-1957. Arizona and Oklahoma 
centralized in same year statehood was attained.
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Regional Differences after 1864
For the Western territories, this period was one of 
transition. Parts of the region continued public 
execution; Montana has never centralized execution to the 
penitentiary. However, during the latter part of the 
nineteenth century,there was an outcry in favor of 
penitentiaries to cope with high crime rates in the new 
settlements, and at least one firm specialized in building 
prisons after their former market of steamboat construction 
dried up.37 Where public execution did continue in the 
West, common sites were similar to those of early statehood 
in the Northeastern states.
By about 1915, regional differences had reduced to 
differences between other regions and the Southern states. 
Not only the public nature of execution but also the type 
of crime prosecuted differentiated the South. Executions 
in the South continued to be carried out at the county 
seats, as late as 1955 in the case of Louisiana and 
Mississippi, and until the present in Delaware. Most 
Southern public executions held after 1864 for which 
locations could be determined occurred on the courthouse 
square. Lynching, which had become endemic in the South as 
it was dying out in other parts of the country, occurred at 
impromptu sites in towns and the countryside similar to
37 Harrison, Hell Holes.
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those of early Northeastern statehood.38 In these states, 
and in the border states of Missouri, Oklahoma, and West 
Virginia, executions for rape continued as late as the 
1940s to 1960s.39
Abolition and Reform in the Progressive Era
Abolitionist and reformist efforts revived during the 
late nineteenth century. Between 1887 and 1915, Maine, 
Minnesota, and North Dakota permanently abolished the death 
penalty, and seven other states abolished it temporarily.40 
This was the Progressive Era, and abolition and reform 
efforts made use of the enthusiasm for science and 
technology and of the idea of progress for its own sake.
The association of crime with insanity or disease rather 
than with sin was one manifestation of this trend; the 
adoption of the electric chair to replace hanging was 
another.41 Nineteen of the 39 states which adopted 
penitentiary execution after 1890 did so at the same time
38Joel Williamson, The Crucible of Race; Black-White 
Relations in the American South since Emancipation (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1984), 183-189.
39 Bowers, Legal Homicidef 399ff.
40 Bowers, Legal Homicide. 9.
41 E.g., J. B. Thomson, The Hereditary Nature of Crime 
(1870), quoted in Sol Chaneles, ed., Prisons and Prisoners: 
Historical Documents (New York: The Haworth Press, 1985),
129-132; Teeters and Hedblom, " ...Hang by the Neck... ” .
446ff.
that electrocution or lethal gas replaced hanging as the 
method of execution (Fig. 2-11).42 Clearly, it was easier 
to afford one electric chair or gas chamber per state than 
one for each county. However, the time of adoption of 
methods other than hanging shows a regional pattern. Most 
New England, Northeastern, and Midwestern states that did 
not abolish execution had adopted non-hanging methods by 
1919. Most Western states ceased hangings between 1920 and 
1939, but four Western states and two Midwestern states 
never replaced hanging with another method. Delaware and 
New Hampshire are the only other two states to retain 
hanging. Most Southern states except North Carolina 
adopted non-hanging execution at the same time as the 
penitentiary was built; and three other Southern states did 
not adopt methods other than hanging until after 1940. It 
would seem that legal hanging was actually clung to in the 
West, whereas in other parts of the country it had a 
neutral or negative connotation compared to other methods.
Sequestration and Penitentiary Execution
The first states to choose the penitentiary site 
undoubtedly did so because "non-public" execution at county 
jails continued to lead to a level of public disorder which 
officials found unacceptable. Penitentiaries offered the
42 Bowers, Legal Homicide. 13, 46-47.
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Alaska
Hawaii
  Hanging replaced at separate date
from centralization to penitentiary:
O  1890 - 1909
^  1910 - 1929
^  1930 - 1957
A Hanging replaced within one year 
following centralization
•  Abolition before hanging was replaced
O  Hanging retained
Fig. 2-11. Hanging replaced as a method 
of execution, 1890-1957
possibility of a completely impenetrable and hidden 
execution site. Blaine notes that, in New Hampshire after 
1869, holding executions in the more secure environment of 
the state penitentiary at Concord led to voiding the state 
law allowing the sheriff to invite extra deputies, 
constables, and military guards.43 To the extent that 
sheriffs made use of this law to admit spectators, the 
law's deletion helped make execution a more completely 
sequestered event, enhancing the effect of relocating 
execution to the penitentiary. In most states, an indoor 
location for the execution added a third level of 
sequestration.
Changing Ideology, Isolation, and the Evolution of 
Penitentiary Architecture 
The penitentiary incarceration of, and execution of, 
capital offenders occurred late and incidentally, at a time 
when economic justification was paramount in penitentiary 
rhetoric. The main purpose of penitentiaries during most 
of the nineteenth century was financial gain, first from 
the labors of prisoners and later from the jobs that a 
penitentiary provided.44 Thus, most penitentiaries were 
sited in rural counties, either where the labor of
43 Blaine, "Shall Surely Be Put to Death," 142.
44 Blake McKelvey, American Prisons (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1936).
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prisoners could best be exploited, or where legislators had 
been able to secure the great economic favor of a state 
prison. It was at these remotely located penitentiaries, 
with Ohio's prison in Columbus as an exception, that 
executions were carried out. In the South, prison farms 
such as those at Angola, Louisiana, and Parchman, 
Mississippi, eventually became the site of execution.
The architecture of some later nineteenth-century 
penitentiaries, even remotely located ones, continued the 
"fortress" tradition, or adopted revival styles similar to 
those used for other public buildings. But the utilitarian 
note began to be struck. As early as 1906, the 
commemorative book of the Ohio State Penitentiary exhibits 
a transitional character (Figs. 2-12 and 2-13).45 The work 
embodies nineteenth-century elements such as the 
descriptions and portraits of executed persons, but also a 
Progressive Era concern for demonstrations of efficiency 
and, probably, the professional advancement of bureaucrats. 
After a perfunctory evocation of the architectural style of 
the 1875 prison, the writer characterizes the building as 
"a happy combination of magnificence and convenience."
Many penitentiaries were built years before they 
became the state's place of execution; hence a case cannot 
be made that penitentiaries were removed from urban centers
45 Fornshell, Historical and Illustrated.
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Fig. 2-12. Cover,commemorative book of the Ohio 
State Penitentiary, published in 1906. Courtesy 
of the Louisiana State University Library.
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Fig. 2-13. Title page, commemorative book of the 
Ohio State Penitentiary, published in 1906. Cour­
tesy of the Louisiana State University Library.
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to isolated locations, or that their architecture became 
utilitarian and anonymous, because penitentiaries began to 
be used as execution sites. Rather, the penitentiary as it 
developed became a locus compatible with twentieth-century 
capital punishment. The death penalty has continued to be 
a social fact and a political issue, in that a large number 
of the public continue to support capital punishment. 
However, support is not universal, nor is it grounded in a 
universally accepted ideology or world view. Thus it has 
been necessary that the landscape of fear lose its 
identifiability, and that ritual be replaced by 
"procedures." During the twentieth century, electrified 
chain-link fences removed the need for solid walls; this 
change, and the use of low-roofed, decentralized building 
complexes effaced the forbidding images. A civilian 
visitor to one such prison, Angola, the Louisiana 
penitentiary and prison farm, commented, "I didn't even 
know where Angola was. I visualized it being a big brick 
or stone building with a wall around it and guards."46 The 
Architectural Forum explained new construction at Angola 
during the 1950s as follows: "At Angola good architecture 
and good administration will get more from the prison 
dollar, more for the prisoner."47 The modern event of
46 Baton Rouge State-Times. 11 February 1985, IB.
47 "State Prison, Angola," Architectural Forum, 
101:149.
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execution takes approximately five minutes, occupies a 
small indoor space, involves a procession of perhaps 50 
steps, and is witnessed by an average of a dozen persons. 
The presence of the execution chamber cannot be guessed 
even from the outside of the building of which it is often 
only a small part (Fig. 2-14).
Social Formation and the Landscape of Capital Punishment 
In Colonial times, the landscape of capital 
punishment, with its jail at the center of town and its 
hanging tree on the square or on Gallows Hill, was part of 
"the medieval, traditional landscape inherited from 
Europe," in J. B. Jackson's phrase.48 The medieval 
landscape was a religious landscape, and one of its 
characteristics was its ordering of space, of the primal 
formlessness of the earth, by establishing the sacredness 
of particular places.49 For instance, the church as 
sanctuary from secular power is an expression of the 
sacredness of a place. Especially in New England, space 
was "centripetal and hierarchical," time was "a stately
48 J. B. Jackson, "The Order of a Landscape," in D. W. 
Meinig, ed., The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 154.
49 Mircea Eliade, Cosmos and History (New York: Harper, 
1959); Pierre Deffontaines, Geoaraphie et religions. 9e 
Edition (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), 159-164; J. B. Jackson, 
"The Sacred Grove," in The Necessity for Ruins and Other 
Topics (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980), 
77-88.
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Fig. 2-14. Site plan, Arizona State Penitentiary, 
Florence, in 1938. Gas chamber ("Execution Room") 
just below center of site. Reprinted, by per­
mission, from D. G. Moore, Enter without Knocking 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1969), 31.
procession of inevitable events leading to a dramatic 
climax."50 Location and form determined meaning: the 
central position of the church within the town ordered and 
consecrated the society settled around it and the 
activities within its shadow, including the events of 
punishment. Capital punishment as God's punishment often 
took place on the town square, before God's dwelling and so 
in God's sight. The alternative execution site, on non- 
sacred ground outside the town's perimeter, suggests a 
religious order older than monotheism. Here the casting 
out of the condemned from society and the taboo against 
shedding blood make a "profane" location necessary. Within 
the religious landscape, the forms of hill and tree 
expressed the vertical relationship of man to God.51 
Sometimes the man-made tree of the gallows was emphasized 
by placing it on a hill, or in other kinds of natural 
center such as a "hollow" or a clearing in the woods. The 
prolonged ritual of the execution added the dimensions of 
time and movement.52 Prayer and sermon, singing, and the 
procession with coffin made use of symbolic places and the 
movement between them in order to develop the meaning of
50 Jackson, "Order," 156.
51 Mircea Eliade, Images et symboles (Paris: Gallimard, 
1952), 53-70.
52 Nancy D. Munn, "Symbolism in a Ritual Context," in 
Joseph Honigmann, ed., Handbook of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology (Chicago: RMN, 1973), 579-612.
capital punishment as religious: God's will was supreme 
over man as society's will, or the sovereign's, was supreme 
over the individual. Such a community exhibited 
'•mechanical solidarity" as defined by Durkheim, a strong 
sense of belonging to the community and being subject to 
the group's authority. Durkheim's analysis of the workings 
of community suggests that a theological rationale commonly 
supports the sanctity of the community and postulates the 
necessity to take life for the preservation, or ongoing 
recreation, of order within the community. In Giddens's 
words, "the collective excitation produced by the 
ceremonial" reinforced the community members' sense of 
belonging; and cues in the location and setting of the 
execution explicated the ritual's meaning.
However, in the late eighteenth century in America, "a 
new and rationalist landscape" began to replace the 
medieval one.53 Citizens of the new United States rejected 
the authority of Britain and embraced Enlightenment and 
then Romantic ideas, with their individualistic, man- 
centered, "horizontal" tendency. Space was a tabula rasa, 
and the denial of differentiating features was expressed in 
the secular sphere by the grid layout of the National Land 
Survey of 1785. In religion, the idea arose as early as 
the Great Awakening circa 1730 that sanctity did not inhere
53 Jackson, "Order," 154.
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in particular places but was conferred omnipresently by 
God. If evangelical services were held in a church at 
all, that church was not likely to form the center of the 
settlement, community or parish.
Eighteenth-century thought undermined both the 
theological basis for the death penalty and the rationale 
of the sacred spatial layout, including locations of 
execution. Societal consensus was lost as the alternative 
punishment of incarceration became available for formerly 
capital offenses. If the event of the execution retained 
any religious dimension, this followed other religious 
expressions in becoming informally located and losing its 
tight association with the established authority structure 
of community where judgment had been rendered.
Vigilantism, which flourished from about the second 
decade through the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
may have at least partly displaced the legal execution as a 
community-centered event in the same sense as Colonial-era 
executions. This Durkheimian interpretation is developed 
in Chapter 4. The illegal nature of the vigilante 
execution, and the small, isolated settlements in which it 
usually occurred, would have largely confined the event to 
the community and precluded the publicity that drew huge, 
region-wide crowds to legal executions of the early 
nineteenth century. Decisions about how and where the 
legal execution was conducted appear to have become
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increasingly a matter of playing to or circumventing a 
frivolously motivated audience. The fields, roads, and 
inns that became popular for legal execution were less 
favored for vigilante executions, which never ceased to 
make use of salient natural and built features.
The landscape of punishment at the end of the 
eighteenth and during the early nineteenth centuries began 
to include the penitentiary, a means of punishment that 
offered redemption through reflection, and so was both 
rational and humane. Penitentiary incarceration also 
removed the punishment process from the community's control 
and introduced the theme of bureaucracy, with its non- 
moral, procedural bases for decisions about punishment.64 
The penitentiary's Revival styles of architecture referred 
in a generalized way to great periods in the human past; 
the elaborateness of these styles served as a source of 
civic and, eventually, bureaucratic self-advertisement 
without relating to local traditions or conditions.
After the Civil War, says Jackson, "we discern a new, 
more pragmatic, more scientific attitude toward the 
environment and its exploitation."55 A secular, 
materialist society used ideas as techniques for
54 William E. Nelson, The Roots of American Bureaucracy 
1830-1900 (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1982),
158ff.
55 Jackson, "Order," 162.
environmental mastery, laws as guarantors of enough order 
to promote economic expansion.56 The postwar South 
struggled with a reality and ideology in some ways apart 
from that of other regions. Relationships expressed upon 
the landscape after the Civil War were those not between 
man and God, as formerly, but between man and man. In the 
landscape of punishment, the idealistic purpose of 
penitenticiries quickly became obscured by economic and 
political issues around them, as well as by the sheer 
numbers of penitentiary inmates. These institutions were 
no longer placed within cities as a source of civic pride. 
Rather, the courthouse, symbol of judgment and the 
negotiated power relations among individuals, took over 
centrality, prominence, from the symbols of punishment.
The implications of the execution for social order were 
felt as ambiguous, and capital punishment was more and more 
treated as a procedural matter, to be accomplished quickly 
and quietly. Public executions, which could have been held 
anywhere, came more often to be held in front of the 
courthouse as a legitimating symbol of authority. When the 
courthouse-jail setting at the county seat did not 
accomplish the goal of orderly capital punishment, the 
execution was sequestered to the penitentiary, in many 
cases a remotely located facility offering isolation as
56 J. B. Jackson, American Space; The Centennial Years 
1865-1876 (New York: W. w. Norton, 1972), esp. I9ff.
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well as an effective security system and the possibility of 
a completely non-visible execution site. Such a setting 
corresponded to the failure of a morally-based consensus in 
favor of capital punishment.
In carrying out executions, selective use of location 
and context, including the choice of execution method, has 
consistently contributed to the survival of capital 
punishment as an American institution. "Landmark" natural 
and man-made features have provided authoritative settings 
and a legitimating appearance of continuity for practices 
whose content and meaning evolved over time. Fundamental 
changes to the prevailing model occurred in terms of public 
versus private space, fixed versus impromptu location, 
county jailyard versus state penitentiary, and hanging 
versus other methods; and these changes have not been 
consistent over time and space. It was the New England and 
Northeastern states whose governmental bodies first adopted 
non-public, then penitentiary, execution and who 
substituted other methods for hanging. Overall, the 
Western territories retained decentralized public 
execution, often at impromptu sites, throughout their 
settlement period; and several have retained hanging. At 
least some Southern states retained public execution, then 
decentralized execution, longer than any other states. 
Southern states usually adopted non-hanging execution once 
a penitentiary site became available. The following
chapter examines in detail the historical geographic 
pattern of United States executions, and the data on which 
that pattern is based. Succeeding chapters contain studies 
of cultural phenomena believed to contribute to an 
interpretation of the pattern.
Chapter 3
THE DATA AND THEIR REGIONAL PATTERN
The study of spatial and temporal variation makes use 
of per capita rates of capital punishment for all states at 
ten-year intervals, 1801-1960. The number of executions 
itself represents an annualized average over each ten-year 
period. That is, the total number of executions for the 
ten-year period was divided by ten, then made the numerator 
of a ratio. The denominator of the ratio is the population 
in the last year of the given decade. For example, Alabama 
between 1891 and 1900 had 73 known executions, or an 
average of 7.3 each year. Alabama's population in 1900 was 
1,829,000; thus the state's execution rate for that decade 
is calculated as 3.99 per 100,000. This derivative form of 
the data was chosen with some reluctance, but it was deemed 
necessary because of the wide year-to-year fluctuation in 
the number of executions. New York offers a case in point. 
Between 1931 and 1940 New York recorded the highest number 
of executions, 151, of any state in any decade. An average 
of 15 executions per year, or more than one a month, took 
place in Sing Sing prison at Ossining (Table 3-1).
However, within three years, the number of executions was 
21 in 1936, 14 in 1937, and seven in 1938. Variations of
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Table 3-1
Executions per Year, New York State
Year
Number
Executed
1931 12
1932 20
1933 18
1934 15
1935 16
1936 21
1937 14
1938 7
1939 15
1940 13
Source: William J. Bowers, Legal Homicide (Boston: 
Northeastern University Press, 1984), 465-468.
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this amplitude do not lend themselves to analyzing long­
term trends.
Statistical Records 
Records of execution come from two sources: 1) the 
Teeters-Zibulka-Espy inventory, covering executions 
conducted at state penitentiaries; and 2) from the archive 
of the Capital Punishment Research Project, directed by M. 
Watt Espy, Jr., supplementary data on executions performed 
at county seats and other early locations.1
The Teeters-Zibulka-Espy data relating to executions 
at state penitentiaries include 5,499 executions, and this 
inventory can be considered substantially complete.2 Most 
of the records were collected as continuous logs kept by 
state correctional departments; and the compilers of the 
inventory reviewed, corrected, and supplemented 
penitentiary records from contemporary local newspaper 
coverage, published histories, and court records. The 
earliest date of any record is 1864, and most records date 
from 1890 and after. By the end of the Civil War, when 
modern bureaucratic methods and attitudes had been
1 Bowers, Legal Homicide. 398-523; Capital Punishment 
Research Project, Post Office Drawer 277, Headland, AL 
36345.
2 Bowers, Legal Homicidef 395-397.
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initiated, newspapers and other periodicals regularly 
reported executions.3
Data on non-state executions are drawn from the more 
inclusive Capital Punishment Project. This inventory 
covers all legal executions in the now-United-States from 
1608 until the present, under whatever authority, for which 
a record has been found. The Project data used in this 
study include 7,888 records of non-state execution between 
1801 and 1957. The Capital Punishment Project inventory 
continuously adds records of execution, most in the non­
state sphere and dating before the twentieth century.4 For 
example, in the six-and-one-half years between September 
1982 and March 1989, 2,490 historical execution records 
came to the attention of the Capital Punishment Project. 
This averages to several hundred records per year of 
historical, non-penitentiary executions.
The biases in the data are not random. They relate 
chiefly to records of execution of slaves in the Southern 
states. Frequently, the only record of an executed slave 
was the form of property reparation provided to the slave 
owner from the civil authority carrying out the execution.
3 William E. Nelson, The Roots of American Bureaucracy 
1830-1900 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982),
15 8 f f ? Teeters and Hedblom, " ... Hang by the Neck... 11. 37.
4 Espy, personal communication, for following 
discussion.
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Espy estimates, from a search of such property 
reimbursements in Alabama, Louisiana, and Virginia, that 
slaves constituted 90 per cent of executions in the three 
states in the years between Espy's earliest, Colonial 
records and the date of manumission. To Espy's knowledge, 
property reparations for other slave states have not been 
systematically researched. In general, execution records 
understate the total number executed, and also are biased 
downward against slaves. If the true total of slave 
executions were known for all slave states, the total 
number of executions in all of these states would no doubt 
be higher. Given the nature of available data, it must be 
noted that statistics based on the per-capita execution 
rates in this study cannot be exact; nor can it be known 
how inexact the figures are.
Characteristics of the Statistical Data Set 
Appendix A presents per-capita execution rates by 
state. These data are based on a collation of the Teeters- 
Zibulka-Espy file and the Capital Punishment Project 
inventory. The appendix is made up of a three-line entry 
for each state in each decade: 1) number of executions in 
the decade? 2) population of the state at the end of that
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decade taken from U. S. Census Bureau data5; and 3) the 
execution rate per one million capita. In all, 660 
observations were used. Each state's entry begins in the 
first decade in which execution and population figures are 
available. Data are missing for Hawaii, all years, and 
Nebraska before 1880.
The Data: Description
Overall, the mean of executions is 2.11 per decade per
100,000 inhabitants (Table 3-2). The highest rates are 20 
or more executions per 100,000 inhabitants; the lowest 
rates are fewer than one per million (Appendix A), with an 
overall standard deviation of 2.77. All states had passed 
their peak rate of execution by 1910 at the latest. In 
most cases the rate declined rapidly over time from an 
initial high in the first one to three decades of 
reporting. Thirty-one states have had execution rates of 
over five persons per 100,000 at some time in their 
history. In some cases the rate remained higher than five 
persons per 100,000 until the decade 1901-1910. In 43 of 
49 states, the rate for 1951-1960 had fallen below 1.0
5United States Bureau of the Census, Historical 
Statistics of the United States: Colonial Times to 1970. 
Part I (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1976), 
24-37.
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Table 3-2
Distribution of Execution-Rate Values in the Data Set
I. Characteristics of the distribution
mean 2.11
standard deviation 2.77
II. Estimated departure from normal distribution 
(per cent of values within each standard 
deviation)
normal actual
1 Std. dev. (0-4.88) 68% 88%
2 S t d .  dev. (0-7.65) 95% 90%
3 S t d .  dev. (0-10.42) 100% 92%
executions per 100,000 persons; and the other six states 
had a rate less than 2.0 executions.
Some very high rates of execution are based on only a 
few executions and on very low populations, from one to 
fifteen thousand persons. Totals for some early decades 
reflect one incident of mass execution, such as Minnesota 
1861-1870, when 38 Sioux tribesmen were hanged for 
"insurrection" under Federal authority on one day in 1862.6 
As noted, though, execution rates in earlier decades would 
presumably be even higher if the Capital Punishment Project 
inventory were complete.
Statistical Form of the Data Set
The statistical form of the data set, per capita rates 
of execution by state and decade, is an exponential 
probability distribution.7 This distribution is one of a 
family including the "waiting time distribution," Poisson 
distribution, and others. The exponential distributions 
represent a continuous variable for observations of the 
time or distance between occurrences of random events. The
6 Mencken, Bv the Neck. Incident occurred on December 
26, 1862, in Mankato, after conviction by a military court.
7 Professor Kieran Donaghy, Department of Urban and 
Regional Planning, University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign, personal communication of January 19, 1990;
James T. McClave and Frank H. Dietrich II, Statistics. 
Second Edition (San Francisco: Dellen, 1982), 201-207.
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working assumption is that an exponential distribution will 
yield predictions within the "law of rare events" for the 
probability of occurrence of any given value. Smallest 
values occur by far the most frequently in this type of 
distribution, and the number of values in each class drops 
rapidly as the size of the value increases.
The observations making up the data set represent, as 
one would expect from non-experimental data, a mixture of 
more or less randomly recurring events with events whose 
preconditions arose only once. The data do not appear to 
be a normally-distributed example of the exponential 
variable. Table 3-2-II compares parameters of the data set 
with those of a textbook rule for normally-distributed 
examples.6 First, in the study data set the mean of 
observations (2.11) does not equal the standard deviation 
(2.77), as would be expected in a normal exponential 
distribution. Second, the number of values likely to fall 
within each standard deviation around the mean does not 
approximate that usually estimated for a normal 
distribution, whether bell-shaped or exponential. In the 
distribution of execution rates, eighty-eight per cent of 
all observations lie within one standard deviation of
BIbid., 205 and Table 2.6.
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three standard deviations away from the mean; and one 
observation, a per capita rate of 22.01, is seven standard 
deviations away from the mean. On a state-by-state basis, 
of course, the distribution becomes even more irregular.
The data set, though abnormally distributed, 
represents not a sample but a nearly complete population. 
Thus, in deriving the probable occurrence of certain values 
from the data, inferential statistical measures are not 
needed. Throughout the study, comparison of samples is 
done in order to assess whether the difference between them 
could have occurred by chance; for instance, the difference 
in numbers of White persons and non-White persons executed 
in a given state. The abnormality of the distribution 
might be seen to raise a problem in the comparison of 
means, although according to the law of large numbers the 
means of samples will be distributed normally even if the 
underlying population is not. Nevertheless, I have made 
the conservative choice to compare samples within the data 
using a non-parametric test. Non-parametric statistical 
tests do not assume a normal data distribution, and operate 
by comparing rank orders rather than means between data 
samples.
The test used is Wilcoxon's signed-rank test for 
paired values.9 This nonparametric statistical test 
measures differences in the probability distribution of an 
equal number of values in two sample populations to be 
compared. The purpose of the test is to determine how 
likely it is that the difference between two distributions 
could have occurred by chance. A table of values is used 
to obtain this measure, the level of significance.
The Interpretation of Execution Data by Region 
If execution rates are aggregated for the whole United 
States decade by decade, it can be seen that the overall 
execution rate has declined over time, with fluctuations 
(Figure 3-1). Execution rates in the United States began 
at approximately four persons each decade executed per
100,000 population circa 1801 to 1830. The rate had 
declined below 0.50 persons executed per 100,000 population 
in the decade 1951 to 1960. The decrease is a 
statistically significant trend. In general, fluctuations 
within the decrease may be capable of interpretation 
relative to broad social trends, for instance, unrest 
leading to higher rates of execution in the Civil War era 
and during the Great Depression.
9 Ibid., 444ff. and Table XII.
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Fig. 3-1. Average U. S. execution rates, 1801-1960. 
Data from Appendix A.
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However, this is almost a truism; a more informative 
interpretation is that which considers variations from one 
part of the country to another.
The overall execution rate divides into three regional 
patterns: 1) states with a rapidly falling execution rate;
2) states with a slowly falling, significantly fluctuating 
execution rate; and 3) states with a consistently low 
execution rate (Figures 3-2, 3-3). "Falling" and 
"fluctuating" refer to changes in rate of one standard 
deviation (2.77) or more over the study period. Six states 
are not categorized because of their early dates of 
abolition, which has been in effect since: Maine, Michigan, 
Minnesota, North Dakota, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.
Hawaii is excluded for lack of data.
1) Rapidly falling execution rates are associated 
mostly with western states whose initial rates were very 
high, six to over 20 per million. These states include 
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. A weaker 
association with lower, but also rapidly falling, rates can 
be shown for Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, and Missouri. In 
Arizona, the rate remained over three per million until 
1940, and in Alaska until 1930; but other states in the 
category show a rate dropping below three per million circa 
1900-1910.
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Fig. 3-3. Regional patterns of execution rate. Data for 
Hawaii are missing. Data from Appendix A.
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2) Fluctuating, slowly falling execution rates are 
associated with Southern and Southwestern states whose 
rates in early decades ranged from greater than three 
perl00,000 per decade up to 10, 12, and in one case 
(Louisiana) 17 per 100,000. States in this category 
include Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, New 
Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and 
Virginia. All states with an execution rate higher than 
0.90 per million in 1960 fall into the "fluctuating" 
category: Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Nevada, 
and South Carolina. Florida, Nevada, and North Carolina 
show markedly high initial rates like those of the 
category-one states. Maryland, North Carolina, and Texas 
are marginal cases in that, although their execution rates 
are high relative to "low" execution states (below), the 
fluctuation in their execution rate is less than one 
standard deviation.
3) Low execution rates. below three per 100,000 per 
decade throughout almost the whole study period, are 
associated with Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, Nebraska, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Vermont. Rates 
in Tennessee remained between one and three per 100,000
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throughout most of the study period; rates in the other 
states were fewer than one per million throughout most of 
the study period. Rates for West Virginia were not used in 
calculating the regional graph because the state represents 
a special case. It was part of Virginia until the Civil 
War. After 1860 the two states separated, and rates in 
West Virginia dropped markedly while those in Virginia 
continued high.
The study makes use of the above classification as a 
basis for discovering salient historical trends potentially 
influencing capital-punishment practice. As explanation, 
however, such patterns of distribution have the obvious 
limitation that the same net level or kind in a phenomenon 
such as execution rates may relate to different underlying 
conditions. Thus, as will be seen, there are differences 
between the "patterns" map and the distribution of 
influential historical circumstances. Further, the study 
will demonstrate that aggregation of data to state level 
can obscure local phenomena, phenomena that may be 
important causally out of proportion to their impact on 
statewide patterns (Chapter 5). Last, as just shown, local 
historical circumstances such as Minnesota's mass execution 
of Native Americans in 1862 point to the limitations of 
generalization. However, a meaningful regional pattern 
can begin to be developed by juxtaposing the distribution
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of execution rates with that of patterns in location of 
execution from Chapter 2.
Regional Variation and Public versus 
Private Execution 
Some correspondences are clear between the regional 
pattern of execution rates and the regional patterns of 
execution location (above, Figures 2-7; 2-10; 2-11; 2-12). 
Figure 3-4 summarizes regionalization according to 
execution rates and the relationship between that pattern 
and execution sites. Generally, the New England and Old 
Northwest states tended to low rates of execution per 
capita and also privatized execution early. They switched 
early to penetentiary execution, sometimes at the time the 
penetentiary was built. Midwestern and certain other 
states (South Dakota, Kentucky, and Tennessee) also had low 
execution rates. There is no consistent pattern to the 
date at which execution location or method changed in these 
states; rather, they tended to follow patterns of the 
region that was nearest. Western States had high, rapidly 
declining execution rates. They tended to make executions 
private around the time their settlements passed the 
frontier period. Most Western states centralized execution 
early, and all retained hanging until a recent date or 
still retain it. Most Southern states had a fluctuating,
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slowly falling execution rate, as did Nevada and New 
Mexico. Louisiana and Mississippi, at least, retained 
public execution longer than any other states reported.
Most of these states centralized execution to the 
penitentiary at a late date, and those that did not have 
somewhat anomalous rate patterns for their category as 
well. Hanging was most often exchanged for another method 
when the penitentiary was made the execution site.
Interpreting Regional Execution Patterns 
The pattern of execution rates over time, then, is 
supported by data on location of execution to allow an 
analysis of execution data by region. The data set 
displayed in Appendix A shows that two-thirds of all states 
had at least a slightly higher execution rate during the 
initial settlement phase. In the case of eastern-seaboard 
states that were early-settled former British colonies, it 
is known that high execution rates took place under 
colonial government. These high rates can be understood in 
terms of an authoritarian monarchy and pre-Enlightenment 
lack of opposition to capital punishment. Rates in 
Northern colonial states dropped by the time of nationhood 
or soon afterward. But Southern states that began as 
colonies, or extensions of colonies, remained slaveowning. 
The high rate at which slaves were executed was presumably
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always a factor in Southern execution rates, and certainly 
kept Southern rates from forming a pattern of decline as 
late as the 1860s. Thus Southern patterns cannot be 
presumed similar to those of other states that also had 
high rates of execution during the nineteenth century. As 
shown in Appendix A, early rates in some states that were 
settled after nationhood were remarkably high. They also 
fell steadily, in contrast to the pattern in other states.
It can be seen from the map in Figure 3-3 that the 
patterns of execution practice relate to traditional 
cultural regions, especially as those regions are 
delineated by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century, mainly 
latitudinal migration streams.10 It is assumed from the 
pattern suggestive of historical migrations that the 
differences in execution pattern represent influence by one 
or more life conditions, perhaps ideologies, shared by each 
collection of migrants. The influence probably occurred 
near the time of migration rather than much later, when the 
pattern might have been expected to become diffuse.
The following chapters investigate each "execution 
region" for possible historical conditions and attitudes to
10 Raymond Gastil, Cultural Regions of the United 
States (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1975).
which the theoretical perspectives of Chapter 1 could be 
related. The first region inquired into is that of high, 
rapidly falling execution rates.
Chapter 4
EXECUTION AND COMMUNITY FORMATION ON THE FRONTIER
I have said that in Durkheim's analysis of small- 
scale, traditional societies, it is the social 
collectivity which is the source of power; and I have 
asserted that descriptions of public execution in small 
American communities lend support to the interpretation of 
execution as an ordering ritual. Further, I hypothesized 
that the ritual of public execution would be most likely 
to be evoked when a need for order is most keenly felt. 
This chapter examines a case in point, high rates of 
execution during the initial settlement period of states 
along the American frontier. Both legal and non-legal 
executions on the frontier were common, had high-rate 
periods which overlapped in time, and received broad 
community support.
Donald Black contends that the community's definition 
of legitimate punishment can change from place to place 
and time to time, and can differ from that of the 
"constituted authorities."1 If we accept Black's 
contention, it is appropriate to consider legal and 
vigilante executions as related phenomena, and to consider 
what meanings both may have been given by the communities
^lack, "Crime as Social Control," 34.
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in which they were carried out. Initially I hypothesized 
that legal and vigilante executions would represent 
mutually exclusive, alternative possibilities, because the 
two types of execution could be seen as carried out under 
two different leaderships, a community elite and a 
governmental bureaucracy. However, as will be discussed 
below, this does not appear to be the case.
The "High. Falling” Pattern of Execution Rates
As shown in Chapter 3, early rates in some states that 
were settled after nationhood were remarkably high. Rates 
in these states also fell steadily, in contrast to the 
pattern in other states. In Chapter 3, "falling" rates 
were defined as those which declined more than one 
standard deviation, or 2.77, from the beginning to the end 
of the reporting period, without interim fluctuations as 
high as 2.77. Fourteen states fall into this category: 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, 
Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, and Wyoming. It is these states that I will 
discuss now, in terms of the historical regional patterns 
which I believe tend to set them apart from other states.
Table 4-1 and the United States map in Figure 4-1 
position the "high, falling" states within the expanding 
frontier of nineteenth-century settlement. Table 4-1
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Table 4-1
Settlement Periods and Decades of High Execution in 
States Having "High, Falling" Pattern of Execution 
Rates
State
Settlement
Decades*
High Execution 
Decades
Arizona 1871-1900 1881-1890
California 1841-1860 1841-1860
Colorado 1871-1880 1851-1870
Idaho 1881-1890 1881-1890
Illinois 1811-1820 1821-1840
Indiana 1801-1820 1821-1830
Kansas 1851-1860 1861-1870
Missouri 1811-1820 1801-1810
Montana 1881-1890 1871-1890
Oklahoma 1881-1890 1881-1900
Oregon 1851-1870 1861-1880
Utah 1861-1870 1851-1870
Washington 1861-1880 1871-1880
Wyoming 1881-1900 1881-1900
Source of settlement data: U. S. Bureau of the
Census, Historical Statistics of the United States. 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1976), 
Series A195-209. Execution data: Appendix A.
♦Period begins at population density 0.5 persons per 
square mile, and continues either to decade of 1.0 
persons per square mile, or to closing of frontier.
Highest rate per 100,000 per decade:
greater
O
than 4.8 8
between 2.8 2 and 4.68
Period when settlement density reached 
2.0 persons per square mile:
1800 or earlier
////  1801-1840
| 1841-1870
1871-1900
Fig. 4-1. High execution rates during frontier settlement. 
Settlement data in Charles O. Paullin, Atlas of the 
Historical Geography of the United States (Washington: 
Carnegie Institution; New York: American Geographical 
Society, 1932), PI. 75-79. Execution data: Appendix A.
indicates the high time period of execution for each of 
the states compared to its settlement period. It can be 
seen that high-execution decades accord well with initial 
settlement periods. In Figure 4-1, patterns on the map 
indicate the decades between which settlement density 
surpassed two persons per square mile: one definition of 
the separation between frontier and post-frontier 
settlement.2 The approximate location of the frontier 
boundary is shown for 1810, 1840, and 1870. It can be 
seen that the ten states with the strongest "high, 
falling" pattern were settled during two periods, 1841- 
1870 and 1871-1900. These states are Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Illinois, Idaho, Montana, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. (Oklahoma, as a federally 
governed Indian Territory, was not freely open to 
settlement until 1890.) Of the five states with a weaker 
pattern, three were settled in part before 1810, along 
rivers, but mostly between 1811 and 1840: Illinois, 
Indiana, and Missouri. Kansas and Alaska were settled 
during the same two periods as the Western states.
The pattern of high, falling execution rates is 
predominantly a regional one, centering in the West. 
Western exceptions to the high, falling pattern are Nevada
2 Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American 
History (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1920), 3.
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and New Mexico, which had fluctuating rates similar to 
those in the Southern states. Alaska is a borderline 
example with generally falling rates based on a small 
number of executions. Midwestern states with a high, 
falling pattern are also weaker examples. Illinois's and 
Missouri's highest rates (16.67 and 5.00 respectively) are 
based on one or two executions at a time when population 
was 20,000 or less. Kansas's pattern was interrupted by 
the abolition of capital punishment between 1907 and 1935. 
Michigan and Minnesota did not establish a pattern 
extending into the present; rather, high early rates based 
on small samples or particular cases were followed by 
permanent abolition.
Demographic Factors in Execution Rate 
Of several demographic factors examined, urbanism, 
male-female ratio, and racial composition, only one 
differentiates the above subgroups of states from each 
other (Table 4-2). This factor is male population. Nine 
Western states had both higher execution rates and higher 
percentages of males than did any of the Midwestern states 
examined. The percentage of male population divides 
Western from Midwestern states at the 0.25 level of 
significance, one-tailed, on a Wilcoxon's test (Chapter
3). This is true even though the two exceptions to the
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Table 4-2
"High, Falling" Execution Rates (Descending Order) 
and Percent Male Population
State
Execution Rate 
in High Decade(s)
Percent Male 
in Same Decades
Oregon 41.67 66.67
Idaho 33 . 33 80.00
Arizona 22.73 61.72
Wyoming 22.22 77.78
California 17.89 71.84
Illinois 16.67 50.00
Colorado* 13.60 79.78
Montana* 11.66 68.41
Washington 9.33 61.33
Utah 7.50 50.00
Oklahoma 6. 56 54.05
Alaska 6.25 59.38
Missouri 5.00 52.94
Kansas 3.57 55.49
Indiana* 2.82 52.14
Source of population data: U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Historical Statistics. Series A195-209. 
Execution data: Appendix A.
*Two decades were averaged.
pattern, Illinois and Utah, are included. Male 
populations in eight Western states ranged between 61.33 
and 80.00 percent; in four Midwestern states, between
50.00 and 53.54 percent. Kansas, included in the 
Midwestern group, is a borderline example with a 55.49 
percent male population. The difference between West and 
Midwest is significant at the 0.25 level, one-tailed, in a 
Wilcoxon's rank-sum test (Chapter 3). The higher 
percentages of male population in most Western states 
reflect the early economic emphasis upon mining, logging, 
and ranching, as compared to the Midwestern emphasis upon 
farming. Farming was also emphasized in Utah during the 
early settlement period, and the male-female ratio there 
was affected by polygamous marriage.
When the same two groups of states are compared for 
execution rates, nine Western states had execution rates 
between 7.50 and 41.67 per 100,000 capita. Four 
Midwestern states had rates between 2.82 and 5.00. In a 
Wilcoxon's test, the distribution of execution rates 
differs between the two regions at the same significance 
level as does the percent-male distribution. Significance 
is retained whether execution rates are compared only 
during frontier years or during all years when the states' 
population was below one million. Thus the difference is 
not attributable to population itself. Two states did not
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fit the pattern of differences: Illinois and Utah, with 
very high initial execution rates but a male population of 
only fifty percent, in contrast to other Western states. 
Thus it can only be asserted that there was a 
statistically significant tendency of states with higher 
male populations to have higher rates of execution. This 
tendency fits the truism that males commit most violent 
crimes for which, presumably, they are caught and executed 
at a fairly constant rate in any given time and place. 
Whether the perception is accurate, or whether females 
commit violent crimes in a less easily detected way than 
males do, of course, remains to be investigated.
Regardless of differences in the height of early 
execution rates, the fact remains that a pattern beginning 
with high rates and falling rapidly was shared by both 
Western and some Midwestern states. But for abolitionism 
in other parts of the Midwest, and the effects of high 
rates of Black execution in the South (Chapter 5) the 
"high, falling pattern" might even have established itself 
more widely than it did. This pattern remains to be 
interpreted. Evidence concerning vigilante activity 
during nineteenth-century settlement expansion is relevant 
to the pattern of high initial rates of execution.
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Viailantism
Nineteenth-century decades in many newly settled areas 
were decades of intense vigilante activity. Vigilantism 
consists of activity by a nonlegal but organized movement 
for the punishment of offenses, usually by death. 
Vigilantism can be distinguished from lynching on a 
continuum. At one end, vigilantism is the activity of a 
standing organization, formed previous to any particular 
event of alleged crime and continuing in existence over 
time to punish more than one crime. At the other end, 
lynching is the activity of miscellaneous persons gathered 
in response to one particular occurrence of an alleged 
crime, persons who do not continue over time as a 
membership group.
The nature of vigilantism is suggested by an incident 
in the history of Tucson, Arizona, in 1873 .3 A popular 
merchant couple had been robbed and killed, and the four 
alleged culprits were soon caught and jailed on unusually 
strong evidence. Most of the town's citizens attended the 
storekeepers' funeral; even the saloons were closed. When 
the funeral ended, says the narrator of a Tucson history, 
townspeople found ropes and wagons prepared in front of
3Bernice Cosulich, Tucson (Tucson, AZ: Arizona 
Silhouettes, 1953), 125-128.
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the jail by "the Vigilance Committee."'1 A leading 
businessman, William Zeckendorf, mounted a platform on the 
town square to seek the assembled citizens' sentence on 
the alleged murderers; and the sentence was death, to be 
carried out immediately. When one of the "convicted" 
seemed to be taking rather long with his last words, 
someone in the crowd called out, "Hurry, the troops are 
coming from the Fort."5
It is noticeable, first, that the hangings were 
carried out under the leadership of a vigilante group, and 
that a prominent citizen conducted the event. Second, 
elected officials are not recorded as having participated, 
although a local justice of the peace had physically 
assisted in the arrest of the alleged murderers. Last, 
there was an awareness of competing sources of power or 
authority in the admonition to finish the hanging before 
Federal troops of the Territorial government could arrive. 
It is not unlikely in this event that the men arrested 
would still have been convicted and hanged, yet it was a 
matter of concern to someone in the crowd that the hanging 
be carried out immediately.
‘Ibid., 127.
5Ibid. , 127.
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Research into Viailantism 
The above, and other elements of vigilante execution, 
were treated by Richard Maxwell Brown in his study of 
occurrences of vigilantism in the United States between 
1767 and 1902.6 Brown counted, dated, and analyzed 326 
vigilante groups in 33 states and territories. With the 
exception of South Carolina's "Regulators" (1767-1769), 
which had features of a protest movement, vigilantism of 
varying frequency took place from about 1816 to 1902 in 
all parts of the country except the Northeast (Figure 
4-2). Totals of persons killed by vigilantes are higher 
in Western states, but Brown feels that more detailed data 
for the Midwest would lead to higher totals there than he 
was able to obtain. He does not discuss the South; 
however, except for Texas, Southern states have about the 
same average totals as the Midwest. Brown's findings shed 
some light on the use of capital punishment in frontier 
communities through an understanding of judicial-penal 
limitations and of the nature of newly organized social 
groups. These two elements can be seen as the "push" and
6 Richard Maxwell Brown, "The American Vigilante 
Tradition," in Hugh Davis Graham and Ted Robert Gurr, eds., 
The History of Violence in America: Historical and 
Comparative Perspectives (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 
1969), 154-226.
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Fig. 4-2. Location of vigilante movements circa 1820- 
1920. Redrawn from Brown, "American Vigilante Tradi­
tion," Fig. 5-1.
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"pull" factors in a situation that encouraged vigilantism.
Brown finds that most nineteenth-century American 
communities, not just those on the frontier, suffered from 
a lack of funds, hence facilities, to pursue, prosecute, 
and punish offenders. Early transportation was limited to 
horses; and even after the coming of the railroads, 
fleeing offenders maintained the advantage of flexibility 
over their pursuers. Further, both sympathy for offenders 
among elements of the community and corruption of public 
officers made convictions hard to obtain. Last, Brown 
suggests another incentive to vigilantism in its 
significant saving in tax costs to the community.
Offenders could be arrested and prosecuted more cheaply 
outside the system, even in those instances where the 
system was quite capable of carrying out these services.
Viailantism and Community Dynamics 
The "pull" factor facilitating vigilantism, Brown 
says, was community dynamics. Drawing on existing local 
and regional social-historical analyses, Brown constructs 
a three-level model of frontier community structure.7 In 
Brown's interpretation, "elite" and "respectable" elements
7Ibid., esp. 167-171, notes 42-47 for sources.
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of population struggled to assert control over marginal 
elements. These "lower people," as Brown calls them, 
rejected the respectable values of life 
and property and wished to upset the 
social structure in which the upper and 
middle level men [sic] were dominant.
The lack of social bonds in the [newly- 
formed] community was their 
opportunity.8
Marginal persons tended to cooperate with outlaw 
bands, engaged principally in horse-stealing and 
counterfeiting during an era of scarce and confusing 
currency supplies, who lived on the outskirts of frontier 
communities in the towns' earlier years of settlement. 
Thus, during a certain formative period, the possibility 
of overthrow by the "lower people" was real. In the 
absence of effective law enforcement, vigilantism served 
as an organizing principle at the service of "respectable" 
people.
However, Brown found that vigilante movements from the 
San Francisco "Vigilance Committee" of 1856 onward tended 
to differ in character and objectives from earlier 
vigilantism. Later movements, more often urban-based, 
reflected political struggles among elite factions; and
8Ibid. , 169.
these factions were organized around ethnic, religious and 
political-party affiliation. Victims of the vigilantes 
were not necessarily those who flouted "the respectable 
values of life and property." Rather, victims were often 
those who belonged to a different affiliative interest 
group or disagreed with vigilante positions on issues. 
Factional vigilantism did not serve, obviously, to cement 
the structure of the community.
Legal Execution and Viailantism 
Table 4-3 presents a comparison of Brown's figures on 
vigilante activity with this study's data on legal 
execution. The coincidence of legal and non-legal 
execution, as to both timing and percentage killed, is 
compared in those states which were examined previously. 
Unlike the pattern of high legal-execution rates, the 
sequence of vigilante versus legal killings shows no 
regional pattern. Oregon and Utah reported no vigilante 
killings. In seven of the remaining 12 "high, falling" 
states, it can be seen that decades of high-rate legal 
execution overlap with periods of vigilante killing. 
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Oklahoma did not have 
periods of overlapping vigilante killing and high legal- 
execution rates. Washington had vigilante activity, but 
no vigilante killings, during the period of high legal-
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Table 4-3
Vigilantism and Legal Execution in States Having 
"High, Fallirg" Pattern of Execution Rates
State
Years of 
Lethal 
Vigilantism
Decades of 
High Legal 
Execution
Percent Vig. 
Killings During 
High Decades
Arizona 1873-1884 1881-1890 18.2
California 1851-1897 1851-1860 72.3*
Colorado 1859-1888 1851-1870 55.6*
Idaho 1862-1874 1861-1870 97.1*
Illinois 1821*-1866 1801-1810 0.0
Indiana 1858-1868 1811-1830 0.0
Kansas 1868-1874 1861-1870 50.0*
Missouri 1842-1887 1801-1810 0.0
Montana 1862-1885 1871-1890 59.4
Oklahoma 1887 1891-1900 0.0
Washington 1864-1890* 1871-1880 0.0
Wyoming 1862-1902 1861-1870 83.9
Source of vigilante data: Brown, "American Vigilante 
Tradition," Appendix. Source of execution data: 
Appendix A.
Note: Oregon and Utah, among states with a "high, 
falling" rate of legal execution, had no reported 
vigilante killings.
*Figure from Brown's data is approximate.
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execution rates. In California, Colorado, Illinois, 
Indiana, Missouri, Washington, and Wyoming, vigilantism 
occurred or persisted long after the period of most 
freguent legal execution.
In six of the seven states with overlapping vigilante 
killings and high-execution decades, the majority of 
vigilante killings actually occurred during the decade of 
highest execution rates: California, Colorado, Idaho, 
Kansas, Montana, and Wyoming reported between 50 and 83.9 
percent of vigilante killings, or nine to 73 deaths, in 
the high-execution decades.
It seems likely that, as Brown finds, the pattern of 
vigilante killings is based on perceptions of criminal 
activity, on decisions about cost-effectiveness, and on 
structuring activities and conflicts within the 
communities or regions involved. No consistent role for 
elected officials or other bureaucrats can be identified 
for vigilante versus legal executions. In most states at 
the time that both types of execution were occurring 
together during the nineteenth century, both types were, 
in effect, public executions with an apparent base of 
public support. If Brown's thesis is accepted regarding 
the social-structuring role of vigilantism, the 
simultaneity of vigilantism and legal execution in many 
states suggests that the two forms supplemented each
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other. In locales where vigilantism continued after 
legal-execution rates declined, the citizenry or 
leadership may in fact have decided that non-legal 
executions were a worthwhile tax saving. Or the 
persistent vigilantism in these locales may represent 
Brown's second type, the socially destructive factional 
rivalry.
Only the disappearance of incentives to vigilantism, 
through a slowed rate of community formation and a 
broadened base of economic power beyond the local, caused 
the disappearance of vigilantism, which survived the 
closing of the frontier by only ten years. Lynching 
succeeded vigilantism as a less well organized form of 
non-legal punishment that persisted in communities long 
after their organizational phase, and tended much more to 
be related to the ethnic or racial characteristics of the 
victim. Execution in relation to the presence of ethnic 
and racial minorities will be discussed in the next 
chapter.
Chapter 5
"FOREIGNERS AND NEGROES:" ETHNIC AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 
IN APPLYING THE DEATH PENALTY
So many African-Americans have been executed in states 
of high Black population that, as demonstrated in Chapter 
3, the statistical execution pattern in these states 
differs from that of all other parts of the country. That 
high rates of Black execution are based on discrimination 
within the criminal-justice system has been documented in 
several studies. It is hypothesized that discriminatory 
rates of African-American execution are not a regional 
pattern in any inherent sense. Rather, I will show that 
high Black execution rates are a product simply of the 
concentrated presence of a group that has been 
discriminated against in all parts of the country, and 
therefore are not a product of either the institution of 
slavery per se, or of "Southern culture."
I theorize that both Blacks and non-African immigrants 
to this country, recruited or forcibly brought here for 
economic reasons, found themselves "men in the middle." 
Government and industry demanded the immigrant's docility 
under exploitative conditions while, contrary to Marx's 
prediction of the coming of class consciousness, the 
native-born laborer and the free non-African were far from
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perceiving their economic similarity to immigrant and 
slave, or uniting with them against the elite controllers 
of their economic lives. Execution, later-phase 
vigilantism, and lynching are repressive measures in which 
both elites and the proletariat have participated. Both 
groups have identified members of less powerful groups, no 
matter how slightly less powerful, as a target based upon 
ethnic and racial differences, upon "otherness" in terms 
of language and religion, appearance, customs and values.
In support of the hypothesis, this chapter presents 
evidence that the Black pattern of overrepresentation in 
capital punishment has also existed for other minority 
groups. Studies demonstrating criminal-justice 
discrimination against Black Americans have not been 
extended to members of other "outsider" groups. The 
following discussion will suggest, though the evidence so 
far only partly demonstrates, that high rates of execution 
among other minority groups can also be attributed at 
least in part to discrimination.
Historical American Racism:
The Minority Group as Target 
It would be especially dangerous to abolish the death 
penalty, one Russel Duane argued during the Pennsylvania 
legislature's 1917 debate on capital punishment, in a
state "composed so largely of foreigners and Negroes."1 
Derogation of both foreign-born and Blacks was based on 
the self-fulfilling premise that neither group could 
function on a level of political or social equality within 
democratic, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant society. The leaders 
of our country over many years espoused this position in 
one or another form. Thomas Jefferson, apparently 
forgetting his own immigrant antecedents, had inveighed 
against the encouragement of immigration on the grounds 
that those raised within absolute monarchies would seek to 
transplant despotic principles.2 Abraham Lincoln 
repeatedly stressed the impossibility of racial equality 
on political grounds, basing his position both on White 
sentiment and on the "physical difference" between the two 
races.3
Discrimination Before the Civil War
It might be supposed that the presence of immigrants, 
perhaps Blacks as well, became particularly disturbing as
"Quoted in Jacob Goldstein, "Shall Capital Punishment 
Be Abolished?" The New Outlook. 116 (1917):19.
2Thomas Jefferson, Writings. ed. Merrill D. Peterson 
(New York: Literary Classics of the United States, 1984), 
211- 2 1 2 .
3C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow.
Third Revised Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1974), 21.
part of the far-ranging urban social and economic changes 
accompanying industrialization after the Civil War.4 
However, discrimination against foreigners as well as 
Blacks was long practiced5 and, as the example of 
Jefferson shows, anti-foreign rhetoric was early present. 
In 1835, the inventor and artist Samuel F. B. Morse wrote 
How is it possible that foreign 
turbulence imported by ship-loads, that 
riot and ignorance in hundreds of 
thousands of human priest-controlled 
machines, should suddenly be thrown into 
our society, and not produce turbulence 
and excess? Can one throw mud into pure 
water and not disturb its clearness?6
Such images of contamination will be more familiar 
to most readers in reference to African-Americans. C. 
Vann Woodward notes that systematic segregation had
sJohn Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of 
American Nativism. 1860-1925 (New York: Atheneum, 1965).
sCharles F. Marden and Gladys Meyer, Minorities in 
American Society. Fifth Edition (New York: Van Nostrand, 
1978), 77, for an Irish example circa 1860.
6Samuel F. B. Morse, Imminent Dangers to the Free 
Institutions of the United States through Foreign 
Immigration, by an American (originally published 
anonymously 1835; reprinted as an unnumbered volume in The 
American Immigration Collection, ed. Oscar Handlin (New 
York: Arno Press and the New York Times, 1969), iv.
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already been established in the Northern states by I860.7 
That Blacks were not enslaved stands as a critical 
difference between North and South during the nineteenth 
century. However, free northern Blacks, except in a small 
minority of states, could not vote or serve on juries. 
States of the Northwest such as Illinois, Indiana, and 
Oregon either barred Blacks from entering or restricted 
the terms of their stay.
Late-Nineteenth Century Discrimination
Samuel Morse justified his anti-immigration stand 
based on the Catholicism of many contemporary Irish and 
German immigrants, and the supposed Jesuit conspiracy that 
would enslave America to the Pope of Rome. During the 
second half of the nineteenth century and thereafter, 
frankly racist grounds, even in relation to certain 
European nationalities, legitimated job discrimination and 
opposition to immigration.8 The same era, circa 1880- 
1920, saw a consolidation of northern and southern 
positions on White supremacy over African-Americans. "At 
the dawn of the new century," says Woodward, "the wave of
"Woodward, Jim Crow. 17-21.
8Richard Hofstader, Social Darwinism in American 
Thought (London: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1945). Also see the monograph series, Ethnic Prejudice in 
America. ed. Michael Selzer, published by Straight Arrow 
Books (San Francisco) circa 1970-1975.
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Southern racism came in as a swell upon a mounting tide of 
national sentiment."9 Imperialist political activity and 
racism simultaneously became respectable among both 
political and intellectual leaders.
Minority-Group Members as Targets of Violence
Blacks, Italians, and the Chinese had all become 
salient targets of lynching and massacre by the late 
nineteenth century. Rioting and the murder of Chinese 
immigrants occurred notably in Los Angeles in 1871 and in 
Rock Springs, Wyoming, in 1885,. when 23 persons were 
killed and their bodies mutilated.10 A similar situation 
was avoided in Seattle during 1885 and 1886 by removing 
about 200 Chinese from the state under protection of 
Federal troops.11 Anti-Italian feeling in New Orleans 
during the 1880s culminated in the lynching of 11 Italians 
in New Orleans in 1891.12 Indeed, during the 1890s, there 
were more recorded lynchings (1540) than legal executions 
(1313).13 The number of lynchings recorded is likely to be
9Woodward, Jim Crow, quotation, 74; discussion, 67-118.
10Marden and Meyer, Minorities. 285; Cheng-Tsu Wu, ed.,
Chink! A Documentary History of Anti-Chinese Prejudice in 
America (New York: World Publishing, 1972), 145-198.
“Ibid., 198-207.
“LaGumina, Wop! 73ff.
“Bowers, Legal Homicide. 56; table 2-3.
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an undercount. Table 5-1 shows that, after 1890, most of 
those lynched were African-Americans. The figure of 76 
Blacks lynched in 1919 includes the lynching of several 
veterans still in World War I uniform.14 In 1919 alone, 
there were 25 Black-White race riots in American cities.15
"Foreigners and Negroes"
The foreign-born population of the United States in 
1910 was 13.5 million, or 13.76 percent of all Americans. 
This level of immigration, between 13 and 15 percent, had 
begun before 1860 and was to persist until the decade of 
the Depression. As homestead land became scarce toward 
the end of the nineteenth century, the foreign-born were 
made visible as a group presence by their concentration in 
cities. As to Blacks, they formed a declining percentage 
of the United States population between 1790 (19.3 
percent) and 1930 (9.7 percent), dropping from 13.1 
percent in 1880 to 11.9 percent in 1890.16 The vast 
majority lived in Southern states, having only begun to
14Woodward, Jim Crow. 115.
15Ibid., 114; Morris Janowitz, "Patterns of Collective 
Racial Violence," in Hugh Davis Graham and Ted Robert Gurr, 
eds., The History of Violence in America (New York; 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1969), 415-417.
l6United States Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the 
United States. 1920-1932 (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1935), 1-2.
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Table 5-1
Lynching of Blacks and Whites in the United States
Decade Black White Total
1882-1890 545 680 1225
1891-1900 1132 427 1559
1901-1910 752 94 846
1911-1920 554 52 606
1921-1930 248 27 275
1910-1940 103 11 114
1941-1950 28 2 30
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Historical 
Statistics of the United States. Series H 1168-1170.
Note: Data for races other than Black and White are 
not included in source.
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migrate to the North after 1910.17 Like the foreign-born, 
American Blacks in the north were concentrated in cities, 
but at a later date.
Fluctuating. Slowly Falling Execution Rates 
Chapter 3 showed that fluctuating, slowly falling 
execution rates are associated with a group of Southern 
and Southwestern states, plus Alaska. Execution rates in 
these states in early decades ranged from greater than one 
per million up to 10, 12, and in one case (Louisiana) 17 
per million. States in this category include Alaska, 
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. All states with an 
execution rate higher than 0.90 per million in 1960 fall 
into the "fluctuating" category: Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, Nevada, and South Carolina.
Florida, Nevada, and North Carolina show markedly high 
initial rates like those of the "high, rapidly falling" 
states of Chapter 4. Maryland, North Carolina, and Texas 
are marginal cases in that, although their execution rates 
are high relative to "low" execution states (Chapter 6),
i7T . J. Woofter, Jr., Races and Ethnic Groups in 
American Life (originally published 1933, reprinted New 
York: Kraus Reprint Company, 1971), 71ff; Marden and Meyer, 
Minorities. 39ff.
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the fluctuation in their execution rate is less than one 
standard deviation.
Three states with a "fluctuating, slowly falling" 
pattern, Alaska, Nevada, and New Mexico, have had very low 
percentages of African-American population. Assuming that 
the execution data for these three states are nearly 
complete, a few suggestive statistics may be quoted.
Rates in two of these states may be accounted for by other 
ethnic considerations pertaining during their later 
decades of high execution. Alaska had 51.67 percent 
"other race," presumably Native Americans, in 1930.18 
Ethnic data for New Mexico are questionable. Census data 
for 1930 show New Mexico as having 14.03 percent 
"Mexicans," of whom 26.9 percent were foreign-born; 40.2 3 
percent "Spanish mother tongue" in 1940.19 The 1940 
figures are more believable and suggest what 1930 totals 
should probably be. Ethnic data are missing for New 
Mexico in earlier decades, and execution lists were 
available only after 1930, when rates had declined. Of
i0U. S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics.
32.
19U .S . Bureau of the Census, Special Reports: Persons 
of Spanish Surname; Census of Population. 1950 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1953), 6.
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the four executions in New Mexico between 193 3 and 1947, 
however, two were of persons with Spanish surnames.20
Nevada's high, fluctuating execution rate is not 
interpretable on known ethnic or racial grounds. 
Speculatively, Nevada's role as a gambling center may play 
a part in higher rates of execution at a late date. The 
dramatic increase in urban population, from 19.5 percent 
in 1920 to 37.36 or almost double in 1940, suggests rapid 
social change that may have been disruptive.
Execution of Black Americans 
Twelve of the 15 states having "fluctuating, slowly 
falling" execution rates were also the states of highest 
African-American population in the nation, the only states 
to have had equal to or greater than nine percent Black 
population in the years 1860 to 1920. This group includes 
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Texas, and Virginia. Two other states of high Black 
population had low execution rates, Kentucky and 
Tennessee. These states will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Hypotheses Regarding Black Execution Rates
The reason for the fluctuating, slowly falling 
execution pattern of the twelve states listed above is
“Bowers, Legal Homicide. Appendix A.
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apparently the number of African-Americans executed.21 Two 
plausible hypotheses for the association of Southern 
states and high numbers of Blacks executed are as follows:
1) the presence of penal slave codes, associated 
with high numbers of slave executions, as a basis for 
later penal practice emphasizing execution of Blacks; or
2) an association per se of the South as a region 
with the practice of executing high percentages of Blacks.
The first, historical hypothesis is based on the 
fact that, until after the Civil War, the slaveholding 
states maintained separate penal codes for slaves and, 
eventually, for free Blacks as well.22 "Slave codes" 
existed in 13 of the 14 high-proportion-Black states 
listed above. Delaware, with high Black population 
percentages, had no slave codes; Missouri and West 
Virginia, with low Black population percentages, did have 
slave codes. Penalties under the separate penal codes 
were corporal and harsh, with execution mandated for 
numerous offenses. The only record of slave executions 
was usually the bill of recompense from the executing 
authority to the slaveowner. Even with data known to be 
missing, per capita execution rates before 1860 were
21Ibid. , 81ff.
22 Daniel J. Flanigan, The Criminal Law of Slavery and 
Freedom. 1800-1868 (New York: Garland, 1987), 1-72.
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considerably higher in slave states than in non-slave, 
non-frontier states.
When former-slave-code and non-slave-code states are 
compared, however, the slave-code hypothesis is not 
supported. Comparing patterns of execution rate in high- 
Black versus all other states produces a statistically 
significant difference, whereas comparing slave-code and 
non-slave-code states does not. For the difference 
between patterns in high-Black- and low-Black-population 
states, the Wilcoxon's paired-values test produced a 
critical value of difference that has only a five percent 
chance of occurring randomly. The Wilcoxon's value of 
difference between former-slave-code and non-slave-code 
states, by contrast, was not significant. Higher 
execution rates in states having large Black populations 
appear to have been more a product of numbers than of 
legal or social tradition.
Rates of Black Execution Outside the South
Confirmation of the effect of Black population can 
be sought by examining changes in execution rates in 
states outside the South. This is a detailed version of 
Bowers's more highly aggregated comparison between the 
South and other regions in terms of White and non-White
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percentages executed.23 Data are available for executions 
1911-1920 and 1941-1950 in 11 states having historically 
low Black population percentages: Arizona, California, 
Connecticut, Indiana, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia (Table 
5-2). At least five executions were held in each of these 
states during each of the two sampled decades, and some of 
the persons executed were Black. Black population 
percentages ranged between 0.26 percent and 7.35 percent, 
and rose slightly (mean 1.81 percent) over the time period 
in all states except Oklahoma and West Virginia. Oklahoma 
and West Virginia had declining Black population 
percentages which were, at the same time, higher than 
those of other states in the sample.
The proportion of Black executions rose markedly 
(mean 34.40 percent) in all states except Indiana, 
Oklahoma, and West Virginia, where percentage of Blacks 
executed declined markedly. A majority of persons 
executed between 1911 and 1920 in these three states were 
Black. Between 1941 and 1950, Blacks had become a 
minority of those executed in the same three states. The 
most extreme increases occurred in Arizona, New Jersey, 
and Pennsylvania. In Pennsylvania between 1911 and 1920, 
for example, none of the 112 persons executed was Black.
i3Bowers, Legal Homicide. 81ff.
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Table 5-2
Execution of Black Persons in States of Historically 
Low Black Population, 1911-20 to 1941-50
State
Percent Increase 
in B1.Population
Percent Increase 
in Bl. Execution
Arizona 1.07 55.56
California 3 .22 12.32
Connecticut 1.12 25.00
Indiana 1.66 -41.67
New Jersey 2.89 42.07
New York 4.28 29.97
Ohio 3 . 23 11.40
Oklahoma -0.81 -32.33
Oregon 0.53 27.27
Pennsylvania 2.81 35.71
West Virginia -0 .14 -26.15
Mean Increase 1.81 34.40
Source of population data: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Historical Statistics of the United States. Series 
A195-209. Execution data: Bowers, Legal Homicide. 
Appendix A.
Note: Excluded applicable states are those for which 
source does not give execution data by race.
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Between 1941 and 1950, ten of 28 Pennsylvanians executed 
(35.71 percent) were Black. Between 1910 arid 1950, 
Pennsylvania's Black population increased by only 2.81 
percent.
Changes to the proportion of Blacks executed in 
these states can be related to the influx of Black 
population to Northern and Western cities after 1910- 
1915.24 Between 1910 and 1950, Southern states experienced 
a decrease in Black population for both rural and urban 
areas. The border states of Oklahoma and West Virginia 
did not experience either decrease or increase overall. 
Like Southern cities, cities in Oklahoma and West Virginia 
experienced a decreased Black population percentage.
Blacks from the South migrated to cities such as Chicago, 
New York, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles (Table 5-3).
These cities experienced increases in Black population as 
high as 16 percent, with a beginning proportion of Blacks 
in some cases below one percent.
Northern Urban Concentration and Black Execution Rates
Examining the county of conviction of Black persons 
executed in certain Northern states reveals an urban bias
24Robert R. Grant, The Black Man Comes to the City 
(Chicago: Nelson Hall, 1974).
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Table 5-3
Black Population Percentage in Cities, 1910 and 1950
1910 1950 Percent
Change
Atlanta 33.52 28.10 -5.42
Baltimore 15.00 21.63 6.63
Charleston 52.79 35. 38 -17,40
Charlotte 34.55 26.69 -7.86
Cheyenne 2.41 2.17 -.24
Cincinnati 5.00 16.00 11.00
Cleveland -* 16.00 16.00
Hartford 3.09 4.51 1.42
Houston 27.92 19.41 -8.50
Indianapolis 10.00 15.00 5.00
Jacksonville 51.00 30.88 -20.12
Little Rock 31.65 24.08 -7.57
Los Angeles - 9.00 9.00
Memphis 40.00 37.09 -2 . 91
New York 2.00 10.00 8.00
Oakland - 12.00 12.00
Oklahoma City 10.20 7.24 -2.96
Omaha 3.57 5.48 1. 92
Philadelphia 6.00 18.00 12.00
Phoenix 2.95 4.92 1.97
Pittsburgh 5.00 12.00 7.00
Portland .50 2.10 1.60
Richmond 36.62 28.59 -8.02
Seattle .97 2.63 1.66
Wheeling 2.96 1.18 -1.78
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Popula­
tion: 1950, vol. II, table 35.
*Fewer than 500 Black persons.
which is not duplicated in Southern states.25 Between 1941 
and 1950, for instance, few Blacks in California and none 
in Pennsylvania were executed in non-urban counties.
Twelve of 18 Black persons (66.67 percent) executed in 
California were convicted in three urbanized counties of 
Alameda (Oakland), Los Angeles, and San Diego (where a 
naval base was located). Of 58 non-Blacks executed, only 
20 (34.48 percent) were convicted in these three counties. 
Pennsylvania's ten Blacks executed between 1941 and 1950 
were all convicted in Philadelphia county; only four of 18 
White persons (22.22 percent) were convicted there. After 
1910 certain Northern and Western cities had developed 
Black populations that, if not as high in proportion as 
those of the South, were highly visible and perceptibly 
increasing over earlier years. When this happened, the 
regional differences in the rate of execution of Black 
persons in non-Southern and in Southern states began to 
converge. In only one non-Southern state, Indiana, did the 
rate of Black execution decrease between 1910 and 1950. 
Table 5-3 shows that Indiana had achieved a relatively 
large urban Black population by 1910, much earlier than 
did other states of historically low Black population.
Discussion now turns to patterns in legal execution 
within certain minority groups other than African-
2SBowers, Legal Homicide. Appendix A.
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Americans. Included are a Caucasian immigrant group, the 
Italian-Americans, as well as the Chinese- and Japanese- 
Americans, and Black Americans. One Hispanic group, the 
Mexican Americans, was examined. However, Mexican 
Americans are not included here because data on their 
rates of execution, with only three states eligible to be 
analyzed, proved inconclusive. Native Americans are not 
included because of the complexity of their situation with 
regard to United States law, and their frequent 
unidentifiability. In the words of Raymond Gastil, 
"Perhaps for every individual we now recognize as Indian, 
another Indian has melted into the Black and White 
populations of the country."26
Chinese and Japanese Immigrants 1911-1950 
The Chinese began to arrive in large numbers in 
California during the 1850s, and formal discriminatory 
policies against them began as early as 1853 with a 
California requirement that all foreign miners pay for a 
license.27 By 1882, the Exclusion Act passed by the United 
States Congress prohibited further immigration of Chinese
26Gastil, Cultural Regions f 15.
27Wu, Chink! . 11; Woof ter, Races and Ethnic Groups. 3 3- 
35; William Carey McWilliams, Brothers under the Skin 
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1943), for this and following 
discussion.
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and denied citizenship to Chinese already in the United 
States. Existing Chinese population gradually spread over 
the Western states and congregated in a few Eastern
cities. The Japanese, first welcomed as replacement labor 
after Chinese exclusion, were soon treated similarly. Two
"Gentlemen's Agreements" (1907 and 1920) between the
Japanese and American governments restricted immigration. 
In 1924, a Congressional immigration act barred all Asians 
and also refused entry to wives and relatives of already 
resident Asians. Japanese population remained more 
concentrated in California, and legal discrimination 
continued with internment of the Japanese during 
World War II.
Legal Execution of Chinese and Japanese
Table 5-4 examines overrepresentation of Chinese and 
Japanese persons in the execution totals compared with 
their representation in the population. All states are 
shown where members of these groups were executed during 
the years 1911 to 1940. It is probable that a number of 
Chinese and Japanese were executed before 1911 as well.
The terminal date is 1944, when two Chinese were executed 
in New York state. Populations given in the table are 
census figures for the beginning of each decade of 
executions. Total number of Chinese and Japanese persons
Table 5-4
Percent of Those Executed Who Were Chinese or Japanese
Date for Population: 
Date for Executions: 1911
total
1910
- 1920 
for.
1920 
1921 - 1930 
total for.
193
1931
total
0
-1940 
for.
Date for Population: 
Date for Executions: 1911
total
1910
- 1920 
for.
1921
total
1920
- 1930 
for.
1931
total
1930
-1940
for.
ARIZONA
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
1676
204000
.82
1383
.68
1687
334162
.50
1155
.35
1989
436573
.46
1033
.24
PENNSYLVANIA 
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
1974
7665111
.03
1645
.02
2084
8720017
.02
1584
.02
10591
9631350
.11
9539
.10
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
0
7
0
4
17
23.53
0
17
0
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
0
134
0
1
134
.75
0
77
0
CALIFORNIA
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
77604
2377549
3.26
65962
2.77
100764
3426861
2.94
70594
2.06
134817
5677251
2.37
68518
1.21
WASHINGTON
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
15638
1141990
1.37
14465
1.27
19750
1357000
1.46
14658
1.08
20032
1563000
1.28
10206
.65
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
7
50
14.00
4 
87 
4 .60
2
98
2.04
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
0
1
0
0
15
0
1
21
4.76
CONNECTICUT 
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
533
1115000
.05
443
.04
668
1381000
.05
536
.04
962
1606903
.06
791
.05
WYOMING
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
1842
146000
1.26
1779
1.22
1446
194402
.74
1218
.63
1156
225565
.51
647
.29
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
0
24
0
2
29
6.90
0
5
0
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
1
5
20.00
1
3
33.33
0
3
0
NEVADA
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
1791
82000
2.18
1614
1.97
1443
77000
1.87
1180
1.53
1091
91058
1.20
718
.79
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
0
2
0
1
13
7.69
0
8
0 TOTAL
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
NEW YORK
Chinese/Japanese pop. 
total pop.
% Ch/Ja pop.
6513
9113614
.07
5572 8479 6860 12595 9539
21845264
.49
25875719
.53
31819766
.58
.06 .08 .07 .10 .08 Ch/Ja executions 10 15 4
380
1.05
2.18
Ch/Ja executions 
total executions 
% Ch/Ja executions
2
125
1.60
2
124
1.61
1
151
.66
% Ch/Ja executions 
Ch/Ja exe. per 100,000
2.87
9.30
----- 3.55
11.00
-----
continued next column
Source of population data by race: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Population: 1910:1, 
table 18; 1920:2, table 5; 1930:2, table 11. Execution data: Appendix A.
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is given, and also number of foreign-born in each group; 
both total and foreign-born are also given as percentages 
of the whole population of the state. This rather high 
level of detail is presented in order to show the 
different possible correlations that were considered.
The table shows the total number of executions and 
the total number of Chinese and Japanese executions per 
decade in each state. "Percent Chinese and Japanese 
Population" indicates what fraction of the total 
population were Chinese and Japanese. "Percent Chinese 
and Japanese Executions" indicates what fraction of the 
total number executed were Chinese or Japanese. The eight 
states together executed ten Chinese and Japanese between 
1911 and 1920, 15 between 1921 and 1930, and four between 
1931 and 1940. Chinese and Japanese overrepresentation in 
execution totals for the eight states rose (+0.68 or 23.7 
percent) between 1920 and 1930, but declined (-2.50 or 
70.4 percent) between 1930 and 1940. Overrepresentation 
had gone from over four to one, to almost seven to one, 
down to less than two to one. The last Chinese or 
Japanese executions occurred only four years later.
During the whole 3 0-year period, Chinese and 
Japanese formed a very small percentage of each state's 
population, less than one percent in Eastern states and 
3.26 percent at highest in Western states (California,
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1910). The highest rate or number of executions of these 
Asians does not correlate highly with the higher end of 
population percentage. Rather, the strongest relationship 
is between declining execution rate and the passing of 
time.
Variations in the Chinese and Japanese data exist 
from state to state as well as over time, and one would 
like to be able to say whether the Asian degree of 
overrepresentation varied significantly by state. But the 
numbers of Chinese and Japanese executed in a given state 
per decade are too small, except in California, to afford 
a generalization. Of the 24 observations under total 
number of Chinese and Japanese executions per state per 
decade, 11 observations are zero and six observations are 
one.
In order to compare states, Table 5-5 compares the 
rate of execution per 100,000 capita for the whole 
population in each state against the rate for the Chinese 
and Japanese population of that state for the decades 
ending 1920, 1930, and 1940. Except for California in 
1911-1920, all percentages of Chinese and Japanese 
executed are based on samples of two, one, or zero (see 
Table 5-4). However, the California figure, based on four 
executions of Chinese and Japanese, indicates that rates
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Table 5-5
Per 100,000 Capita Execution Rate for Chinese and 
Japanese Population versus Total Population, All 
States
Comparison 
Populations 
by State
1920 1930 1940
Arizona
total 2.10 3.90 3 .41
Ch/Ja 0.00 237.11 0.00
California
total 1.46 1.53 1.42
Ch/Ja 9.02 3 . 97 1.48
Connecticut
total 1.74 0.56 0.29
Ch/Ja 9.02 3 . 97 1.48
Nevada
total 2.60 3 . 30 7.27
Ch/Ja 0 . 00 900.90 0.00
New York
total 1. 20 0.99 1.12
Ch/Ja 30.71 23.59 7.94
Pennsylvania
total 1.28 1.00 0.78
Ch/Ja 0.00 47.00 0.00
Washington
total 0.07 0.96 1.21
Ch/Ja 0.00 0.00 4.99
Wyoming
total 2.58 1.33 1.20
Ch/Ja 54.29 69.16 0.00
MEAN OF 8 STATES
total 1.59 1.63 1.19
Ch/Ja 9.30 11.00 2 .18
Source: Table 5-4.
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of execution for these persons were considerably higher, 
3.97 percent to 1.53 percent, than figures for the general 
population.
We saw previously that the trend over the 30 years 
was downward, and this is true whether population 
overrepresentation or chance of being executed is 
considered.
Italian Immigrants 1891-1930 
A study of Italian immigration data for New York 
state shows that this minority group also experienced a 
declining rate of overrepresentation in execution over 
time.
Italian Immigration
Italian immigration tripled, at least, in each 
decade from 1850 until 1910. The total did not reach 
100,000 until some time after 1880, at the same time that 
664,160 immigrants from England, and 1.85 million Irish, 
were counted in the 1880 census. Only after 1930 did 
Italians become the most numerous single foreign-born 
population in the United States, displacing Germans. New 
York City, with 36 percent to over 42 percent foreign-born
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residents between 1890 and 1920, had fewer than ten 
percent Italians (Table 5-6). The importance of Italians 
as targets of discrimination and prejudice was not 
numerical, and probably did not exceed that of other 
Caucasian immigrant groups. In terms of the justice 
system, however, Lewis Lawes observed in 1928 that 
foreign-born Italians had accounted for most murder 
convictions since 1890 in New York State.28
Italian Execution Rates in New York State
The disproportionate percentage of persons of 
Italian descent executed in New York state between 1891 
and 1930 can be seen in Table 5-7. The table compares 
rates of legal execution in New York state for those of 
Italian descent with rates for the population at large. 
Both those born in Italy and the total having Italian 
parentage (i.e., first-and second-generation Italians and 
part-Italians) are shown. These categories represent the 
closest comparison that can be made with persons of 
Italian surname, the category under which Italian 
executions are considered. Obviously, the nationality 
category tends increasingly to undercount persons of 
Italian surname as time goes on. However, we have Lawes7 
evidence that most Italian-surnamed persons executed as
26Lewis Lawes, Life and Death in Sing Sina (Garden City:
Garden City Publishing, 1928), 11.
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Table 5-6
Italian-Born versus Total Foreign-born Population, New 
York City
Year
No. Italian 
Born
Percent
Italian
of Total Pop.
All Foreign Born
1890 39951 2.6 42.2
1900 145433 4.2 37.1
1910 340763 7.1 40.4
1920 390832 6.9 36.1
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Population: 1890:1, 
pt. l, table 34; 1920:2, table 15.
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Table 5-7
Persons of Italian Surname Executed in New York State, 
1891-1930
Date for Population: 
Date for Executions:
1900
1891-1900
1910
1901-1910
1920
1911-1920
1930
1921-1930
pop. of Ital. parentage* 
total population 
% Ital. parentage
265826
7268894
3.66
739059
9113614
8.11
1124433
10385227
10.83
1552469 
12588066 
12 . 33
Italian born 
% Italian born
182248
2.51
472192
5.18
545173
5.25
629322
5.00
Italian-surname executions 
all executions 
% Ital. surname executions
4
54
7.41
20
75
26.67
46
125
36.80
29 
124 
23 . 39
Ital. exe.per 100,000 
total exe. per 100,000
1.50
.74
2.71
.82
4.09
1.20
1.87 
. 99
Source of Italian population data: U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Population: 1900:1, pt. 1, tables 82, 87; 1920:2, 
tables 5, 10; 1930:2, tables 7, 8. Execution data: Ap­
pendix A.
*"Italian parentage” is based on "country of origin of 
the foreign white stock," including both foreign-born 
and native-born with at least one foreign parent.
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late as 1927 were foreign-born. Persons of Italian 
descent or birth were executed at nearly their population 
proportion from 1891 to 1900, much above it from 1901 to 
1920. The rate of execution per 100,000 for those of 
Italian surname was two to three times that of the 
population at large for all decades considered.
The trend of the New York state table is confirmed 
by selecting counties of relatively high Italian 
population and extending the comparison from 1931 through 
1960 (Table 5-8). County-level population data from the 
U. S. census are available for Italian birth only, not 
Italian parentage. But it can be seen that, eventually 
(1960), a decline in the percentage of Italian-born 
persons is matched by a decline in the number of persons 
of Italian surname who were executed. Although there were 
probably an increasing number of persons of Italian 
surname in the population through this period, only one 
person of Italian surname was executed in the five 
counties after 1950. This contrasts with the execution of 
five persons of Italian surname in the decade 1891-1900, 
when the same total number of executions were carried out 
and the population percentage of Italian-born persons was 
little different than in 1960.
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Table 5-8
Persons of Italian Surname Executed in Selected New York 
Counties
Decade and 
Pop. Group
Population 
No. Percent
Executions 
No. Percent
1891-1900 
Italian 
all persons
157119
3988124
3.94 5
33
15.15
1901-1910 
Italian 
all persons
372086
5492954
6.77 10
38
26.32
1911-1920 
Italian 
all persons
383484
5847953
6.56 27
70
38.57
1921-1930 
Italian 
all persons
416146
7293047
5.71 14
79
17.72
1931-1940 
Italian 
all persons
377006
7257778
5.19 23
84
27.38
1941-1950 
Italian 
all persons
316217
7774179
4 . 07 20
82
24 . 39
1951-1960 
Italian 
all persons
255972
8008757
3 . 20 1
33
3.03
Source of Italian population data: U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Population:1900:1, pt. 1, New York, table 34; 
1910:3, N.Y., table 1; 1920:3, pt. 2, N. Y., table 12; 
1930:3, pt. 2, N.Y., table 18; 1940:2, pt. 5, N. Y., table 
24; 1950:2, pt. 32, table 42a; 1960:1, pt. 34, table 89. 
Execution data: Appendix A.
Notes: Counties are Kings, New York, Queens, Westchester, 
Erie (Buffalo). Italian population includes foreign-born; 
Italian executions include all having Italian surname.
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Legal Execution and Minority Groups 
Members of the minority groups examined, Blacks, 
Italians, and Chinese and Japanese, have been executed in 
numbers out of proportion to their percentage in the 
population at large. Italians, and the Japanese and 
Chinese, eventually "disappeared," in terms of execution 
statistics, into the population at large. Blacks did not. 
However, only for Blacks has the process has been 
extensively documented by which Blacks are arrested, 
charged, convicted, sentenced to death, and executed in 
numbers exceeding those of non-Blacks at each stage of the 
criminal justice sequence.29
Studies of Discriminatory Execution
Both the crime of rape and the subject of appeals of 
sentence furnish examples of the process of 
overrepresentation. Marvin Wolfgang found that Blacks 
were sentenced to death for rape, especially of a White 
victim, where a White convicted rapist would usually be 
sentenced to a prison term.30 A study by William Bowers 
compared outcomes for White and non-White persons (it is 
not clear whether all were Black) executed in terms of
29Bowers, Legal Homicide. 67-102.
“Zimring and Hawkins, Capital Punishment and the 
American Agenda. 34-35.
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what offense led to execution, the convicted person's age 
at execution, and level of appeal that was completed.31 
Bowers found that Blacks were eight times as likely as 
Whites to be executed for rape. Black men under age 20 
convicted of rape were more likely than any other category 
of offender to be executed. Regarding appeals of 
conviction, Bowers found that all Blacks convicted of any 
capital offense were less likely than Whites to obtain an 
appeal. Even as increasingly centralized judicial 
intervention became a greater and greater factor in the 
criminal-justice process, from the 1940s on, racial 
discrimination in the matter of appeals became more rather 
than less pronounced in both South and North. Bowers's 
studies make use of the category "non-Whites." Since he 
does not define the term, however, it is not clear whether 
"non-Whites" includes Hispanics as well as Blacks, various 
Asian nationalities, and Native Americans. I have been 
unable to locate studies of discriminatory execution rates 
among non-White groups other than African-Americans.
Discrimination Toward Non-Black Minority Groups
High execution rates among Italians and among the 
Chinese and Japanese in this country may or may not 
indicate that the death penalty was applied in a
31Ibid. , 73ff.
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discriminatory manner as it has been in regard to Blacks. 
Investigation would probably discover, as is the case with 
Blacks, that arrest or conviction rates were also higher 
for Italians and for Asians than for the population at 
large. If no studies demonstrated that execution rates 
themselves were discriminatory toward these groups, one 
could then argue that execution rate reflects crime rate 
for Italians and Asians. However, if discrimination can 
be applied at one stage of the criminal-justice sequence, 
it can be applied at another through the discriminatory 
behaviors of police officers, judges, and jurors.
Regarding non-Black minority groups, one cannot conclude 
in either direction without further study.
Changes to the Execution Rate Over Time
Over the time periods studied, the execution rate 
dropped for Chinese and Japanese nationwide and for 
Italians in New York. But the rate actually rose in some 
states for Blacks. Assuming that discriminatory execution 
was involved in all cases, the difference between groups 
over time may reflect inherently different attitudes 
toward African-Americans than toward members of other 
minority groups on the part of judges, jurors, and so 
forth. Or the difference may represent different 
conditions.
One factor that is suggested for further research is 
the relative "visibility" of different minority groups at 
different times historically. We know that newly arrived 
immigrants to American cities lived in the crowded, 
relatively small, clearly defined areas called ghettos, of 
which Chinatowns are the best-known example. Southern 
Black immigrants to Northern cities also lived in ghettos. 
Woofter found in 1925 that density of Black population in 
17 Northern cities was as high as four times the density 
of White population, with 250 to 300 persons per acre "not 
uncommon" in Black neighborhoods.1 However, European 
immigrants have tended to remain in ghettos in the United 
States only for the first one or two generations.2 
Chinese and Japanese as well were moving out of their 
original neighborhoods by the 1930s.3 As all but the 
oldest members of these and other minority groups have 
dispersed to smaller and less centrally urban enclaves, 
these persons have ceased to become targets of frequent 
non-legal retaliation as well as unusually severe legal 
punishment. Outmigration and residential deconcentration
3T. J. Woofter, Jr., Nearo Problems in Cities (1925), 
quoted in Woofter, Races and Ethnic Groups. 75-76.
2E . g., Herbert J. Gans, The Urban Villagers: Group and 
Class in the Life of Italian-Americans (New York: The Free 
Press, 1982 ) .
3Marden and Meyer, Minorities. esp. 289, 315.
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of Italians, Chinese, and Japanese correlate in time with 
reduced rates of execution. Blacks have not yet achieved 
this flight from the inner city, and they are currently 
the target of the highest levels of punishment as well as, 
according to statistics of arrest and conviction, authors 
of the highest levels of crime. Evidence is strong that 
positive forces continue to confine Blacks to highly 
segregated, highly visible areas of residence.4
Discussion
I have not found evidence that discriminatory 
execution of African-Americans is a "Southern" phenomenon 
in the cultural sense. Rather, high percentages of 
African-American execution are found wherever the 
population is large enough to create the likelihood of 
including an execution victim. Blacks experienced 
discriminatory rates of execution under slavery for the 
simple reason that a discriminatory penal code was in 
effect. After the Civil War, Blacks became a less easily 
controllable, more competitive source of labor; and a 
rhetoric of prejudice grew steadily through the end of the 
century that was able to unite elite and proletariat in 
justifying discriminatory treatment. Lynchings and
“National Research Council, A Common Destiny: Blacks 
and American Society (Washington: National Academy Press, 
1989).
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discriminatory levels of execution increased in the North 
as African-Americans moved to northern cities in search of 
jobs and relief from oppressive Southern labor conditions.
Other ethnic groups, as immigrant labor, experienced 
the same uneasy economic position. As with Blacks, 
perceptions of "otherness” in immigrant groups created a 
means to focus on them as targets of resentment that, I 
believe, was essentially competitive, repressive, and 
economic in tendency. Other immigrant groups experienced 
high rates of lynching and probably could be shown to have 
experienced discriminatory levels of legal execution as 
well.
Chapter 6
THE ENDLESS END OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT, 1773-1965
Why have "movements to abolish," no matter how much 
momentum they seem to acquire, never succeeded in sweeping 
the nation? A pattern of support and the withdrawal of 
support for abolition of the death penalty has been 
repeated three times in United States history: first, 
between 183 3 and 1853; second, between 1896 and 1917; 
third, between 1956 and 1965. Clearly, all three cycles 
are related to broader American reform movements that also 
included, respectively, support for the abolition of 
slavery, the improvement of slum conditions and public 
health, and the Civil Rights initiative. However, it will 
be seen that a lasting, relatively widespread commitment to 
abolishing capital punishment came only from the first of 
these three reform periods.
In many states abolition of the death penalty was 
immediately preceded by a miscarriage of justice, and 
restoration of the penalty by a particularly heinous crime 
of violence; and interpretation of abolition cycles has 
been obscured by this welter of immediate causes. Further, 
reasons for duration of abolition, or the lack of it, have 
been hard to construct in the absence of comprehensive 
data. For instance, Mackey suggests, without developing 
the idea, that prior years without execution predispose a
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state toward abolition. However, Mackey, writing in 1976, 
apparently did not have access to data now available from 
the Capital Punishment Project Inventory. Current data 
indicate that all states where capital punishment was 
abolished did in fact experience one or more executions 
within the preceding decade. A theoretical perspective 
grounded in comprehensive data is needed to overcome the 
common fallacies of interpretation.
Ideologically, reformers in all three periods offered 
developed arguments that could overcome tradition, the 
authority of Scripture and other texts, and "common sense" 
belief in deterrence. These three are the chief ostensible 
sources of support for capital punishment, and each 
appeared in its time to be overcome by anti-death-penalty 
ideologies: first, the individual as sacred; second, crime 
as a curable disease; third, capital punishment as "cruel 
and unusual" within an enlightened society.
I asserted in Chapter 1, however, that logical 
argument is not in fact the source of support for capital 
punishment; rather, that some level of support for capital 
punishment is a non-logical social mode that will prevail 
in the absence of compelling circumstances to overcome it. 
Such a compelling circumstance, I will now argue, was the 
presence of a cultural complex that both exalted the 
abolition of capital punishment and other reforms and 
placed these ideologies within the context of a way of
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life. The early "individualist" abolition ideology was 
embedded in, and transmitted with, a whole cultural complex 
that New England emigrants carried westward across the 
Upper Midwest. The culture I refer to was one strand of 
the post-Enlightenment bourgeois culture of New England, 
anti-authoritarian in stance and committed to education, 
leadership, and idealistic political involvement.
A comparison of spatial patterns, events, and 
conditions during all three reform periods will set the 
stage for examining the uniqueness of the first of these 
periods.
The Spatial Pattern of Low Execution Rates
In Chapter 3 I described the pattern of low execution 
rates, below three per 100,000 capita per decade throughout 
almost the whole study period, that appears in Connecticut, 
Iowa, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, West 
Virginia, and Vermont. Rates in these states were fewer 
than one per 100,000 throughout most of the study period. 
Related to these states are several others that have had 
only a brief historical period of capital punishment before 
execution was abolished. These states include Maine, 
Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Rhode Island.
Hawaii is not discussed because of the small amount of data 
available.
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The distribution of the 18 states just described is 
almost identical with that of states where reform and 
abolitionist activity is known to have occurred between 
1790 and 1853 (Figure 6-1). The exceptions are Minnesota 
and South Dakota. Data are lacking regarding abolitionism 
in these states; but it can be noted that each lies next 
to, and is culturally associated with, a state where 
abolition was supported: Minnesota to Wisconsin and South
Dakota to North Dakota.
By contrast, a regional pattern cannot be discerned in 
the distribution of states where abolitionist activity 
occurred only after 1897. Of the nine states whose first 
period of abolition activity was 1897-1917, only Minnesota 
and North Dakota achieved lasting abolition. The states 
where abolition has occurred since 1966 have a mixed record 
which, lying mostly outside the study period, will only 
briefly be considered here.
History of Death-Penalty Legislation
Table 6-1 summarizes legislative activity regarding 
abolition and reform between 1790 and 1965. Abolition 
legislation had been attempted or reforms passed in most 
extant states before 1800. Efforts broadened, intensified, 
and became bolder after the 1820s, when new state 
governments became organized and systematic arguments 
against capital punishment began to be formulated. Much
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Hawa 11
Abolition legislation attempted 
or passed:
^ 1831-1853
O  1897-1917
Abolition or severe restriction 
in effect, 1989
Fig.6-1. Present-day abolition and historical legislation. 
Source: Table 6-1 (below).
Table 6-1
Legislative Activity toward Reform or Abolition of 
Capital Punishment
State
1790-
1630
1831-
1853
1854-
1896
1697-
1917
1918-
1955
1956-
1965
Dates of
Abolition
Alaska 5 1957-curr.
Arizona 3 1916-1918
Colorado 3 1897-1901
Connecticut 1 2 -
Delaware 3 1958-1961
Hawaii 5 1957-curr.
Illinois 1
Iowa 1 3 5 1965-curr.
Kansas 2 4 1907-1935
Haine 2 5 1876-83;
Maryland
Massachusetts 1 1,2 1
Michigan 1,5 2* 1846-curr.
Minnesota 5 1911-curr.
Missouri 3 1917-1919
New Mexico 4 1969-1979
New Hampshire 1 1,2 -
New Jersey 1 1 —
New York 1 1 2 1 5 1965-curr.
North Dakota 5 1915-curr.
Ohio 1 1 1 -
Oregon 3 4 -
Pennsylvania 2 1 -
Rhode Island 1,5 1852-curr.
South Dakota 4 1915-1939
Tennessee 1 3 1915-1916
Vermont 1 I 5 1965-curr.
Virginia 2 -
Washington 3 1913-1919
West Virginia 5 1965-curr.
Wisconsin 5 1853-curr.
key: l-legislacion attempted (1790-1917); 2-legislation passed; j-tempo-
rary abolition less than 10 years; 4-temporary abolition 10 years or more; 
5-abolition or highly restrictive death penalty permanent to date
Sources: Bowers, Legal Homicide. 9; Mackey, Voices 
Against Death, xi-liii.
*A Michigan referendum of 1931 approved the contin­
uation of abolition.
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early legislation attempted to restrict rather than abolish 
the death penalty. An example is the Pennsylvania 
legislature's act of 1794 establishing two degrees of 
murder, of which only one was subject to the death 
penalty.1 This legal structure eventually became the 
national norm.
Another restrictive measure was the "Maine law," 
originated in that state in 1837. Condemned criminals were 
to be incarcerated for one full year between sentencing and 
execution, and then to be executed only upon a written 
warrant issued by the governor at his discretion. This law 
was framed by abolitionists, and it suspended capital 
punishment in Maine for nearly 30 years. Vermont (1842), 
New Hampshire (1849), Massachusetts (1852), and New York 
(1860) passed similar laws that were either short-lived or 
did not have the effect intended. Only in Kansas, where a 
Maine law was in force from 1872 until 1907, was the death 
penalty actually suspended for a lengthy period.
Immediate Causes of Abolition
In Wisconsin, during a hanging in 1851, the condemned 
man struggled for five minutes at the end of the rope as 
the crowd looked on. The event was widely reported. The
Albert Post, "Early Efforts to Abolish Capital 
Punishment in Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania Magazine of 
History and Biography. 68 (1944).
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following year, a Milwaukee jury refused to convict, and 
thereby sentence to death, a defendant generally believed 
to be guilty. Abolition of the death penalty took place in 
1853 and has never been repealed. In Iowa, on the other 
hand, after reformers managed to pass an abolition law in 
1872, opponents attributed subsequent crimes to the lack of 
a death penalty until the law's restoration was 
accomplished only six years later. Maine's law suspending 
executions ceased to achieve its intent in 1864 when the 
murder of a prison warden caused the governor to order the 
accused man's execution.
That abolition occurred in certain states, was blocked 
or reinstated at particular times, has often been due to 
such incidents and to the presence of reformers, or their 
opponents, who took advantage of circumstance to promote 
their goals.2 In understanding the larger phenomenon of 
American abolition, it is more instructive to examine 
recurrences and development over cycles of abolition 
events. Table 6-1 shows that highest levels of reform 
activity, especially successful legislation, occurred 
between 1833 and 1853, between 1897 and 1917, and between 
1956 and 1965.
2Masur, Rites of Execution.
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First Reform Era, 1833-1853
Mackey dates the first reform era from 1833, when 
Rhode Island became the first state to discontinue public 
execution. Other than Rhode Island, only the newer states 
of Michigan (1846) and Wisconsin (1853) had abolished 
capital punishment by mid-century. Reform measures such as 
the forbidding of public execution did take hold in the 
Northeast. By this time, the tensions that led to civil 
war were building, and attention formerly given to reform 
of capital punishment was pre-empted by other issues such 
as the extension of slavery into border states.
Wisconsin's abolition of capital punishment closed the 
antebellum period of reform.
Two states' abolition periods fell between the first 
two reform eras. Iowa (1872-1878) and Maine (1876-1883) 
both abolished capital punishment, reinstated it, and 
abolished it again ( Maine in 1887; Iowa in 1965). The 
second abolition in both states has lasted until now.
As will be discussed in detail below, opinions about 
capital punishment in the early nineteenth century gathered 
around two strands of New England ideology. New England 
intellectual tradition incorporated both Puritan, pre- 
Enlightenment values and the newer ideas that arose during 
the Enlightenment and the religious revival called the 
Great Awakening. Support for capital punishment centered 
around the established Protestant churches of Calvinist
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(Puritan) heritage. However, rationalist and idealist 
arguments emphasizing the freedom of will and reason, and 
an innate moral sense, were also capable of being applied 
in support of the death penalty. It appears that 
religiously-grounded Romanticism had to be added to 
Enlightenment ideals in order to form a widely popular 
ideology opposing capital punishment. Moreover, abolition 
could only succeed in states where the Calvinist political 
base was weak relative to the liberal one.
Second Reform Era, 1897-1917
The next period of reform, circa 1897-1917, brought 
perhaps the greatest number of laws attempting to abolish 
the death penalty. In 1897, Congress passed a bill greatly 
reducing the number of federal capital crimes, and Colorado 
abolished the death penalty. Twelve states passed such 
laws between 1911 and 1917. Tennessee, which abolished the 
death penalty for murder but not for rape in 1915, 
obliterated this partial abolition within one to three 
years, with some dispute over the actual year of 
reinstatement. Brief periods of abolition also occurred in 
Colorado (above, 1897-1901), Washington (1913-1919),
Arizona (1916-1918), and Missouri (1917-1919). Kansas 
(1907-1935) and South Dakota (1915-1939) had 28 and 14 
years of abolition, respectively. Oregon had the first of 
its two abolition periods between 1914 and 1920.
No comprehensive history of this reform cycle exists, 
but it appears that opposition to the death penalty was 
part of the climate of the times. Mackey lists the era's 
elements as "the general reform milieu of the Populist and 
Progressive periods, the rise of social concerns among 
Christian denominations, a growing rejection of determinism 
and acceptance of pragmatism, and, more directly relevant 
to capital punishment, the rise of a more scientific view 
of criminals and prisons."3 The idea of environmental 
causes for social dysfunction had been broached as early as 
the 1820s, but now emphasis began to shift to this notion 
and away from the religiously based argument of free-will 
choice. Support for the death penalty centered on the 
argument of deterrence. It was desired to rationalize 
activities such as punishment on principles of science. In 
1890, electrocution was introduced in New York state as a 
means of death and was seen as a more humane alternative to 
hanging.
The reason usually given for the end of the 
Progressive Era reform period, as for the Progressive Era 
itself, is the advent of World War I. The United States's 
entry into this war created an atmosphere of insecurity and 
mistrust among American citizens that may be difficult for 
those who did not live through it to appreciate. As we
3Mackey, Voices Against Death. xxxii.
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have seen, anti-foreign sentiment brought on by immigration 
as well as war became virulent, and incidents such as the 
explosion of a munitions factory in Pennsylvania further 
discouraged anti-death-penalty legislation.
Third Reform Era, Mid-1950s to 1972
The last era of reform to date continued from the mid- 
1950s to 1972. No one event stands out as opening the 
active period, but from about 1952 debate over the death 
penalty became frequent in both academic and popular 
arenas.4 Hawaii and Alaska ended the death penalty in 
1957, Delaware in 1958. A period of declining rates of 
execution in all states was accompanied by increasing 
intervention on the part of federal courts to limit death- 
penalty legislation and its application.5 Eventually, many 
states either discontinued executions on a tacit basis or 
formally abolished the death penalty, creating a moratorium 
on capital punishment. As state courts and legislatures 
had anticipated, the United States Supreme Court in 1972 
(Furman versus Georgia  ^ declared the death penalty 
unconstitutional as then written and applied. Further 
research might uncover connections between abolitionism at 
this time and the Civil Rights movement.
4Mackey, Voices against Death, xlii-xliii.
5Bowers, Legal Homicide.
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By 1976, thirty-five states had reinstated capital 
punishment, but six states in addition to those having 
previously abolished the death penalty continued not to 
hold executions. Alaska, Hawaii, Iowa, New York, West 
Virginia, and Vermont retain laws passed in the 1950s and 
1960s mandating abolition, or very restricted application 
of the death penalty that has since resulted in the absence 
of execution. Of these, Iowa, New York, and Vermont had 
previous histories of abolitionist legislation dating back 
to the early 1800s.
Settlement Patterns. Regional Culture. 
and the Ideology of Abolition 
Many activists for the abolition of capital punishment 
in the 1830s and 1840s were New Englanders, at a time when 
New England culture was a preeminent American influence.
The abolition movement was originally centered in 
Northeastern states. However, abolition did not triumph in 
New England except in Rhode Island and Maine, because 
elsewhere conservative religious and other intellectual 
influences stood in a balance of power with liberal 
influences. I will argue that abolitionism struck its 
firmest root as New Englanders emigrated to the upper 
Midwest and assumed a large number of leadership roles 
there, as well as formed a liberal public. Similar values 
on the part of Scandinavian immigrants to the region after
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1850 extended support over time for the abolition of 
capital punishment.
New England Transcendentalism
The ideological climate of New England and New York 
circa 1833 to 1853 was activist and moral in tone, but not 
united in views. The split between conservative and 
liberal was expressed in both secular and religious 
thought.
Secular influence in favor of the death penalty came 
from aspects of Enlightenment rationalism and early German 
Idealism;6 also from Lockean rationalizations of 
retribution as a normative part of the social contract.7 
When current thinking was enlisted in reform movements, it 
combined the Puritan commitment to ideas and ethical 
conduct with both a belief in environmental influence and a 
faith in the worth of the individual.6 The environmental 
argument was popularized by the pseudoscience of 
phrenology, which explained the mind as an organ subject to 
external influences. Instincts could be excited or 
suppressed, weakened or trained; a systematic behavioralist
6Harold Clarke Goddard, Studies in New England 
Transcendentalism (first published 1908; reprinted New York; 
Humanities Press, 1969), 13-33.
7Davis, "Movement to Abolish", 24ff., 36ff.
BMasur, Rites of Execution. 50-70.
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argument that could be offered in opposition to the idea of 
free will.
Religious influence was split between orthodox, 
Calvinist Protestantism, favoring the "eye for an eye" of 
capital punishment, and the "disestablished" sects opposing 
the death penalty. The tone of liberal New England belief, 
gathered together under the name of Transcendentalism, is 
conveyed by George Ripley's comments:
[The philosophy of Cousin, a French 
intellectual descendant of Locke] 
establishes on a rock the truth of the 
everlasting sentiments of the human 
heart, l't exhibits to the speculative 
inquirer, in the rigorous form of 
science, the reality of our instinctive 
faith in God, in virtue, in the human 
soul, in the beauty of holiness, and in 
the immortality of man.
Perhaps because of New England's cultural preeminence, 
the propagators of Transcendentalist thought viewed their 
role as formative and proselytizing in the post-
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Revolutionary society of the 1830s and 1840s.9 Ripley 
continues:
Such a philosophy, I cannot but 
believe, will ultimately find a 
cherished abode in the youthful 
affections of this nation, in whose 
history, from the beginning, the love 
of freedom, the love of philosophical 
inquiry, and the love of religion, have 
been combined in a thrice holy bond.
We need a philosophy like this to 
purify and enlighten our politics, to 
consecrate our industry, to cheer and 
elevate society.10
The quoter of Ripley, 0. B. Frothingham, adds:
When the mind of New England was 
fermenting with the ideas of the new 
philosophy... all was brave, humane,
90n New England preeminence, see Gastil, Cultural 
Regions. 146; George W. Pierson, "The Obstinate Concept of 
New England: A Study in Denudation," The New England 
Quarterly. 28 (1955):3-17; Van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering of 
New England (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1937).
“George Ripley, Specimens of Foreign Standard 
Literature (1838), quoted in Octavius B. Frothingham, 
Transcendentalism in New England: A History. Second Edition 
(first published 1876; reprinted New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1897), 74.
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aspiring. The denunciations of 
materialism in philosophy, formalism in 
religion, and utilitarianism in 
personal and social ethics, rang 
through the land; the superb 
vindications of soul against sense, 
spirit against letter, faith against 
rite, heroism and nobleness against the 
petty expediencies of the market, 
kindled all earnest hearts.11
The Transcendentalist Abolitionists and Their Public
Unitarian or Universalist Transcendentalists such as 
Theodore Parker, Sylvester Judd, William Henry Channing, 
and Samuel Joseph May, and Transcendentalist writers such 
as Lydia Maria Child and John Greenleaf Whittier, 
campaigned actively for the abolition of capital 
punishment.12 Various of these individuals supplied a link 
between legislative arguments and the abolition movement on 
the one hand, and between abolitionism and the intellectual 
prestige of New England on the other. An example is the 
Boston Universalist minister Charles Spear, who in his 
writings publicized the arguments of jurists such as Edward
“Frothingham, Transcendentalism. 95.
12Mackey, Voices against Death, xxii-xxiii.
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Livingston and Robert Rantoul, and also united with John 
Greeenleaf Whittier and others to form a Massachusetts 
abolition society.13 The abolitionist elite was supported 
by a public whose petitions to end the death penalty were 
frequently presented to state legislatures in New York and 
Pennsylvania, among other states, during the 1840s.14
Emigration to the Midwest of
New Englanders and Scandinavians 
Such was the ambience of the Northeast at this period; 
and by 1850 many of its citizens had moved westward, 
especially to Michigan and Wisconsin. The earliest 
emigrants from the Scandinavian countries who joined New 
England settlers in the upper Midwest had matured in a 
civic and ethical climate not unlike that of New England, 
and were at least partly motivated by ideology.15 
Scandinavian dissenters wished to escape the established 
Calvinist church; all citizens were aware of the widespread 
civil discontent of the 1840s.16
“Davis, "Movement to Abolish," 42.
“Ibid., 43.
“Gastil, Cultural Regions. 13-14.
“Marcus Lee Hansen, The Atlantic Migration. 1607-1860 
(Harper and Brothers, New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1961), 
141, 262, 297-298.
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At least one emigrant handbook of the period suggests 
that the nature of New England's culture was understood in 
Europe, and would be sympathetic to these nineteenth 
century Norwegians, Swedes, and Danes as well as to the 
British to whom it was addressed:
New England is a pure atmosphere, and 
holds a good name at great price... New 
England is the Paradise of America, a 
cradle of virtue and piety, the nursery 
of a sound and healthful morality, a 
pattern of industry, the glory of all 
lands; her sons of a fixed and stable 
character, known to the world's end.17
Elite Influence on Abolition of the Death Penalty
A Midwestern perception of the New England influence 
continued as late as 1912, when the following was written: 
The citizenship of Kansas comprises 
more contributions, direct and 
indirect, from the New England stock 
than from any other section of the 
country, and the New England 
characteristics are clearly marked in
17Calvin Colton, Manual for Emigrants to America 
(London: F. Westley and A. F. Davis, 1832; reprinted New 
York: Arno Press and the New York Times, 1969), 52-53.
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the Kansas population. While much of 
the migration from New England to 
Kansas has been by families who have 
tarried for a generation or more in New 
York, Illinois, or Iowa, there is still 
a small stream of direct migration.16
The author of Michigan's revised code of laws 
including the exclusion of capital punishment was state 
senator Sanford Green, who was born in New York of Rhode 
Island stock going back to 1673.19 Michigan's governor 
1841-1852 had been educated in Vermont, and was described 
as "a Democrat of the old Jeffersonian school.”20 
Biographies of state officers sampled for Michigan suggest 
that a great majority came from New England and New York.21 
Of a random sample of 10 legislators who held office at the 
time of Michigan's abolition bill in 1846, eight were 
raised in New York state, one in New Hampshire, and one
ieKansas; A Cyclopedia of State History, Part 11 
(Chicago: Standard Publishing Co., 1912).
19Ibid. , 307-308.
20S. D. Bingham, compiler, Early History of Michigan, 
with Biographies of State Officers. Members of Congress. 
Judges and Legislators (Lansing, MI: Thorp and Godfrey,
1888).
21Ibid., 74; Charles Lanman, The Red Book of Michigan: A 
Civil. Military, and Biographical History (Detroit, MI: E.
B. Smith, 1871).
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elsewhere (Canada). One of the New Yorkers had been born 
in Vermont.
Similar results can be found for legislators and state 
officers in other Midwestern states through the first 
decades of the twentieth century. In Minnesota, of 131 
legislators and the governor in 1912, when abolition became 
effective, 22 office holders (16.8 percent) were from 
Norway and Sweden and 11 (8.4 percent) from New England and 
New York, for a total of 3 3 percent. Their influence is 
suggested by the fact that, of the governorship plus three 
committee posts that are mentioned, all are held by 
Scandinavians and New Englanders.22 A similar influence can 
be seen in Kansas, where an effectively abolitionist Maine 
law was in place from 1872 until 1907. The minority of 
Kansans in 1870 who were born in New England or New York 
was a relatively low 7.86 per cent, with 1.66 per cent 
Scandinavians; but four of five state officers picked at 
random from a biographical collection were raised in New 
England (three) or New York (one). The other, whose 
parents were Pennsylvanian, grew up in Ohio.23
22R. B. Dunlap, Minnesota Biographies. 1655-1912. Collections 
of the Minnesota Historical Society. 14 (June 1912); H. A.
Castle, Minnesota: Its Story and Biography (Chicago: Lewis,
1915).
“Kansas: A Cyclopedia. 1120.
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Migration in the Spread of Abolition 
Abolitionist states at the time of abolishing capital 
punishment show larger population percentages from New 
England, New York and, later, Scandinavian countries than 
do states where abolition was not enacted; and the 
difference is statistically significant.
Regional and Ethnic Influence Circa 1850
Table 6-2 presents the comparison of states wherein 
abolition legislation was attempted or passed with states 
where legislation was not attempted, for the reform era of 
1833 to 1853. The states are arranged in order of 
percentage of their population that was born in New York or 
the New England states, based on 1850 census totals. New 
York and New England, as source states, are excluded from 
the table. New York has been included as a source state 
because of its well known role as a conduit from New 
England to states of the Midwest.
Data were available for 24 states in 1850. Of 13 
states to attempt abolition or reform 1833-1853, six are 
the New England states, and a seventh is New York. It can 
be seen that Michigan and Wisconsin, where abolition was 
established circa 1850, had 41.38 and 31.58 per cent, 
respectively, of residents who came from New England and 
New York. The only other state to approach this percentage 
was California (23.54 per cent), where many persons from
Table 6-2
Abolition Legislation and Settlement by 
New Englanders and New Yorkers, 1850
State
Michigan*
Wisconsin*
California
Illinois
Ohio*
Iowa*
New Jersey*
Pennsylvania*
Indiana
Louisiana
Florida
Texas
Missouri
Maryland
Delaware
Arkansas
Kentucky
Virginia
Alabama
Georgia
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tennessee
North Carolina
Pop. Per Cent
(Thousands) NE, NY
398 41. 38
305 31.58
93 23.54
851 12.19
1980 7.58
192 7.12
490 7.00
2312 3.67
988 3.54
518 1.77
87 1.55
213 1.36
682 1.21
583 . 99
92 . 71
210 .51
982 .50
1119 . 49
772 .43
906 . 35
607 .33
669 .23
1003 .20
869 .14
Source: Seventh Census of the U. S.: 1850, 
Appendix, table 15.
*Abolition legislation, 1831-1853.
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other states had immigrated temporarily during the Gold 
Rush. Other states had between 12.19 and 0.14 per cent 
persons born in New England and New York.
Scandinavian-born persons are not shown for 1850 
because they had exceeded even one per cent only in 
Wisconsin (2.91 per cent). In 1850 the United States total 
from Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden (Finland was 
counted with of the Baltic countries) was only 18,075.24 
The Scandinavians did not begin playing a great part until 
about 1870, when immigration totals began to surpass 20,000 
annually.
The Southern states were inactive in abolition 
legislation, and also had few settlers from the Northeast. 
It seems probable that the lack of legislation in the 
Southern states is primarily related to the presence of 
African-Americans, as discussed in Chapter 5. Yet it 
should be noted that the legislature of Tennessee, a state 
of high Black population, considered an anti-death-penalty 
act in 1832, and was actually to pass an abolition measure 
in 1915.
The correlation between abolition legislation and 
settlement from New England and New York can be tested for 
significance using the Wilcoxon's rank sum test. For 1833- 
1853, the difference has less than a five per cent
24Historical Statistics of the United States. 118.
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likelihood of having occurred by chance. The association 
is significant even if those Southern states are excluded 
whose Black population exceeded 20 per cent in 1850. There 
is probably a causal relationship between the presence of 
New Englanders and New Yorkers and the attempts that were 
made in certain states to abolish capital punishment.
Ethnic and Regional Influence Circa 1900
If the analysis is continued to the 1897-1917 wave of 
abolition activity, the objection must be raised that the 
culture of New Englanders, Scandinavians, or both may have 
changed sufficiently that their presence would not be 
associated with the abolition of capital punishment. New 
England, permeated by immigrants, had urbanized and 
industrialized. The arrival of later Norwegians and 
Swedes, described by Hansen as a "folk migration," was 
largely a result of the economics of European agriculture.
Table 6-3 repeats the comparison of the 1850 table 
between legislatively active and inactive states, but uses 
the combined percentage of Scandinavians and New England 
and New York natives. Source states are excluded, and also 
those states that had already attained the abolition of 
capital punishment: Michigan, Wisconsin, and Kansas. 
Percentages are shown for 1910.
By 1910 persons of Scandinavian stock, both foreign- 
and native-born, provided a large minority of the
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Table 6-3
Abolition Legislation and Settlement by New Englanders, 
New Yorkers, and Scandinavians, 1910
Pop. Percent Percent Combined 
State (Thousands) NE, NY Scand. Percent
Minnesota* 2076 3 .62 30.33 33.95
South Dakota* 584 2.49 17.48 19.97
Washington* 1142 4.18 12.01 16.18
Utah 373 1.10 13.60 14.70
North Dakota* 577 1.93 11.00 12.92
New Jersey 2537 11.38 1.52 12.90
Montana* 376 3.85 8.62 12.47
Wyoming 146 3.93 7.09 10.99
Nebraska 1192 2.36 8.28 10.64
Oregon* 673 3 . 58 6.85 10.43
Idaho 326 2.61 7.82 10.43
California 2378 5.52 4.17 9.69
Nevada 82 5.00 3.90 8.90
Illinois* 5639 2.30 2 . 27 4.58
Arizona* 204 2.48 1.72 4.21
Pennsylvania* 7665 1.87 0.85 2.73
Delaware 202 1.75 0.39 2.13
Ohio* 4767 1. 58 0.51 2 .08
Missouri* 3293 1.11 0.59 1.70
New Mexico 327 1.11 0.42 1.53
Indiana 2701 0.83 0.57 1.41
Florida 753 0.97 0.38 1. 35
Oklahoma 1657 0.69 0. 35 1.04
Texas 3897 0.43 0.49 0.92
Virginia 2062 0.62 0.09 0.71
Georgia 2609 0.49 0.04 0.54
Louisiana 1656 0.33 0.14 0.47
West Virginia 1221 0.39 0.08 0.47
Arkansas 1574 0.28 0.09 0.37
Tennessee* 2185 0.28 0.07 0.35
Alabama 2138 0.18 0.12 0.30
Kentucky 2290 0.22 0.03 0.25
North Carolina 2206 0.18 0.02 0.20
Mississippi 1797 0.10 0.08 0.18
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Population: 1910:1, 
table 35.
*Abolition legislation, 1897-1917; see table 6.1.
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inhabitants of certain states. Their minority in Minnesota 
was 30.33 per cent; and it was between 17.48 and 11.00 per 
cent in South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, and 
North Dakota. Persons born in New England and New York had 
decreased markedly as a percentage of the population of 
other states. This time period was one of widespread 
abolition legislation, and a Wilcoxon's rank-sum test 
indicates that such legislation was not significantly 
correlated with the presence of Scandinavians and New 
Englanders in the active states. The correlation has a 
better than five per cent chance of having occurred 
accidentally, whether or not all or some Southern states 
are included in the comparison. Reasons for the change 
from correlation to non-correlation of settlement patterns 
and abolition involve the nature of the governmental elite, 
and changes to their influence over the law.
From Elite to Popular Control 
Changes within the Leadership
The passing of the original "Maine law" in 1837 
suggested the reliance that could be placed on a liberal, 
pro-abolition governmental elite in that state. Abolition 
forces expected that, if the decision to execute were left 
to Maine's governor, executions would not take place. This 
was also the intent and effect of the Kansas "Maine law" of 
1872. Regarding the anti-death penalty governors of
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California, Arizona, and Massachusetts during the 1897-1917 
reform era, Mackey notes: "So many other state executives
shared their sentiments that annual governors' conferences 
of the decade sometimes resembled reform meetings.”25 
Gubernatorial vetoes as late as 1931, in South Dakota, 
Michigan, and Kansas, served to stave off reintroduction of 
the death penalty. During the 1930s, however, all three of 
the states just mentioned acquired governors who were 
willing to sign death-penalty legislation, an indication 
thatthe homogeneity of the elite's cultural or intellectual 
stance was breaking down. This development, and 
developments in law-making procedure and in organized 
abolitionism, decreased influence of the New England 
liberal tradition to a marked degree.
The Growing Importance of the Referendum
Regarding Michigan's abolition of capital punishment, 
one contemporary or near-contemporary writer remarks, "The 
change made in 1846 was not either demanded or condemned by 
the general sentiment.”26 With a few exceptions, such as a 
New Hampshire referendum of 1844 solidly defeating 
abolition, nineteenth-century crime legislation did not 
involve direct public endorsement. But after 1900, the
25Mackey, Voices against Death, xxxiv.
26James V. Campbell, Outlines of the Political History 
of Michigan (Detroit, MI: Schober, 1876), 525.
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procedure of referendum began to be required for many legal 
changes. Whether or not to punish by the death penalty 
began to be subject to popular vote rather than legislative 
and gubernatorial decree. The result circa 1897-1917 
appears to have been a more widespread but ultimately less 
effective interest in abolishing capital punishment. The 
shift in focus is illustrated by the changed geographical 
basis of abolitionist movements.
Changing Geographical Basis of Reform Movements
Reform efforts before the mid-nineteenth century had 
centered on coalitions within state legislatures and on 
relatively localized networks or organizations wherein 
liberal pastors, writers, and legislators worked within a 
state or region. The main thrust of abolition efforts from 
about 1910 onward, however, was national. The Anti-Capital 
Punishment Society of America, Anti-Capital Punishment 
League, Committee on Capital Punishment of the National 
Committee on Prisons, and the Humanitarian Cult all 
sponsored legislation and disseminated abolitionist 
propaganda. In 1925, the American League to Abolish 
Capital Punishment was organized by a diverse group of 
abolitionists, and in its first year acquired over 1,000 
members in 33 states.27 In the late 1920s and early 1930s,
27Mackey, Voices Against Death, xxxviii-xxxix.
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the League sponsored bills in New York, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Massachusetts, Vermont, Colorado, and California. 
Not one of them was successful.
Regional Culture and the Abolition 
of Capital Punishment
Conclusively to demonstrate the influence of "New 
England culture" on support for abolition, and to 
reconstruct the role of agents in transmitting the 
Transcendentalist values I have outlined, would require a 
searching review of legislative history. What is presented 
here can only be called a suggestive background. I shall 
complete the background by correlating the length of time 
that abolition remained in effect with the presence of New 
Englanders and persons of Scandinavian descent.
I postulate that, when positions on an issue are long- 
lasting, this is likely to mean that the positions are 
supported by a network of values and institutions that may 
be called cultural. Given the increasingly direct voice of 
voters in deciding the use of capital punishment, varying 
laws of the states should reflect a "liberal, moralistic 
New England and Scandinavian culture," if one still 
existed.
We have seen that there was not a statistically 
significant association circa 1910 between the presence of 
abolition legislation attempts in a state and its
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percentage of New Englanders and Scandinavians. However, 
using the Spearman's rank correlation test, there is a 
meaningful correlation (.05) between the number of years 
that abolition was in effect and the combined percentage of
New Englanders and Scandinavians living in the nine
abolition states circa 1910 (Table 6-4). Minnesota and 
North Dakota, with permanent abolition since the 1910s, 
South Dakota with 24 years of abolition, and Oregon and 
Washington with six years each, all had over ten per cent 
New Englanders and Scandinavians in the population in 1910.
Arizona, Colorado, Missouri, and Tennessee, with only one
to three years of abolition, had between 9.21 and 0.35 per 
cent of these minorities.
Settlers of Scandinavian descent had not yet assumed 
many leadership roles during the period to 1896 when 
leadership appears to have been most critical in the states 
examined. However, it seems that Scandinavians during the 
early twentieth century formed a public that, relative to 
other ethnic groups, more often opposed the use of capital 
punishment. By this time, it had become difficult to 
assess a comparable role for citizens of New England 
descent; but it is clear that New Englanders as a 
governmental leadership group during the nineteenth century 
paved the way for the more lasting "cultures of death- 
penalty abolition" found in the United States. Daniel 
Elazar has pointed out that, although New England's
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Table 6-4
Duration of Abolition and Presence of New Englanders, 
New Yorkers, and Scandinavians, 1910
State
No. of Years 
Abolition
Percent 
NE, NY
Percent
Scand.
Combined
Percent
Arizona 2 2.49 1.72 4.21
Colorado 4 4.58 4.63 9.21
Missouri 2 1.11 0.59 1.70
Oregon 6 3.58 6.85 10.43
South Dakota 24 2.49 17.48 19.97
Tennessee 1 0.28 0.07 0.35
Washington 6 4.17 12.01 16.18
Sources: Tables 6-1, 6-3.
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cultural stance of ethical activism has persisted since the 
region's beginnings, the content of positions taken 
hasvaried.28 Deep-rooted support for the abolition of 
capital punishment was not only a regional phenomenon but a 
socially specific and time-bound one.
“Daniel Elazar, American Federalism: A View from the 
States. Third Edition (New York: Harper and Row, 1984), 117.
Chapter 7
A GEOGRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE HISTORY OF CAPITAL 
PUNISHMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
The pattern of American capital punishment has worked 
itself out within a unique spatial context: large-scale, 
rapidly expanding settlement under developing capitalism; 
ensuing importation and migration of slave and other 
immigrant labor; and a decentralized, democratic government 
that mandated a center of policy-making in each state. The 
changes that these circumstances have brought over time and 
space allow us to compare and contrast eras and regions, 
looking for determinative influences on the practice of 
capital punishment. Conversely, the study of this social 
practice in its spatiality and temporality tells us 
something about the social nature of space and place.
In general, orderly public execution in a large number 
of towns, like other orderly public and symbolic uses of 
local space, appears to have reflected the presence of 
unified community support (Chapter 2). American support 
was most widespread geographically under the religious 
ideology of the Colonial period, with its hierarchical and 
authoritarian cast. Later, long-term patterns of high or 
low execution rates or of abolition (Chapter 3) became 
based on conditions obtaining regionally. The study has 
shown that more frequent reliance on capital punishment is
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related to particular social stresses: the need to organize 
quickly a great number of communities whose inhabitants 
often had no common background or motivation toward 
civility, and the need to subdue or integrate 
heterogeneous, often alienated populations. On the other 
hand, post-Enlightenment ideologies have created opposition 
to capital punishment. Belief in the dignity, importance, 
and redeemable nature of individuals has led both to reform 
and to abolition: two opposite goals. Ironically, reforms 
to the practice of capital punishment have probably allowed 
the death penalty to continue receiving broad-based support 
that, today in the United States, would be denied to a 
hanging on the public square, following a summary trial and 
complete with blood, smells, cheers, and boos.
The time period during which execution became non­
public is related to, and allows interpretation of, spatial 
patterns of execution rate identified by the study.
Initially High Execution Rates.
Viailantism. and the West 
Many states of the Western frontier show initially 
very high, rapidly falling rates of execution as well as a 
late-lasting period of community- or county-based public 
execution. The nineteenth-century West exemplifies an 
initial-settlement situation where capital punishment was 
generally supported and publically carried out without an
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articulated religious basis and where, additionally, legal 
execution was frequently accompanied by vigilantism.
Richard Maxwell Brown has argued (Chapter 4) that 
vigilantism had a role in the social structuring of new 
communities. If this is accepted, the simultaneity of 
vigilantism and legal execution in a number of Western 
states suggests that the two forms supplemented each other 
in the same role. High crime rates may have existed 
because of a preponderance of males in this region, and 
life incarceration as punishment was not a feasible 
alternative where penitentiaries were lacking. But the 
extent of support indicated by the presence of vigilantism, 
and the public nature of execution at a time when in other 
parts of the country execution had been privatized, point 
to the reliance on capital punishment as a social ordering 
device under the stress of rapid new development of 
socially heterogeneous communities. Within ten years of 
the closing of the frontier, vigilantism disappeared and 
execution rates in Western states had begun to drop 
sharply; while public execution in the region, so far as is 
known, had ended by 1910.
Lynching succeeded vigilantism as a less well 
organized form of non-legal punishment that persisted in 
communities long after their organizational phase, and 
tended much more to be related to the ethnic or racial 
characteristics of the victim. Lynching was related in the
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West to Asian immigration, in the North to the urban influx 
of both foreign immigrants and African-Americans, and in 
the South mostly to Italian immigrants and African- 
Americans. As lynching became endemic to the South in the 
early twentieth century, it became focused almost 
exclusively on Blacks.
Lastingly High Execution Rates, 
the South, and "the Other"
The Southern case parallels the Western one in that 
public, decentralized execution was retained at least in 
some states until a late date compared to that of the East 
and Midwest. A further general similarity is the presence 
of lynching in the South, as of vigilantism in the West, 
during periods of high legal execution rates. However, 
lynching as noted has a different focus from vigilantism; 
and execution rates in the South did not decline along the 
steep curve seen in most Western states. The study has 
demonstrated that a determining principle of execution 
practice in Southern states is the presence of a large 
percentage of African-Americans in the population (Chapter 
5). From the antebellum slave period until the present in 
most Southern states, the greater rate of Black execution 
has kept the statewide execution rates elevated. There is 
evidence that such rates of execution represent
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discrimination against African-Americans in meting out 
death sentences.
The South represents the case of an apparent 
phenomenon of regional culture that can be demonstrated, 
upon further examination, to arise directly from a 
population distribution of African-Americans and the 
discriminatory responses to them within the justice system. 
Similar rates of execution of Blacks have occurred in 
Northern cities since the in-migration of African- 
Americans , suggesting that high enough percentages of Black 
population in the North would have produced the same 
elevated execution rates found in the South. Further, 
Southern border states of relatively low African-American 
population, Tennessee and West Virginia, show a pattern of 
consistently low execution rates like those of many 
Northern states.
The study derives its interpretation of high rates of 
Black execution from the fact that at least some new 
immigrant groups to the United States also experienced high 
rates of execution relative to that of the general 
population. It has not been demonstrated that immigrants 
experienced discriminatory execution similar to that of 
Blacks; but, like Blacks, immigrants suffered high rates of 
lynching and other expressions of extreme bias. These 
factors taken together suggest that both African-American 
and immigrant execution rates have been a phenomenon of
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repression. I have described the "uneasy economic 
position" of both Blacks and new immigrants as cheap labor 
in economic competition with American-born White workers. 
The "otherness" of both new immigrants and African- 
Americans in terms of appearance, language, and customs 
makes them easily identifiable as targets for resentment, I 
believe, that is at least partly economic in origin.
The existence of such situations furnishes some 
insight into the failure of anti-death-penalty activity to 
lead to lasting abolition. However, the conditions under 
which abolitionist activity took place must also be 
considered.
Abolitionism. Ideology, and the 
Northeastern United States 
Abolition and reform activity were not exclusive to 
New England, but occurred at different periods in all parts 
of the country (Chapter 6). However, anti-death-penalty 
activity did not lead to lasting abolition in most cases, 
such as that of the six states where abolition was enacted 
between 1897 and 1917; or in the case of several Southern 
states that participated in anti-death-penalty activity 
during one or more major reform cycles. Something more 
than ideology, then, is needed to support permanent change.
Reform and abolition activism during the Federal 
period and up until the Civil War was most extensive and
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most sustained in New England and the Northeastern states.
I would suggest that this was possible because issues of 
initial settlement were past, and racial and immigrant 
unrest had not arisen on a region-wide scale. The high 
level of dissent over capital punishment is reflected both 
in consistently low execution rates and in an early change 
to non-public, then penitentiary execution, as well as a 
search for "more humane" alternatives to hanging.
Much of the difference between "seldom executing" and 
abolition states of New England and the upper Midwest is 
probably the relative strength of politically powerful 
establishment church groups espousing capital punishment. 
For example, Rhode Island, originally settled by dissenters 
from the Puritan establishment, accepted the Enlightenment 
ideology leading to abolition with less internal debate 
than did such post-Puritan bastions as Massachusetts and 
Connecticut. In the upper Midwest, establishment 
Protestantism was less entrenched; and the liberal ideology 
of former New Englanders in leadership positions was 
reinforced, especially in later years, by the presence of 
large numbers of Scandinavian immigrants who seem to have 
espoused similar views.
Why do later reform and abolition movements not 
demonstrate a regional pattern? The strength of "New 
England style" abolitionism originating before the Civil 
War is that it was deeply embedded in the regional cultural
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complex of a nationally prestigious region. Activism in 
general was part of a style of civic participation, with a 
commitment to and respect for ethical leadership. Causes 
like that of death-penalty abolition were led by Protestant 
ministers of locally-developed non-establishment sects, as 
well as by regional writers who were a source of local 
pride.
Contrast with later abolition movements illuminates 
the role of region in social movements like abolishing 
capital punishment. Less lasting Progressive Era 
abolitionism was mediated by nationwide organizations; and 
these were led by nationally prominent figures, such as 
Warden Lawes of Sing Sing or the Vice-President of the 
United States, more visibly than by local or regional 
leaders. Progressive Era abolitionism lacked local roots 
or tradition and was subject to a rapid change in public 
opinion at the beginning of World War I. This change 
expressed itself in referenda reinstating capital 
punishment. Similarly, Civil Rights Era abolitionism like 
other reforms of the time depended upon strong support by 
the Federal government, especially the Supreme Court, and 
could not surmount public ambivalence or post-Vietnam 
changes in social climate.
Place and Region in the 
Study of Capital Punishment 
Phenomenologists such as Heidegger implicitly 
characterize place or region as inseparable from the 
construction of a social identity. Spatial articulation is 
the inherent quality of all relationships, including the 
relationships that make up the community, or any more 
limited "community of interests" such as a geographical 
region. And it is the nature of living in groups that a 
physical environment of geographical scale must be 
provided. All elements necessary to ordering and operating 
the community, including both people and the physical 
environment, form the place or region that is given a name.
The elements are said to have certain meanings, to 
contribute to the pattern of meaning of that place or 
region, or to proceed from the region's pattern or 
character. Regional assignments are made: the South is the 
locus of racial discrimination; the West is "lawless." 
Public space, with its slowly changing landscape elements 
and its larger-than-human scale, forwards the suggestion of 
authority, continuity, tradition, normalcy, perhaps 
inevitability.
However, contrary to appearances, place does not 
constrain meaning. When the social, economic, and 
political relationships making up a given social order 
change, the use and labeling of space, or the choice of
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locale, changes with them. The penitentiary first intended 
for rehabilitation becomes the site of execution. The 
North with its nineteenth-century reputation for 
championing Black rights (at least relative to the South) 
comes to generate the same high rates of Black execution as 
the South does. Public space, when its inherently 
legitimating connotation cannot support the morally 
controversial functions, is simply discarded as a locus. 
Region and place as "social players" do not announce such 
changes and statistical realities, and they can act to 
retard the recognition of them. Meaning, originating 
always in human intentionality and the relationships it 
creates, is transferred under certain rules and conditions 
to a reified home in social space, there to operate 
ideologically.
The Future of Capital Punishment in America 
Bases of Support for the Death Penalty
Capital punishment has not been demonstrated to be a 
deterrent to crime, and has served as punishment for only a 
minority of persons to whom it might legally be applied.
Yet this study, and others that I have cited, offer no 
great basis for believing that the death penalty will be 
abolished throughout the United States in any lasting way 
in the foreseeable future. This study's theoretical 
framework has emphasized certain human constants, such as
the drive to order the life of the group, the domination of 
one part of the group by another, or hostility toward the 
outsider in the face of economic uncertainty. I believe 
that, historically, members of social groups have made use 
of capital punishment to mediate these needs symbolically. 
The final putting-outside-the-pale of an individual 
establishes one end of a scale or dichotomy of inside and 
outside, upper and lower. That the group can destroy an 
erring individual is a reassuring sign that society has as 
much power and cohesion as it needs to stave off chaos and 
ultimate loss. Only recently in history have we even 
guestioned the use of capital punishment as what I have 
called an intuitive device for gaining closure. Meanwhile, 
American support for the death penalty has been supplied 
from several sources, both general support from a variety 
of religious sects over time and the particular support 
generated by social pressures enumerated in this study, one 
of which at least is still operating.
Alternatives to the Death Penalty
Thus, I believe that non-rational pressures are great 
in favor of continuing capital punishment. At the same 
time, the alternative penalty of life in prison has proven 
problematic for achieving closure, since internal 
contradictions of due process as the guardian of individual 
rights prevent most true "life sentences." It is likely in
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any case that the warehousing-for-life of all persons 
convicted of capital crimes would create enormous 
difficulties, not only of cost but also of control over 
large numbers of persons entirely without hope of being 
released. This is without discussing the rational, but 
probably empirically unattainable, alternative of usefully 
incorporating all citizens into society.
A powerful set of alternative conditions is needed in 
order for abolition to become the norm. In Western-style 
governments (for instance France or Venezuela), these 
conditions have included a strong central government 
drawing its legitimacy and ethical commitment from the 
Enlightenment and Romantic traditions, and relatively 
unfettered by internal disorder within the society. By 
contrast, the extent of democratization and 
decentralization in our political system makes it likely 
that not only each state leadership but also the majority 
of voters in each state would have to favor abolition in 
order for it to become law. Such a requirement was 
probably never fulfilled in most countries where the death 
penalty has been abolished.
Only one movement historically, New England 
Transcendentalism, led to lasting abolition under 
conditions of decentralized policy-making. This movement 
relative to capital punishment had two notable features: it 
was regionally based as part of a prosperous cultural
whole; and it encouraged the development of an articulated, 
self-consistent position within a larger body of liberal 
attitudes: Romantic belief argued from a position of 
Enlightenment rationality. As George Ripley put the matter 
(Chapter 6), the "everlasting sentiments of the human 
heart" were "established on a rock of truth" and, I 
believe, of custom. Failing the will and ability of a 
central leadership to establish a long-term abolitionist 
public policy without reference to majority favor, we must 
once more gain Transcendentalism's kind and level of 
support before further lasting abolition takes place. 
Alaska, Hawaii, and West Virginia, the only states whose 
death-penalty abolition has lasted over 25 years without 
obvious relationship to a "New England influence," could 
profitably be studied further in this regard.
Public Execution
The question is sometimes raised whether a return to 
public execution would garner support for the death penalty 
or for its abolition. Based on history, the answer is: 
Probably both. Executions have at times been exceedingly 
popular entertainments while simultaneously arousing the 
most fervent opposition to capital punishment. The nature 
of killing and of dying was of course graphically apparent 
given the methods used; and the revulsion and the 
opposition of leaders and the bourgeois public came both
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from horror at the event and people's rude enjoyment of it 
and from a not-unrelated fear of public disorder. The 
result is that both our attitudes and the event have 
changed, leaving us at what I suspect is a long-term 
impasse or status-quo position. Too many persons are now 
middle-class, and too greatly fear those who are not, for a 
historical type of public execution to be widely tolerated. 
Nor is it likely that bureaucratic order-keepers would 
accept responsibility for such an event.
But televised execution seems to me another matter.
In the still relatively liberal year of 1976, only 11 
percent of the American public favored televising 
executions.1 Yet television, if it were used as a vehicle 
for the return of public execution, seems the likeliest 
possibility for change in a decentralized democracy swayed, 
as the Enlightenment gets farther from us, more by image 
than by argument. Televising executions might marshal 
opinion against capital punishment as televised war is said 
to have marshalled opinion against the Vietnam involvement. 
Televising executions might do no more than create a debate 
that, as was the case historically, is readily diverted 
into the issue of seemliness rather than ethics. Or 
televising executions might bring capital punishment into 
the realm of mythic acceptance, along with fictionalized
:Vidmar and Ellsworth, "Research on Attitudes," table 3-2-
10.
violence, where the "truths" of ritual are at least as 
relevant as the "facts" of discourse. In this case the 
television screen would become the ultimate "no place" 
where justice, we would always be able to say, is being 
done.
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APPENDIX A: EXECUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
BY STATE, DECADE, AND PER CAPITA RATE
NAM E  OF  STATE/ 1801- 1811- 1821- 1831- 1841- 1851- 1861- 1871- 1881- 1891- 1901- 1911 > 1921- 1931- 1941- 1951-
no.of executions 1810 1820 1830 1840 18S0 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960
ALABAMA 2 16 52 59 96 55 20 4S 73 82 54 52 67 46 17
pop. In 1000s 128 310 591 772 964 997 1263 1513 1829 2138 2348 2646 2833 3062 3267
ex/100,000 1.56 5.16 8.80 7.64 9.96 5 .52 1.58 2.97 3.99 3.84 2.30 1.97 2.36 1.50 .52
ALASKA 2 2 0 2 0 3 1 2 0
pop. in 1000s 33 32 64 64 55 59 73 129 226
ex/100,000 6.06 6.25 .00 3.13 .00 5.08 1.37 1.55 .00
ARIZONA 1 4 20 7 11 7 17 17 9 8
pop. in 1000s 10 40 88 123 •204 334 436 499 750 1302
ex/100,000 10.00 10.00 22.73 5.69 5.39 2.10 3.90 3.41 1.20 .61
ARKANSAS 1 2 7 13 8 15 54 107 60 68 52 44 47 37 23
pop. in 1000s 14 30 98 210 435 484 803 1128 1312 1574 1752 1854 1949 1910 1786
e x / 100,000 7.14 6.67 7.14 6.19 1.84 3.10 6.72 9.49 4.57 4.32 2.97 2.37 2.41 1.94 1.29
C ALIFORNIA 10 68 31 30 48 47 45 50 87 98 84 76
pop. in 1000s 93 380 560 865 1213 1485 2378 3427 5677 6907 10586 15717
e x/100,000 10.75 17.89 5.54 3.47 3.96 3.16 1.89 1.46 1.53 1.42 .79 .48
COLORADO 5 5 3 13 11 7 5 13 18 13 4
pop. in 1000s 34 40 194 413 540 799 940 1036 1123 1325 1754
ex/100,000 14.71 12.50 1.55 3.15 2.04 .88 .53 1.25 1.60 .98 .23
CONNECTICUT 3 3 2 4 4 1 2 1 5 12 12 24 9 5 8 6
pop. in 10005 262 275 298 310 371 460 537 623 746 90B 1115 1381 1607 1709 2007 2535
ex/100,000 1.15 1.09 .67 1.29 1.08 .22 .37 .16 .67 1.32 1.08 1.74 .56 .29 .40 .24
DELAWARE 0 1 3 1 1 9 7 7 3 7 3 8 4 6 4 0
pop. in 1000s 73 73 77 78 92 112 125 147 168 185 202 223 238 267 318 446
ex/100,000 .00 1.37 3.90 1.28 1.09 8.04 5.60 4.76 1.79 3.78 1.49 3.59 1.68 2.25 1.26 .00
FLORIDA 4 3 12 5 8 5 17 18 49 36 36 46 64 50
pop. in 1000s 35 54 87 140 188 269 391 529 753 968 1468 1897 2771 4952
ex/100,000 11.43 S . 56 13.79 3.57 4.26 1.86 4.35 3.40 6.51 3.72 2.45 2.42 2.31 1.01
GEORGIA 5 12 19 20 18 22 15 54 86 130 101 69 76 144 130 70
pop. in 1000s 252 341 517 691 906 1057 1184 1542 1837 2216 2609 2896 2909 3124 3445 3943
e x / 100,000 1.98 3.52 3.68 2.89 1.99 2.08 1.27 3.50 4.68 5.87 3.87 3.07 2.61 4.61 3.77 1.78
HAWAII * missing data
IDAHO 5 2 6 3 4 0 2 0 0 3
pop. in 1000s 15 33 89 162 326 432 445 525 589
ex/100,000 33.33 6.06 6.74 1.85 1.23 .00 .45 .00 .00 .45
ILLINOIS 2 1 5 9 5 18 19 22 29 42* 27 31 67 60 17 6
pop. in 1000s 12 55 157 476 851 1712 2540 3078 3826 4822 5639 6485 7631 7897 8712 10081
ex/100,000 16.67 1.82 3.18 1.89 .59 1.05 .75 .71 .76 .87 .46 .48 .88 .76 .20 .06
INDIANA 4 10 6 6 8 5 8 13 2 12 6 11 33 8 1
pop. in 1000s 147 343 686 988 1350 1681 1978 2192 2516 2701 2930 3239 3428 3934 4662
ex/100,000 2.72 2.92 .87 .61 .59 .30 .40 .59 .08 .44 .20 .34 .96 .20 .02
IOWA 1 4 4 1 0 2 2 2 0 8 9 6 1
pop. in 1000s 43 192 675 1194 1625 .' 1912 2232 2225 2404 2471 2538 2621 2758
ex/100,000 2 .33 2.08 .59 .08 .00 .10 .09 .09 .00 .32 .35 .23 .04
KANSAS 13 0 0 3 6 4
pop. in 1000s 364 996 1428 1470 1691 1769 1881 1801 1905 2179
ex/100,000 3.57 .00 .00 .20 .00 .00 .00 .00 .31 .18
KENTUCKY 5 10 14 18 22 41 21 12 41 41 30 34 42 57 34 14
pop. in 1000s 407 564 688 780 982 1156 1321 1649 1859 2147 2290 2417 2615 2846 2945 3038
e x / 100,000 1.23 1.77 2.03 2.31 2.24 3.55 1.59 .73 2.21 1.91 1.31 1.41 1.61 2.00 1.15 .46
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SAME OF STATE/ 1801 -
no.of oxocutlona 1810
LO U I S I A N A  3
pop. in 100 0 b II
ox/ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  3.90
M A I N E  1
pop. In 1000s 229
ox/ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  ,AA
M A R Y L A N D  8
pop. in 1000 b 381
ox/ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  2.10
MASS A C H U S E T T S  6
pop. in 1000s A72
o x / 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  1.27
M I C H I G A N  0
pop. in 100 0 b 3
o x / 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  .00
M I N N ESOTA
pop. in 100 0 b 
o x / 100,000
M I S S I SSIPPI 2
pop. in 1000s 31
o x / 1 00,000 6.A5
MISSO U R I  1
pop. in 1000s 20
o x / 1 00,000 5.00
M O N TANA
pop. In 1000s
gx / 1 0 0 , 0 0 0
NEBRA S K A
pop. In 1000s 
ox/100,000
NEVADA
pop. in 1000# 
e x / 1 00,000
N EW H A M P SHIRE 1
pop. in 1000# 214
e x / 1 00,000 .47
N EW JERSEY 4
pop. in 1000s 246
ox/100,000 1.63
N EW MEXICO
pop. in 1000a 
e x/100,000
N EW YORK 13
pop. in 1000s 059
ex/100,000 1.36
N O R T H  C A R OLINA 34
pop. in 1000# 556
ex/100,000 6.12
N O R T H  DAKOTA 
pop. in 1000s 
e x / 100,000
1811*
1820
1821-
1830
1831-
1840
1841*
1850
23
153
15.03
8
216
3.70
60
352
17.05
44
518
8.49
1
290
.34
1
399
.25
1
S02
.20
0
583
.00
15
407
3.69
6
447
1.34
5
470 
1.06
9
503
1.34
13
523
2.49
15
610
2.46
14
738
1.90
4
995
.40
1
9
11.11
3
32
9.3B
1
212
.47
398
.00
1 3 1 3
75 137 376 607
1.33 2.19 .27 .49
0 4 8 9
67 140 384 682
.00 2.86 2.08 1.32
0 1 1 2
244 269 285 318
.00 .37 .35 .63
2 4 3 6
278 321 373 490
.72 1.25 .80 1.22
0
62
.00
25 22 23 23
1373 1919 2 429 3097
1.82 1.15 .95 ,74
13 30 22 14
639 738 753 869
2.03 4.07 2.92 1.61
1831-
1860
1861-
1870
1871-
1880
1881-
1890
1891-
1900
99
708
13.98
57
727
7.84
34
940
3.62
73
1119
6.32
73
1382
3.43
2
628
.32
4
627
.64
4
649
.62
6
661
.91
3
694
.72
18
687
2.62
13
781
1.92
23
933
2.46
11
1042
1.06
36
1188
3.03
&
1231
.32
6
1457
.41
9
1783
.30
5
2239
.22
8
2803
.29
749
.00
1184
.00
1637
.00
2094
.00
2421
.00
2
172
1.16
41
440
9.32
0
781
.00
8
1310
.61
8
1731
.46
22
791
2.78
0
828
.00
16
1132
1.41
38
1290
2.93
33
1331
3.42
21
1182
1.78
19
1721
1.10
31
2168
1.43
40
2679
1.49
61
3107
1.96
1
21
4.76
3
39
12.82
13
143
10.49
13
243
6.17
2
432
.44
4
1063
.38
8
1066
.73
3
42
11.90
8
62
12.90
4
47
8.31
3
42
7.14
0
326
.00
2
318
.63
3
347
1.44
2
377
.33
I
412
.24
10
672
1.49
13
906
1.43
12
1131
1.06
18
1443
1.23
24
1864
1.27
6
94
6.3B
3
92
3.26
3
120
2.50
13
160
8.13
17
193
8.72
45 
3881 
1.16
21
4383
.48
40
5083
.79
49
6003
.82
33
7269
.73
13
993
1.31
37
1071
3.45
37
1400
2.64
30
1618
3.09
2
191
1.03
43
1894
2.27
4
319
1.23
1901-
1910
1911-
1920
1921*
19.10
1911-
1940
1941 * 
1930
1951-
1960
91
1636
3.30
11
1799
.61
45
2102
2.14
39
2364
2.30
46
2684
1.71
23
323?
,77
742
.00
768
.00
797
.00
847
.00
014
.00
969
.00
23 
1293 
V .93
13
1430
.90
21
1632
1.29
21
11121
1.15
38
2341
1.62
6
3101
,19
10
3366
.30
13
3852
.34
13
4230
,33
)H
4317
.42
9
4691
.19
3149
.00
2810
.00
3668
.00
4842
.00
5236
.00
6372
.00
782.1
.00
7
2076
.34
2387
.00
2364
,00
2792
.00
2982
.00
3414
.00
81
1797
4.31
33
1791
1.84
28
2010
1.39
36
2184
2.56
52
2179
2.39
32
2178
1.47
40
3293
1.40
7
3404
.21
12
'3629
.33
30
vm
.79
14
3933
.33
0
4120
.21
10
370
2.66
8
349
1.46
11
338
2.04
3
339
.89
1
391
,17
673
.00
6
1192
.30
4
1296
.31
6
1378
,44
0
i:no
.00
2
1326
.13
1411
.14
9
82
10.98
2
77 
2.60
3
91
3.30
8
110
7.27
10
160
6,25
8
283
2.81
0
431
.00
2
443
.43
I)
463
.00
1
492
.20
313
.00
60?
.00
46
2337
1.81
36
3130
1.14
41
4041
1.06
31
4160
.73
14
4815
.29
16
6067
.26
10
327
3»06
11
360
3.06
7
423
1.63
2
332
.38
2
681
.29
4
951
.42
73
9114
.82
125
10383
1.20
126 
1 2388 
.99
131 
114 79 
1.12
103
148.10
.69
58
16782
.35
47
2206
2.13
49
2339
1.91
38
3170
1.83
132
3372
1.70
107
4062
2.63
14
4556
.31
4
377
.69
647
.00
681
.00
642
.00
620
,00
632
.00
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NAM E  OF  STATE/ 
no.of executions
1801-
1810
1811-
1820
1821-
1830
1831-
1840
1841-
1850
1851-
1860
O HIO 
pop. in lOOOe 
ex/100,000
3
231
1.30
5
581
.86
5
938
.53
11
1519
.72
9
1980
.45
11
2340
.47
OKLAHOMA
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
OREGON
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
5
12
41.67
7
52
13.46
PENNSYLVANIA 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
16
810
1.98
10
1049
.95
13
1348
.96
16
1724
.93
19
2312
.82
26
2906
.89
R H ODE ISLAND 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
0
77
.00
0
83
.00
0
97
.00
3
109
2 .75
1
148
.68
175
.00
S O UTH CAROLINA 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
6
415
1.45
15
503
2.98
66
581
11.36
12
594
2.02
8
669
1.20
19
704
2.70
SOUTH DAKOTA 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
T E N N ESSEE
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
6
262
2.29
6
423
1.42
15
682
2.20
11
829
1.33
19
1003
1.89
U
1110
.99
T E XAS
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
7
213
3.29
18
604
2.98
UTAH
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
3
40
7.50
VERMONT
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
1
218
.46
3
236
1.27
0
261
.00
1
292
.34
0
314
.00
0
315
.00
VIRGINIA
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
70
878
7.97
63
938
6.72
99
1044
9.48
61
1025
5 .95
52
1119
4.65
91
1220
7.46
WASHINGTON 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
2
1
200.00
1
12
8.33
WES T  VIRGINIA 
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
6
105
5.71
3
137
2.19
6
177
3.39
2
225
.89
5
302
1.66
14
377
3.71
WISCONSIN
pop. in 1000s 
ex/100,000
3
305
.98
1
776
.13
WYOMING
pop. In 1000s 
ex/100,000
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1861-
1870
1871-
1880
1881-
1890
1891-
1900
1901-
1910
1911-
1920
1921-
1930
1931-
1940
194*1-
1950
1951-
196Q
24
2665
.90
22
3198
.69
29
3672
.79
24
4158
.58
28
4767
.59
25
5759
.43
90
6647
1.35
76
6908
1.10
53
7947
.67
30
9706
.31
17
259
6.56
37
790
4.68
12
1657
.72
10
2028
.49
15
2396
.63
35
2336
1.50
11
2233
.49
10
2328
.43
7
91
7.69
13
175
7.43
13
318
4.09
12
414
2.90
26
673
3.86
10
783
1.28
14
954
1.47
3
1090
.28
11
1521
.72
4
1769
.23
33
3522
.94
52
4283
1.21
47
5258
.89
72
6302
1.14
143
7665
1.87
112
8720
1.28
134
9631
1.39
77
9900
.78
38
10498
.36
25
11319
.22
217
.00
277
.00
346
.00
429
.00
543
.00
604
.00
687
.00
713
.00
792
.00
859
.00
11
706
1.56
37
996
3.71
64
1151
5.56
59
1340
4.40
41
1515
2.71
52
1684
3.09
39
1739
2.24
68
1900
3.58
57
2117
2.69
23
2383
.97
1
98
1.02
3
349
.86
5
402
1.24
4
584
.68
1
637
.16
0
693
.00
0
643
.00
1
653
.15
0
681
.00
18
1259
1.43
27
1542
1.75
29
1768
1.64
39
2021
1.93
37
2185
1.69
13
2338
.56
27
2617
1.03
49
2916
1.68
35
3292
1.06
8
3567
.22
12
819
1.47
63
1592
3 .96
56
2236
2.50
115
3049
3.77
74
3897
1.90
58
4663
1.24
76
5825
1.30
121
6415
1.89
83
7711
1.08
71
95B0
.74
3
87
3.45
2
144
1.39
1
211
.47
3
277
1.08
2
373
.54
8
449
1.78
8
508
1.57
2
550
.36
4
689
.58
7
891
.79
4
331
1.21
5
332
1.51
3
332
.90
1
344
.29
1
356
.28
3
352
.85
0
360
.00
1
359
.28
1
378
.26
2
390
.51
58
1225
4.73
24
1513
1.59
29
1656
1.75
62
1854
3.34
109
2062
5.29
67
2309
2.90
47
2422
1.94
29
2678
1.08
33
3319
.99
22
3967
.55
0
24
.00
7
75
9 .33
6
357
1.68
9
118
1.74
21
1142
1.84
1
1357
.07
15
1503
.96
21
1736
1.21
14
2379
.59
7
2853
.25
4
442
.90
I
618
.16
4
763
.52
1
959
.10
11
1221
.90
17 
1464 
i .16
25
1729
1.45
20
1902
1.05
9
2006
.45
9
1860
.48
1055
.00
1315
.00
1693
.00
2069
.00
2334
.00
2632
.00
293V
.00
3138
.00
3435
.00
3952
.00
2
9
22.22
1
21
4.76
4
63
6.35
2
93
2.15
2
146
1.37
5
194
2.58
3
226
1.33
3
251
1.20
2
291
.69
0
330
.00
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CURRICULUM VITAE
I was born in New Orleans into a physical landscape 
that was subtle but engrossingly detailed and a social 
landscape that, at least during my childhood, was rich and 
strange. I did not know that a mode of scholarly analysis 
existed that could bring the two landscapes together. I 
began rather late in life to think about geography except, 
one might say, as an ardent consumer of it. I returned to 
college after a hiatus, took my first geography course 
(geomorphology) at the University of Arizona, and was 
hooked. I soon focused on the built rather than natural 
environment; but I have held to the perspective of the 
world as process to be interpreted, rather than as objects 
to be dissected and labeled, that I first learned in 
physical geography. In 1985 I received the Master's in 
Geography with a thesis on the cultural geography of 
Hispanic yard shrines. My mentors were Professors Dan 
Arreola and Tom Saarinen and the architect and 
anthropologist Dennis Doxtater.
The study of capital punishment had its origins later 
the same year when I had begun Ph.D. studies in the 
Department of Geography and Anthropology at Louisiana 
State University, Baton Rouge. Professor Miles 
Richardson, in his "culture and place" seminar, challenged
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us to define and evoke a place that was somehow epitomal 
or paradigmatic in cultural terms. I chose the place of 
execution. For me the place of execution began as a 
prison chamber but widened out to include the American 
landscape. I acquired the conviction that it is the 
condemned individual who is "out of place'1 in the sense 
that his or her (usually his) crime is not the driving 
force behind capital punishment. Rather, execution 
expresses in the blind and unforgiving manner of symbols 
come to life our need for order in social groups, for 
insiders and outsiders and a top and a bottom, and our 
anxiety over resources and their distribution. It has 
taken me a full five years to tease out and put into words 
the inextricably spatial nature of these social processes.
In general, bringing together the idea of built 
environment with that of social process has been a hard 
intellectual struggle for geographers, social theorists, 
and others interested in place over the last twenty-odd 
years. Neo-Marxian thought had to become more flexible, 
phenomenological thought more oriented toward the physical 
world, and landscape and spatial studies more aware of 
politics. I began to formulate these issues and to 
grapple with them while at LSU, and for these beginnings 
of command I owe most to Professor Richardson and to 
Professor James Penn.
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The dissertation represents my personal part of the 
struggle and, I an well aware, shows some of its scars.
But completing this study has enabled me to state 
confidently that a broader issue has drawn my diverse 
works together, and probably will always do so. This is 
the nature of community formation, especially under 
conditions of social heterogeneity, and space as a 
socially created and manipulated element in this issue. I 
like to think that the conception of the dissertation, if 
not always its execution, shows a certain intellectual 
coming-together, shared with others in geography and 
related fields, around what might loosely be called 
"Postmodernist social inquiry."
Of my many intellectual debts, I would like to single
out that to Max Weber, who has been more often learned
from than acknowledged. I look upon Weber as a progenitor
of Postmodernist social thought, because among social
scientists his work showed first and most comprehensively
that a tragic vision is not incompatible with some fairly
hardheaded empiricism, nor a historical sense with
theoretical generalizations, nor a partisanship for
justice with a justly conducted inquiry. Weber's way of
being as reflected in his work helped me find my own style
as a researcher.
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